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$662

DEATH OF “OUR GEORGE/'

31

Mrs. Julia G. McKeen, Treas.

The Woman's Hospital Aid would extenc
heartfelt thanks to all who so kindly and liberally remembered the hospital on donation
week in cash, jellies, preserves' and pickles;
also $50.00 from Mr. Alfred Johnson and Mrs.
Pratt for a skeleton. For all, and to all, we
very grateful.

Mrs. J, McKeen, Treas.

ton, and Edward at th&time of his death was
the head of the Quimby Mfg Cp. in
Detroit,
Michigan. After the death of his wife Mr.
made
his
home in the family of his
Quimby
uncle, Daniel H. Haraden, until June 8,1886,
when he married Miss Adelaide E. Chase of
this city and they made their home with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Chase, until
the death of Mrs. Haraden, when
they went to
the Haraden house to care for Mr.Har.jden until hiB death, and it has since been their home.
Mr. Quimby is survived by his wife, by two
daughters, Mrs. o. C. Pineo of Havana, Cuba,
and Miss Katherine C,
Quimby of this city, by
his sister, mentioned above, by a little
granddaughter and by a number of cousins. In all
the relations of life Mr.
Quimby bore well hi8
part and he has gone to his long rest regretted by all who knew him, and the sympathy of the entire community is extended to
those so sadly and suddenly bereaved.

George A Quimby died about 10 p. m., Jan.
10th, at his home, 34 Miller street, aged 73
years, 6 months and 2 days. Few knew of his
illness and its serious nature was not
realized;

Respectfully submitted,

are

NUMBER 2

and the
the

news

of

his death

was a

great shock to

community in which the greater part of

his life had been spent and in which
every
one was his friend and admirer.
We can think
of no one at this time whose
going out will be
so deeply felt and
sincerely regretted, both at
home and abroad, for he was known
through
his writings far beyond the borders of his
native State. For some months
Mr,

v

General statistics showing amount of work
done in hospital from Dec. 1, 1912, to Dec, \
1914:
Number of patients admitted....-. 309
Number of patients discharged. 288
Number ol deaths. 15
Number in hospital Dec. 1, 1912.
6
Number in hospital Dec. 1, 1914.
9

past
Quimby’s intimate friends had noted with appreached as a candidate at the First Parish
prehension indications of failing health and
^..Vpickled.
had missed the quaint or witty remarks which
Unitarian church has accepted a call from
the Rockland, Mans., Unitarian church.
were his usual salutations. When his
daughter
Address...-In MemoriMrs. Pineo, and the little granddaughter of
The Sunday noon meetings of the Men's Fo- years of faithful service, was received with
i,
ng Bells.
great
Adelbert
whom
he
regret.
Clerk,
Dr,
was
so
Millett;
fond,left for their home in HaIndia...-Style Signals rum, held in the Universalist church, are
treasurer, Hon. Clarence 0. Poor; treasurer of Number
;
hree Friends-Regrowing in interest and numbers. The theme
days treatment paying.4228 vana, Cuba, Mr. Quimby felt their departure
for discussion next Sunday will be. Brave benevolences, Dr. A. O. Stoddard; Sunday Number days treatment tree.1066 deeply and it is believed that he knew his conaJPalBh.
school committee, the superintendent, Mrs.
wton Springs. .Ship
dition then and felt that he would never see
t
Little Holland. All men are invited.
Deaths.
Total.5294 them
Marriages.
John R. Duntcn and Mrs. Charles M.
again. In his last days, before he was
Craig; Number of
At the Baptist church this week the services
.-..t .societies..East Bel172
surgical patients.
committee on special missions, Mrs. Charles
Number of medical patients. 113 obliged to take to his bed, he must have sufferwill be as follows: This, Thursday, at 7 30 p,
: A. Pilsbury, Miss Annie V. Field, Miss Mared extremely, but he made no
Number of eye, ear, nose and throat pacomplaint,would
m., the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10 45 a. m.t
tients. 18 have no medical aid and continued the daily
garet N. Hazeltine, Miss L, A. McDowell, Mrs.
I ilE
GRANGE.
with
sermon
morning service,
by the pastor, Ada V.
Number
of
visits
to
his
11
office
as
births.
Wiley; welcome committee, E. S. Bowlong as he was physically
Sunday school at noon; Christian Endeavor
Largest
ker, Bertrand L. Davis, C. M. Craig. Dean Smallest average any month. 12 able. He was there for the last time Jan. 2nd,
n Harvest Grange,
at 6.30 and evening services at 7.30 p. m.
4
average any month.
and Jan. 8th Dr. Elmer Small, the
Knowlton. Harry Bowker, John F. Waterman
; ,ng their offices very
family phyThe annual meeting of the Universalist Par- and
was called.
It was a case in which medWesley Woods.
resting meeting was
As is shown by this report more free work sician
ish will be held in the vestry this, Thursday
ical
skill
was powerless, death
has been done by the
VP! !•: g.
resulting from
;.u
hospital than the appro- a
evening, following a parish supper, which will
complication of diseases.
THE WOMAN'S HOSPITAL AID.
priations from the State provided for, but the
-.ini, at their regular
be served at 6 o’clock
All, old and young,
Mr. Quimby had been identified with The
I an executive com- interested in the
Universalist church are invitThe annual meeting of the Woman’s Hospi- patients have not been given free treatment Journal for nearly if not
quite half a century,
ar as follows; Charles
ed.
The supper is free and it is hoped there tal Aid of the Waldo County hospital was held except in necessary cases. Many of the pa- During the 22 years that Wm. H.
Simpson was
J.
t rank Clement.
;i.
EVIrlnv.
T
O* U
fit- il
tients admitted and cared for free of charge,
will be a large attendance.
the editor he contributed to the local columns
k-rister, Mrs. Olive
were
with
no
means
Mrs. Adelbert Millett. Twelve members were
ot hiring help and and wrote a series of articles
people
that gave him a
„i

i

j

I

beat to do away forever with the dual
system
of management. At 6.30 p. m about
100 sat
d iwn to a bountiful and nicely served
supper,
after which the parish held its final
meeting
in the lecture room. Following this
meeting
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl the pastor, called the
church meeting to order, which was
opened
by prayer, and a roll call of the members. The
reports were then presented and officers
elected as follows: Board of trustees, Melville
C. Hill, Ben D. Field, for one year; Harry M.
Prentiss, Charles P.|Hazeltine for two years;
Dr. Adelbert Millett and Hon. Robert F. Dunton for three yearB, The pastor will serve on
this board also.
Standing committee: The
pastor, deacons Harry M. Prentiss and Melville C. Hill, Mrs. Charles M. Craig and W B.
Woodbury. The resignation of Mra. L. A.
Knowlton from this committee, after
many
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Ida

Vose, librarian.
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the ITniversalist church, held last week at the
residence of Mrs. Leroy A. Webber, the following officers were elected: President, Miss
Frances Abbott; vice president, Mrs. Willis G.
Haseltine; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Frank
G. Mixer, The past year was a good one for
the society and there is much interest in mak-

meeting Saturday
question box was

-d
A

program. This was
out animated and

variety of subjects,
urth degrees will be
folin^talveiling: Ernest HigBertha Mears, L.;
Ellis, A. S.; Mabel
Harding, Treas.;
1 emuel Woodbury, G.
Emma Shibles, PoFlora; Dora Jackson,
has elected the

tsuing

IU

I

year, the

nterpori, assisted by
ai d Mr. and Mrs. A.
the officers of Comet
v

4th, in
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H!nge attended the meets o. 246,
|
Searsmont, Jan.
v
fficers were installed
*:
assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
•ntville: Master, T. L.
Charles Butler; steward,

i-r:

and

the

general

routine

business

Moody; chaplain, Nettie 70 members enrolled with average attendance in full, as follows:
\bbie Ordway; treasurer, of about 50.
THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
Keeper, George Butler,
and Members of the Woman’s
Rev. Albert E. Wilson of Boston,
formerly To the Officers
Flora. Helen Cobb; of
Hospital Aid:
Plainfield, N. J., who preached in the UniAs retiring president it becomes my duty
iady asst, steward, tarian church last Sunday as a candidate for
and very great pleasure to say a few words to
the second time was given a unanimous call to you at this meeting. It is with some satisfacresented two resolu- the pastorate at a business meeting held after tion that 1 call your attention to the results
obtained the past year ai.d obtained through
Grange, passed at the morning service. Mr. Wilson took the the cooperation of officers and members
of
Alston last month. One matter into consideration and will
give a formal this association. The various reports submitwill
details
ot
ted
those
of potatoes'. It sets reply after
results.
give you
returning to Boston. He is a
Donation week was changed from Thanks■lucers of that food pro- married man. He prepared for the
ministry giving week to the week of Christmas and at
lan 7 cents a peck,
at the Theological Institute in Meadville, Pa.
that time the Hospital was most liberally rein the large centers
Both Mr. and Mrs. Wilson are musical, the membered by its many friends and the public
more than 30 cents
former having a fine bass voice. If Mr. Wil- generally.
The Sewing Circle has done much toward
t>es
“Believing, as son accepts the call the church will be closed making the past year successful. Aside from
that the difference until the last Sunday in January or the first in the delighttul sociability of the meetings,
voter and consumer is
you have contributed very materially to the
February.

5:
Dii

li.:

Ethel Brown.

[■
•'•

P*i

steward, Leon P.

tant

r,

present

^

no one

at

home who could do for them what

association.

erests of the

country
that there
difference in

The regular session last Sunday of the BapI wish to express my appreciation and
tist Sunday school was of unusual interest and thanks to the several committees who have
served us, for their faithfulness, and it is with
great a
there were 234 present. The infant
depart- much pleasure that I extend my sincere thanks
l
quest the President of ment of 56 members came into the
main room | to the officers and members of the Hospital
r a federal
investiga- bringing their little chairs and occuDvinn- snaw Aid for the kind helpfulness and courtesy
shown me through the year; and, also, to all
vacated for them. The graduating exercises
friends of the Hospital whose interest in the
E:
on exists.”
of 22 members were held under the direction of
of Progress Grange, their superintendent, Miss Maude E.
Respectfully,
Mathews, attained.
Estelle K. Millett, Pres.
Saturday night, Jan. consisting of their required work, the 23d
ts of Monroe, assisted
Psalm, the books of the New Testament, the
THE SECRETARY'S REPORT.
die Grant. The of- 12 Apostles and Bible questions, etc.. Those
|
To the President and members of the Womwho
had
the
Master, Mrs. Neliie
completed
required work received an’s Hospital Aid: The twelve months
just
their diplomas from Supt. Charles E. Rhoades
)rence Stevens; lec[
past have not been marked by great things acsteward. Miss Olive and several who have work to make up will complished but our little coterie of workers
have reason to congratulate themselves upon
-rd. Miss Eunice Chase; receive their diplomas later.
S
many good things done. We have continued
Miss Mabel Edwards;
I
The second in the series of Union Gospel to prove the worth of our society by the best
ilatch; secretary, Mrs. services was held in the Opera House Sunday ; of ail tests, the need of its existence and just
\
i to have met this need in a practical and
-rer, bred Emery; Ceres,
j
evening, Jan. 10th, with an audience of about efficient way should be encouraging.
Miss Pearl Chase; Po- 600. All the
j.
We have held 10 regular business meetings
pastors of the churches were
with two by special call. The several comKate keeper, Merle present and a spirit of union and
good fellow- mittees have
met as tne work of the various
Ahs strved in the
;
f
dining ship prevailed. Rev. Haraden S. Pearl, Condepartments demanded.
short program was pre- gregationalism
i
The sewing circle has held weekly meetings
presided. The services were
A vote of thanks were
opened with the singing of Coronation by the with few exceptions and I refer you to the re|
of the chairman for items of work done
ments for the fine manport
\
congregation, led by an orchestra, with a cho- and financial
receipts.
rk was done.
I
rus under the direction of
Rev. Horace B.
The supplies for the culinary department of
IjjiE
the
of the nurses dining room and
Harvest
followed
Sellers,
tb.r
Miethodist,
of
hospital,
by
reading
Grange,Waldo,
t 7
ursday evening, Jan,7th, by Scripture by Rev. Albert E Wilson, Unitarian other apartments, in fact all supplies for the
have
been furnished as usual by the
lo. assisted by Mrs. Cilley A male quartettte,Messrs Willis G. Haseltine hospital
Aid. The treasurer’s report and that of the
1
Music for the ceremony Frank R. Keene, A. P. Goodhue and Luther A
purchasing committee will show articles
and amounts expended.
N'* Bertha Mears of Morrill. Hammons,
sang an anthem and also the re, bought
The wiring of the hospital with electricity,
88 present
invitawas
by
offered
Rev.
special
sponse.
Walter
Prayer
by
a much needed improvement, was assumed
I e8“°
by
v«»l members of Frederick F. Sturtevant,
t
Baptist. During the offertoiy, the Aid at a cost of about $85.
After the installation cere- a cornet solo was rendered
The
entertainment
for
the
only
public
year
by Arthur F.
^
invited to the dining room, Welch. The hymn, “Ever Loving God,” was was a sale, supper and dance Oct. 27th ii^ which
the Hospital Club, recently organizd, shared.
"ed bean
supper was served. rendered with spirit and volume by the con- The net receipts were upwards of $45.
" 88 1
the hour only a short ! gregation. Rev. Arthur A.
The visiting committee have continued to
L
Blair, Universalist,
cheer and comfort to the patients and
L
following is a list of the preached the sermon, taking for his text carry
those in charge and have co-operated with the
ensuing year. M. Myrl B. Christ’s woids, “I came not to bring peace, executive board in bringing before the Aid the
"
U Inise Cross; S., T. F. but the sword,” and his discourse was
ftjL
timely different phases of need.
1 1 rn
There are 28 members who have paid dues to
It.
Whitcomb; Chap., Mrs. and appropriate. He explained that it was a
date. A large number may justiy be counted
Mrs. Alma Cilley; spiritual and not a carnal sword that Christ as
mem-bets. A failure to collect dues is answerB. Jame6 Wentworth; meant, and said that true
h.,
|
Christianity today able for the falling off in numbers. We believe the interest in the work holds good and
-ross; F; Fanny Went- makes use of the spiritual sword even when
i
much credit is due our President, Mrs. Millett,
die Cross.
the church body has not the courage to deal
for her zeal and faithfulness in attending to
j
:h:
quiaty Grange, Lincoln- with existing evils. He severely criticized i every detail of business when many times unj
der very anxious and trying circumstances.
3 evening,Jan. 7th, certain condition 5 alleged to prevail in poli|
We are under deep personal obligation to her
,ardner and her aids in a tics, the devotion of parents to lodge and club
for sympathetic and helpful cooperation.
p
The officers are as ; life to the neglect of family duties, etc., and
li.
In retiring from this position, which I find it
,s!
the time is coming, and is near at hand impossible to fill longer, I wish to thank the
'‘Ce Rankin;
said,
!
overseer,
kgs j
members who have so kindly cooperated with
urfcr» Mrs. Lffie Rankin; when moral men and women will make all
K
me in my duties.
I have served you to the
blckey; ass’t steward, Don j such offences their business and will publicly best of my ability, and villit gly, since the redeal with conditions that sap the morali'y of organization in May, 1909,
‘n,1*e Lermond;
nearly six years,
treasurer,
»5K-hv.
and at times I have found it extremely diffi
ain» Lydia Stevens; Flora, the community. The speaker had the close
cult owing to the pressure of other duties.
a> Flora Elms;
fcj; i A
Ceres, Alice attention of the large audience. The service Now, although severing my official connection
*^ar'on Gould; gate keeper, closed with singing “Blest be the Tie,” and the with the society, I do not part with my intera
est in the good work.
I shall gladly share
benediction by Mr. Blair.
musical and
moreover,

the ways in which interested friends could
show their interest in the hospital.
The training school for nurses connected
with the hospital is composed on an
average
of six pupils, who do practically all the nurs-

ing under supervision of the doctors and superintendent, and are very successful rurses
after graduating. Two have graduated during 1914 and are doing private nursing at pres
with very good success.
Besides the Woman’s Hospital Aid a new organization was formed in 1914, called the Waldo County Hospital club. It is composed of
young ladies of the city who are interested in
the hospital and desire to be helpful to the institution. At present there are nearly thirty
members and they are getting tunds together
to repair the nurses rooms and make them
more attractive and homelike.
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and useful life of 88 years, went out of
existence.
Formerly, under the statutes, a
church was unable to hold property;

8

tesponse showed
of the
gift. A supper was
hall, at which some 250
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Respectfully submitted,

Elizabeth B. Brackett, Sec’y,

active

Tranquility Grange however,

Ldwaid Goodwin with
®e Lankin
making the pre
manner in behalf of

m,,.

The annual supper, church and parish meet-

ings, of the North Congregational church took
Grange choir, selection place Thursday evening, Jan. 7th, and was
fecitation by Belle Russ, notable from the fact that the parish, after an

with you in wishing each year renewed blessings upon every effort to bring increased prosperity to so worthy a cause.

recently,

churches have been incorporated, and so the sole function of the parish,
which was to administer the business affairs
and provide funds for the church, was automatically done away with. The First Congregational church was incorporated in 1911, and
in order to simplify and make mote systematic
the business administration it was thought
many

treasurer’s report.
To the President and members of the Woman’s Hospital Aid, I most respectfully submit
the following report:
Receipts of the year 1914.

Membership,
Sewing Circle and Entertainment.$144 35
Cash on hand. 418 00
$562 35

Expenditures.

Bedding,furnishings end electric wiring.$212 64

ior a series or articles

Elected.

Secretary

State and ten ballots had been taken before
adjournment briday, when there was an understanding that there would be no more balloting until Tuesday’s session. A lone Demo*
ocrat, whose identity is not known, voted
several times for the Republican
candidate,
who had at times one Progressive vote. The
tenth ballot was as follows:
Whole number of votes cast,
180
Necessary for a choice,
91
John E. Bunker had
90
Joseph E Alexander had
86
Roland E. Clark had
4
The deadlock was broken cn the first ballot
Tuesday morning by the election of the seven
Democratic councillors. A. P. Libby, Progressive, was not, present and it was understoo
that he was purposely absent in order to break
the deadlock and throw the eleetion into the
hands of the Democrats.
The Democratic
nominees were given 91 votes, the Republican
87, and the Progressive 3.
Then John E. Bunker, Democratic candidate for Secretary of State, was elected by
his full party vote; two Progressives,
Libby
and Perham, not voting. Gould, one of the
voted
original Progressives,
with the Republicans.

A CHAPTER

Then a ballot was laken for State Treasurer
with this result: E. E. Newbert of Augusta

OF ACCIDENTS

had

OBITUARY.
Elroy R. Bowen of this citv died Jan. 6th in
the State Hospital at Augusta, where he had
been for some time. He lived for
many years
at 38 Searsport avenue and was
employed in
the Leonard & Barrows shoe
factory. His

In Which a Number of

Globe,

which

heartily greeted. Mr. Quimby .while always ready to take part in social affairs at
heme had avoided publicity abroad, and was

more

Mr. Clarence E. Fro8t

90, Joseph W. Simpson of York 87 and
Morrill N. Drew of Portland 5.
This vote
showed that the elusive Democrat hac been

was

severely injured

Jan. 8th, while at work in
Mathews Bro's mill. He was sawing a piece nf
hardwood flooring when it slipped or caught

forced into what we believe to have
his first after dinner speech. Hon. Fred
Atwood was entertaining a large
company at
his hospitable home in Winterport and when
been

rebounded, striking Mr. Frost

and

He

men.

was

taken

home at

in

A. Leon Cayford of Portland arrived last
Friday for a visit.

I
1

were

very

and

a

favorable.

September, 1885,

on a trip down the
bay
W. H. Winslow’s cutter yacht Pilgrim a
call was made on Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Mullen
! at North Haven, and of this visit Mr. Quimby
; said in The Journal:

night before. He was brought to the city as
possible, and after Dr. E. L. Stevens
had removed the finger he was taken to his
home. Much sympathy is expressed for the

soon as

young

I find that I can get nowhere that my fame
has not preceded me. I made a call in company with our Local on a lady at one of the
islands. After an introduction she said: “It is
rather funny, but I was thinking of you today." Of course I felt a little flattered that
an entire stranger should be thinking of me
an'l I said,Ah! “Yes," she said, “I was making
soap and could not help thinking of Our
George,” I don’t know why, unless it was because there was so much lye in it.

man.

William Haugh slipped and fell on the ice
his home on Federal street early last
Saturday morning and fractured a small bone
in his left ankle. No one was near to assist
him and he crawled on his hands and knees
the short distance home.

near

J

Natalie Maude, the young daughter of N. C.
One of Mr. Quimby’s most popular articles
was “On Making Soap," and it was called for | Pottle of Howard, R. I., who is boarding with
1
long after its original publication, as were her uncle, L. J. Pottle, and attending school,
met with a seripus mishap Sunday while walkmany of his other contributions.
For many years Mr. Quimby was a foremost I ing in the woods with her little cousin Carroll.
figure in all social affairs, ever ready to take She attempted to climb a fence of barbed wire
He appeared often in when her coat caught and she fell on a stone
any part assigned him.
wall on the opposite side,striking her left knee
'■“J

|

--

Carroll went
enthusiastically applauded by the audi- and dislocating the patella.
He filled the unenviable position of home for assistance and with the aid of his
ences.
judge at baby shows, was indispensable at pic- mother, George W. Frisbee, and later Kempwife, formerly Miss Alice Hart of this city, nics and excursions, and succeeded the
late ton B. Craig and Roy E. Young, she was cardied about six years ago.
Their surviving Charles Treadwell as the
champion chowder ried home, suffering much pain. She is unchildren are Ethel, wife of H. M. Harris of maker of Belfast. Those who have
able to use the injured member and regrets
not enjoyPejepscot; Grace, Ralph and Marian of this ed the hospitality of Mr. Quimby at The Pines, her inability to attend school.
city; and Mr. Bowen leaves one sister, Mrs, Quantabacook, and partaken of one of his
Angie Bray of Belfast. All were present at chowders have missed a good deal. Much
Last Sunday afternoon Miss Louise Ellis,
the funeral service, held at 1 p. m., Jan. 8th, in more might be said of the
lovable, and loved,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Ellis, and
the Coombs undertaking rooms. Rev. Arthur one who tfas gone—the devoted husband
and Miss Sadie
Chapin were driving with Winnie
A. Blair, Universalist. officiated, and the bear- father, the loyal citizen, the true friend
who Marriner when the horse became
frightened
ers were Amos Partridge, Seldon A.
Flanders, death has taken from us—but words are futile and ran,
throwing the occupants out and deH. E. Bradman and W, H. McIntosh.
when such a parting comes.
molishing the carriage. Young Marriner was
News has been received in Belfast of the
uninjured, but the others were at first thought
death of Miss Carrie Pingree of Lawrence,
George Albert Quimby was born June 8, to be severely injured. Miss Ellis was taken
Mass. She was daughter of Mrs. Susan Jane
1841, in the old Angier house, which stood on to the Tapley hospital and was found to have
(Durham) Pingree, formerly of East Belfast the site of the Memorial building, the son of concussion of the brain. Later she was taken
and well known here. She was found dead the late Phineas Park Quimby and fc'usanna to her home and Monday morn ing was quite
Christmas morning on the bath room floor by (Haraden) Quimby, and was the youngest of comfortable and it is thought she is not
her aged mother. Miss Pingree was a teacher
their five children, of whom Augusta Susan seriously injured.
Miss Chapin was at first
ia the Lawrence public schools and was to (Mrs J. W. Frederick) is the sole survivor. thought to have a broken hip, but physicians
have spent Christmas with her sister Alice,
William Henry, the oldest son, died in August, pronounced it a Bad sprain and she is now conwho lived near by. Besides those mentioned 1857, and was followed later by John H. and fined to her home on Union street.
one
brother survives, Edward Pingree of William H. When George was three years
old his father built the house at 25 Court
Belfast surgeons were called to Lincolnville
Providence, R I.
street now occupied by William H. Quimby,
Sunday to reduce the fracture of a broken
THE GOVERNOR S MESSAGE.
and which has since been known as the Quimthigh for Mrs. Wm. A. Dickey, a lady of 78
by homestead Mr. Quimby was educated in ye ars.
The inaugural message of Gov. Curtis is
the public schools of his native city. He inprinted in full on another page. Following are herited his father's taste of
SONS OF VETERANS' MEMORIAL
reading, bis enthe principal points:
quiring mind and ready and natural wit. When
SERVICE.
•'
Favors the repeal of
useless and obsolete a
man
he went to New York to clerk in
young
laws.”
At
the
the ship chandlery of Thayer & Sargent, and
regular meeting Monday evening,
Urges greater detail in State auditor’s re- later for a short time war engaged in the Jan. 11th, of A, F. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterports.
cigar and tobacco business with his cousin, ans, and its Auxiliary, memorial services were
Suggests room for improvement in construc- Wm. Quimby, in Minneapolis, but loved held by each for the late Maurice E. Curtis.
of
tion
State highways.
Belfast too well t<# remain long away Resolutions were read in each bocjy and later
Trunk line highways are not intended ae
from home. About the time of the Civil War in joint session in the main hah when the Sons
special favors to any specific locality but are he went to Portland to assist his
formed a hollow square in the center of the
father, who
for the general good of all.
having become deeply interested in the art or room and saluted the dipped flag. Remarks
Not good business to issue longtime highwere made by Comrade C. L. Wright of his 17
science of mesmerism, when in its comparaway bonds tor roads lasting only five or ter
tive infancy in this country devoted the year’s acquaintance with the departed comrade
years.
Maintenance of State highways will strair
State’s resources more than is expected.
Wants publicity for solicitations for charitable

objects.

Discusses taxation, especially of intangible
personal property.
He makes no recommendation or suggestion
concerning prohibition, but refers to the Democratic platform.
THE WAR NEWS.
The war news mus'; give way to home news
this week, and in fact there is nothing decisive
from the seat of war. It is thought now thal
active operations by the Allies will be deferred until spring, when they are expected
in addition to strengthening their own forces
to have the aid of other countries, and a determined movement will be made against Germany. Roumania and Italy are now thoughl
to be about ready to join the Allies.

and

last

twenty years of his

life

to

the

de-

as

a

conscientious workman. D. A. Webber

velopment of its principles, especially spoke of him as a neighbor and A. T. Gay
with regard to the healing art, and reducing 8 poke of his illness and the braveness of their
The services closed
these principles to practice he wrought out brother in his last fight.
wonderful results. On returning to Belfast with another salute to the dipped flag. FolMr. Quimby engaged with Mr. George Pote, lowing are the resolutions:
Re solved, That the business of this Camp be
under the firm name ot Pote & Quimby, in the
now
suspended that the opportunity may be
manufacture of vests in Hay ford block, and
give n lor tributes to the memory of Maurice
after the firm was dissolved, Mr. Pote going to
E. C urtis, late a member of A. E. Clark
Camp,
Ne wton, Mass., he continued the business S. of V.
That
as
a
mark
of
Resolved,
for
alone
several years. After giving up this
respect to the
memory of the deceased the Camp at the conbusiness he became a member of the firm of clusion
of these memorial
proceedings shall
Field & {Quimby, insurance agents, and was so stand adjourned.
• ngaged up to his death.
Resolved, That the secretary be instructed
In May, 1872, Mr,
to send a copy of these resolutions to the famQuimby ^married Mrs. Rose Oakes Quimby, the
ily of the deceased.
widow of his cousin, Edward Quimby. She
died the ^following November, leaving two
Tolman H. Fernald, who was recently maryou ng sont» by her former marriage, Charles ried in
Friendship, has returned to his duties
and Edward, to which Mr. Quimby gave a in The
Journal composing room.
Mrs. Ferfathe r*s love and care until they went out in nald will arrive in a few
weeks and
the w orld for themselves. Both are deceased.
Charles was employed for many years in Bos-

S.

aac

Hills

has been in Boston and

will begin housekeeping
house on Cedar street.

and Mrs. Freeman M. Wood of Bath
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn Thomp-

Mr.

Edwin Flanders, son of Mr. and Mrs. Seldec
Flanders of East Bel fast,met with an accident
last Friday while at work at M. B. Smith’s on a
wood-sawing machine. His right hand was
caught in the saw and so badly mangled that
the little finger had to be am putated. He had
only been at work a short time, going out the

in Dr.

—--

Mrs. I;

are

called upon to address the Sons and Daughters
of Maine at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York,
the Pine Tree Club in Boston and the association of Maine people in Somerville, Mass.

--

Mrs. Nettie Merithew visited relatives in
Vassalboro several days the past week.

the abdo-

once

Ex-Sheriff S. G. Norton has been seriously
ill, but is improving.

physician called and his pain was so intense
vicinity the past week, visiting relatives.
that morphia was administered. Saturday he
Mrs. William Holt was called to Exeter, N.
was
more
comfortable although unable to
move.
Sunday afternoon he underwent a H., last Saturday by the death of her father.
very critical and delicate abdominal operation
Raymond Sherman of Isleboro is visiting his
at the Tapley hospital.
His condition is now grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Edson Sherman.

lighted and the post prandial exercises began the writer was
unexpectedly
called upon, but said that Mr. Quimby was
duly authorized to represent The Journal. He
was, of course, wholly unprepared and unaccustomed to public speaking, but it will be the
testimony of all present that he made the
hit of the evening, and our mutual friend,
Howard Owen of Augusta, will, we are sure
testify to that fact. In later years he was

!

More

Friday forenoon,

rather

;

were

Tersonal.~

was State-wide was evidenced on a
press excursion to Aroostook county, when
the first person called for at each
place visited
was “Our George," and it was remarked at
the
time that the Governor of the State would not
have been looked for with more interest or

In

People
Injured.

Joseph Littlefield of Brooks, ex-sheriff of ! getting in his work again, as the Democrats
Waldo county,who has been the guest for some I should have had 91. The Progressives had
time of his son, Eben F. Littlefield, on Mill»r ! lined up again also. Four more ballots were
taken before adjournment at 5.30 without rest reet, went to the Head of the Tide
recently
suit, but it was expected the elections would
to spend a few days with his
nephew, Fred A.
Holmes. Wednesday evening, Jan. 6th, Mr, be completed yesterday.
The Democrats will not need now to unseat
Littlefield slipped on the back stoop at the
Holmes house and fell, sustaining a fracture Representative Clements, Republican, elected
of the right thigh. He was brought to his from the Montville class, and we notice that
he has been given his committee assignments.
son’s home on Miller street and Miss
Gaylie
Ryder, a trained nurse, employed. Sunday
Dr. E. A. Wilson, assisted by Drs. G. C. and
H. L. Kilgore, reduced the fracture and Mr.
Bernes O. Norton is in Boston on business.
Littlefield is very comfortable. He was unable to take ether for the operation and stood
Miss Emeroy Ginn is in Boston for an exthe pain with a great deal of fortitude.
tended visit.

regard

cigars

Less

or

This

appeared in that
paper with illustrations. He continued his
contributions to The Journal under the pres*
ent editor and through his connection with the
paper became a member of the Maine Press
Association in 1885, was its poet on one occasion and an always welcome attendant at the
annual meetings and on the summer excursions. To everybody he was “Our
George,"
with all that the prefix implies, and that this

ent

«

1

wide reputation as a humorous writer.
led to his engagement by the Boston

was

LEGISLATURE.

The deadlock in the legislature continued
last week on the election of a
of

_.

disposed of. The day of meeting was was necessary. It seems as though such an inchanged from Monday to Friday. The follow- stitution should have necessary support to
ing officers were elected: President, Mrs. H. care for such patients as need medical or surH. Carter; 1st vice president, Miss Annie V. gical treatment,without being limited as to the
Field; 2d vice president, Mrs. George R. Wil- amount when people are suffering for want of
liamson; 3d, vice president, Mrs. Joseph Tyler; care.
Patients entering as hospital cases, who
secretary, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens; treasurer,
ing plans for the coming year.
afford private rooms and doctors,
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen. The following com- cannot
At the Methodist church next Sunday mornmittees were elected: nominating, Mrs. O. S. whether medical or surgical, are treated free
ing Rev Horace B. Sellers will speak on “The
Mrs. G. G. Abbott and Mrs. E. S. of charge by surgeons or physicians giving
Temptation of Jesus,” and in the evening on Vickery,
Pitcher; board of managers, Miss Maude E. their time to the work, and serving two
“Heaven or Hell—Is there One?” At 2 p. m
Mrs. Essie P. Carle, Mrs, J. O. Black, months out of the year for the purpose. Of
Mr. Sellers will speak in the chapel at East Mathews,
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. G. G. Abbott, Mrs. G. course this applies only to people in moderate
Northport. Prayer meeting Thursday evenC. Kilgore, Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Mrs. H. H. circumstances who cannot afford to pay a priing at 7 30; subject “The Prohibition Reform.”
Mrs. Adelbert Millett, Mrs. C, H. vate doctor and for private rooms.
Friday evening at 7 o’clock, choir rehearsal; Johnson,
The contributions of many friends show the
Walden; purchasing committee, Mrs. Julia G.
and at 8 the Young Peoples’ Bible Class
McKeen, Mrs. Adelbert Millett, Mrs. S. A. interest of the public in the welfare of the
First Congregational church, Rev. Haraden
Parker, Mrs. E. A. Wilson; entertainment com- hospital and are much appreciated by all conS. Pearl, pastor. Services as follows: Sunmittee, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. G. G. Abbott, nected with the institution.
10.
and
45, morning worship
day,
sermon; subMiss Annie V. Field, Mrs. S. W. Johnson, Mrs.
Among the present needs of the hospital are
ject, “Modern Miracles;” 12, Bible school! O. S. Vickery;
visiting committee, January, a laundry with machinery for doing the wash6 30, Christian Endeavor; 7.30, lecture, illusMrs. C. S. Webber and Mrs. John O. Black; ing and ironing for the hospital as well as the
trated by colored stereopticon views, “New
February, Miss Maude E. Mathews and Mrs. nurses’ laundry; and it would be a great conLife in the Near East.” Thursday evening,
Robert F. Dunton; March, Mrs. G, G. Abbott venience as well as saving much unnecessary
7.30, prayer meeting at the parsonage, 26 and Mrs. Carl H.
Stevens; April, Mrs, E. D. expense.
St.,
Christ.”
High
Fri- Elms and Mrs. Warren E.
subject: “Following
Another need is an elevator to move patients
Marsh; May, Mrs.
K.
O.
K.
A.
day 7,
E. S. Pitcher and Mrs. S. W. Johnson; June, from one floor to another more easily.
A porch on the side of the
At the annual meeting of the Universalist Misses Ethel Frost and Abbie Poor; July, Mrs,
hospital facing
Sunday school last Sunday the following officers Harry L. Kilgore and Mrs. Adelbert Millett; the bay, where the convalescent patients might
have
were elected: Superintendent, Frank I. Wilson;
the
advantage of being out of doors durAugust, Mrs. Julia G. McKeen and Mrs. G. C.
assistant superintendent, Mrs. Sarah Knight
Kilgore; September, Mrs. Joseph Tyler and ing the summer months would be much appreciated by them.
Miss Maude E. Barker; October, Mrs. S. A.
secretary, Miss Grace Mitchell; treasurer C
All these things would add much to the conE. Johnson; pianist, Mrs. Willis G. Hazetine;
Parker and Miss An.lie V. Field; November,
assistant pianist Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater. A- Mrs. E. A. Wilson and Mrs. F. I.
Wilson; De- venience and comfort of the patients and hosnew constitution was adopted.
The Sunday cember, Mrs. F. M. Bailey and Mrs. O. S. Vick- pital staff, as well as effect saving of labor,
school is in a flourishing conditionhaving about ery. It was voted that the reports be printed time and expense, and they indicate some of

in-

MAINE

Democratic Council and Secretary of State

The funeral service was held at the late
home yesterday at 2 p. m., Rev. Haraden S.
Pearl, Congregationalism a relative of the deceased, officiating. There was a very large
attendance and a profusion of beautiful flowers.
Mr. Quimby was a member of Corinthian
Royal Arch Chapter and Timothy Chase Lodge,
F. & A, M., and the lodge attended in a
body
with very full ranks. The bearers were Messrj.
Albert C. Burgess, George A. Gilchrest, Jame»
H. Howes and Ben D. Field.
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Mrs.
is

the

Annie J. Murch of Medford. Mass.,
guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Burgess, High

street.

:

Mrs. Gould Flintner of Augusta was the
guest the past week of her cousin, Miss Gladys
M. Carter.
Mrs. Charles

join

B. Ames left last Tuesday for
husband after a visit with

her

Boston

to

friends

and relatives in Belfast.

Dr. Adelbert Millett, Belfast’s representative in the State legislature, came home from
last Friday to remain until Tuesday.
Raymond R. Sherman, son Richard and
daughter Janet returned Friday from a six

Augusta
Mrs.

weeks

with relatives in Auburn and
Mr. Sherman went to Burnham to meet

visit

Wells.
them.

Mr. Edward Sibley was called to Tewksbury,
Mass., last Thursday by the death of Madam
Hilton, mother of Henry Hoyt Hilton, Mr,
Sibley's son-in-law. The funeral took place

Friday.
Mrs. Alexander Lindgren of Manchester, N,
H., arrived Monday evenii.g to attend the in
stallation of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F.
and will spend a few days with Mrs. M. L.
Mitchell.

Dr. Herbert E. Knowlton is in Boston this
brother, Charles E. Knowlton,
and later will go to National City, Calif., where
his wife has been visiting relatives for some
months,and spend the remainder of the winter
week with his

there.
Johnson, who came to Belfast on
the guest for a few days the

Alfred
business,

was

past week at the Field homestead on Primrose
He has
Hill, returning to Boston Monday
changed his residence from 14 Arlington street,
Boston, to 36 Monmouth street, Brookline,
Mass., where he is to be addressed in future.
Miss Edythe Atkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Atkins of Miller street, will leave
early in February for a trip across the continent and will be gone about one year. She
will visit relatives for several months in Kansas and will then go to the coast, where she
will be the guest of other relatives and will
take in the Exposition.
Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, president of the
Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish (Unitarian) church, has been made a director for
Maine in the New England Associated Alliance and went to Boston Tuesday to be the
guest of Rev. and Mrs. Harry Lutz of Newton. She attended the directors meeting in
Boston Jan, 13th and will attend the general

meeting

in

Somerville, Mass., today, Thursday.

Friends in this city of Mr. Albert W. Stevens have received post cards from him mailed
in Alaska and dated Nov. 16, 1914. One has
an illustration of a dredge with this message;
"This is the reward Dredge, which the cold
weather just shut down.
Am leaving today
with dig ttam for Fairbanks and Cardova
Last boats all left some time ago.” An ither
card has an illustration of an Eskimo dog team.
F. Kochersperger left Jan. 11th
Florida, after spending the summer
and fall in this city with relatives.
She was
accompanied to Boston by Mrs. Helen Crosby
and they will spend a few days at the CopleyPlaza, after which Mrs. Kochersperger will go
Mrs. Emma

enroute to

York for a short stay with her sister,
T. B. Gregory. She will spent the remainder of the winter in Seabreeze, Fla., and will
return to Belfast in the early spring, and plans
for a trip to California.

to New
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S, Pearl of Bangor
arrived last Saturday to spent the week-and
with her brother, Mr. Charles H. Field, 28
Pearl street. Sunday. Jan, 10th, was the 43d
a nniversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
Pe arl which took place in this city in the Field
homestead.
No elaborate observance was
planned, but the day was fittingly observed
and Mr. and
Mrs.
Pearl received many
flowe rs and good wishes from old friends, The
they first of the week Mr. and Mrs. Pearl went to the
in the L. O. Fernald home of their son, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl,
I High street.

BELFAST IN 1914.

accompanied by

nun Li m
BY DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR.

The Journal’s Annual Review of Local Events.
It was a busy and generally prosperous year with all the established local industries. No new industries were added, but Miles S. Jellison, a successful clothing manufacturer, built a factory on Bridge street to meet the demands of an increasing business. Under the auspices of the Board'of Trade the steamer Wemont, and later the steamer Anna Belle, ran to points down the Reach, to,bring
LOCAL INDUSTRIES.
The Leonard & Barrows shoe
continues to De the leading industry in
the number of employees and the size of

factory

the pay roll. The wood working factories
of Mathews Bro’s. and the J. C..Durham
Co., successors to J. C. Durham, had
Mathews
their usual run of business.
Bro’s are building a wharf on their water
front and have other additions to their
plant in view. For some years past the
Durham factory has bought standing
timber and with a portable saw mill got
out material for thp box boards used in
in making boxes for the shoe factory and

warranted its continuance.
The B. H. S. class of ’14 gave a play,
“Engaged by Wednesday,” in the Colonial Theater April 3rd.
E. B. Puffer of Machias substituted in
the spring for A. D. Hayes, Principal of
Grade 9, who was ill.
Mr. Zenas Hartshorn of Swanville was elected to the
position at the beginning of the school
year, Mr. Hayes resigning because of ill
health.
The B. H. S. baseball season opened
in April.

quirements
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We have juqt received a letter from a charming mother of aix children wherein ahe aaya:
“When I waa living up in the mountaine of New
Hampshire my baby waa very aiclt and a friend
of mine wanted me to use Dr. True’s Elixir!
and now I have six children
and have never been without
it (Dr. True's Elixir) in my
house more than a few weeks
at a time, and I bought a bottle
last week.
MRS. B N. GILE,
R. F. D, Box IB,
West Newbury, Mass.”
Trade Mark
That is the way lots of chidren seem fearfully ill and their case is almost hopeless when
the trouble is worms. Dr. True’s Elixir will
gently expel the worms and build up the sys
tem, restoring the child to normal health. All
dealers—35, 50c and $1.00. Medical advice free.
Write
^

mo

Mrs. Belle Cates enlarged her
factory on Field street and put in heavier machines for work on army coats.
Other manufacturers are E. 0. Hall and
Brackett & Walker.
The tw o canning factories employed a
large number of people during their seaIt was the third year of a partial
son.
failure of the corn crop, but the corn received by the Saco Valley Canning Co.
was excellent in quality, while the pack
•was about 25 per cent less than anticipated. After the corn season they packed a large quantity of apples. The Lubec
Sardine Co. did not get its full supply of
fish, but made an average pack.
The East Belfast industries, the Sherman leatherboard mills and the Kelley
axe factory, had their usual run of busi-

output.

The B. H.

S.

graduation exercises

took place in the Opera House, June 4th.
l'he hall was beautifully decorated and
me program
interesting ana wen carried
out.
The Home and School Association began holding meetings in October and continued during the winter.
The public debate in Memorial Hall,
Dec. 4th, between the Belfast High and
the Cony High of Augusta, on “Resolved, That the Allies are worthy of our
sympathy and moral support,” was won
by the B. H. S., which had the affirma-

tive.

ness.

The matter of a much needed new
BUSINESS CHANGES.
schoolhouse is still in abeyance.
The
Clifford R. Ness retired from the H.
plan for issuing $85,000 in bonds for a
L. Whitten Co., grocers, in January.
on
the common was given up
The Penobscot Bay Land Co. w'as building
because of technicalities and the year
formed here in January to develop a
closed with no new project in view.
tract of land extending from Upper
The McLellan estate on Upper High
High street to Waldo avenue,and streets street was
bought to accommodate the
The promotor, Louis j
were
laid out.
North Primary schools, which had been
Goldberg, who was engaged in the cloth- j
rooms in
the city building
ing business her'e sold out his business j occupying
after the burning of the school building
and returned to Bangor, and nothing;
n
Bridge street, and the house was
further was done by the land company.
Charles E. Knowlton bought the brick fitted for their occupancy, and also the
5th grade, and they began the winter
business block on Main street, one store
term there.
in which has been occupied by L. T.
Shales & Son.
THE CHURCHES.
Mrs. Ida Frankel, proprietor of the I
Jan. 25th Rev. David L. Wilson preachNew York store, moved from the Colo-J
ed his farewell sermon in the North
nial Building in Feb. to the Harris store i
church after a pastorate there of nine
on Main street recently occupied by Mrs. I
years, having resigned to take the CenEvelyn Mudgett. Louis DeLemos, the j tral
(Congregational) church in Bath.
cigar maker is occupying the Colonial j Palestine Commandery attended the serstore.
vice in a body as a mark of respect to a
The J. C. Durham Co., composed ot |
member and Past Master. Castle North,
Mr. Durham, George Weymouth and
K.
0. K A., gave Mr. Wilson a fareAmos Partridge, was incorporated in !
well reception.
He was succeeded by
February.
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of Bangor, who
Allen H. Patterson bought out E. B. ]
received a cordial welcome.
Lunt’s harness business on Main street in j
March 15th, Go to Church Sunday,
March and later bought and sold out the I
there was the largest attendance in
stock of L. F. McDonald in the same line,
years at the city churches.
Mr. McDonald retiring from business.
Civic League Sunday was observed
Norman A. Read and Maine Hills I
March 28th, when Rev. Wilbur F. Berry
bought of Edmund Wilson the City Drug of Waterville
spoke on “Excluded EviStore and continued the business under
dence” giving a history of his arrest and
the firm name of Read & Hills, Mr. Wiltrial on charge of libelling Judge Haley.
son retiring.
to imprisonment, but
Jones & Snow, plumbers, etc., opened He was sentenced
appealed to the Law Court, which quasha store on High street in June.
ed the indictment.
Carleton Doak formed a law partnerEaster was observed April 12th in all
ship with Arthur W Patterson of Cas- the city churches. Palestine
Commantine in May and they have offices in Beldery, K. T., attended services at the
fast and Castine.
Methodist church and the sermon was
Walter A. Decrow sold his interest in
the Belfast Printing Co. to his partner, by Sir Knight D. B. Phelan.
Memorial Sunday services where held
Geo. W. Smith, early in June, and later
VI..
tVvci nfflno anH mnwerl In in the North church with a sermon by
Rev. H. S. Pearl.
Houlton.
The B. H. S. Baccaleaurate sermon
New
The
England Telegraph Co.
Horace B.
moved in July from the Telephone office was given May 31st by Rev.
church.
Tj the Savings Bank building to the Lan- Sellers in the M. E.
The first of a series of Union Gospel
caster building on High street opposite
services was held in the Opera House
Hotel.

j
j

by lightning

burned Sept 7th.
The week of October 1st there were
three alarms for chimney fires; two in
the Syndicate house on Pleasant street
and one in a tenement house on lower
Spring street.
Nov. 1st and Nov. 2d the department
were called for chimney fires in the J. F.
Wilson and Charles Bradbury houses.
A small building on Harbor street,
Kit PllfllO Rurton

Windsor
Orlando Titherington, machinist, sold uec. join, wun a. verj iaige auuiencf.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers succeeded Rev.
his machinery 1 July to A. C. Hopkins,
Mr. Hop- D. B. Phelan as pastor of the M. Eand moved to Philadelphia.
church in April.
Mr. Phelan was askins leased the place to Harry Walker.
E. H. Haney opened a grocery store signed to the Penobscot Bay mission.
Ames
Rev. C. B.
resigned from the
in the Opera House block early in DeUnitarian church in July and that
cember.

church has had preaching by several
Nye, undertaker, of Searsport, candidates but had
not decided upon a
opened undertaking rooms at 60 Main
pastor at the close of the year.
street in August.
B. B. Greenlaw opened a wood-workFIRES.
ing shop at his home on Northport aveThe North Primary school building
for
buildnue in July and takes contracts
was totally destroyed by fire Jan. 2d.
ing.
The three grades were within the week
Luville J. Pottle bought the Davis
The
in the city building.
store in the Opera House Block in De- quartered
Bchoolhouse lot was sold to Walter A.
cember to take possession early in JanClements for $375.
uary.
The house of Willis Harvey near upF. A.

per Miller street was burned Feb. 9th.
The barn of Raymond Aldus in East

BUILDINGS AND REPAIRS.

bought

the

Revere

House on Spring street in January and
after repairs opened it as a tenement
house.
Mrs. Mary J Lowe built a cottage on
the Read farm.
I. T. Dinsmore rebuilt the barn ort the
Rigby property he bought in April soon
ifter it was injured by fire.
The barrel house at the Coe-Mortimer
•was completed externally in May and
ater was painted and finished.
Lewis A. Brown built an eight-room
house on Alto street for rent.
Raiph D. Shute built a six-room home
on Cross street for rent.
Custer G. Dickey built a six-room
nouse on Commercial street for his own

■

Belfast was totally destroyed by fire
Feb. 19th.
The house on Spring street occupied
by Mary E. Haugh was damaged slightly by fire Feb. 25th.
The Rust tenement house on Cross
street was slightly injured by fire March
Uth.
Coleman Sheldon lost a brooder pen
and 39 chickens in a fire April 12th.
The barn at the residence of Irving T.
Dinsmore on Congress street was totally

destroyed by fire April 17th.
April 29th the department

to

a

grass fire

on

was

called

the Fletcher farm in

East Belfast.
The city rockcrusher plant on Congress street was burned May 2d.
tenement house
May 3d there were two still alarms;

occupancy.
F. L. Howard built a
on his Belmont avenue lot.
The J. W. Jones cottage near the foot
of Race street was finished early in the
season.

a brick block
Phenix row, next the Colonial Theater.

Francis E. Wood built

on

fire at the Harriman
farm on Belmont avenue, and the other

one,

a

chimney

COLDS,

Patrick Troy built a cottage on LinHEADACHES, BILIOUSNESS,
colnville avenue and is occupying it.
on
a
work
John Norton began
cottage should be remedied at once. They deon Bay View street in July and moved bilitate the
system—pave the way for
•into it in November.
ills.
M. R. Knowlton built six tenement dangerous
houses on Water street; Wm. A. Clark
For 60 years, “L. F.” Atwood’s Medirepaired the Gilson house and built a cine has effectively arrested those ailsmall two tenement house, and Elbridge
to afford complete
Thomas also built a small house—all on ments. It never fails
the same street.
relief, as Miss Knowles here testifies:
Emery F. White of New York built a Hampden Highlands, Me.:
summer home in East Belfast.
■‘Have used the “L. F. Atwood’s MediFrank A. Kiggs built a house on Mayo cine for
many years. I can say we have
street and moved in in November.
never known them to fail of producing
A. B. Stantial built a storehouse for
satisfactory results in colds, headaches,
fruit and vegetables on his farm on Walbiliousness, etc., when usea according to
do avenue.
directions.”
The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. fitted up
(Signed) Ivy M. Knowles.
a new and more convenient office at their
plant.
It’s easier to prevent illness than to
Extensive repairs at the courthouse
restore health. Get YOUR bottle NOW,
'included a new heating plant.
Mrs. C. S. Webber built a five-room from any dealer.
house, corner of Harbor and Bayview
Big Bottle—35 cents—Sample FREE.
streets.
G. B. Marsano began building a two•h. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
tenement house on Primrose street.
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Moses Dow and family, was completely
destroyed by fire Dec. 6th. It was valued at $300; no insurance.
ACCIDENTS.

Capt. John

W. Ryder fell on the street
Jan. 11th and broke his left wrist.
Alton Johnson was confined to his home
in January on account of a severe cut on
one leg caused by a coasting accident.
Miss Arvilla Sylvester fell in her home
on Cedar street Jan. 26th and broke her

wrist,
Louis S. Shiro

was severely burned
about the face and hands Jan. 31st while
working in his candy kitchen.
Mrs. Geo. G. Wells slipped on the icy
sidewalk Feb. 18th and fractured her left
wrist.
Warren E. Marsh fell at his home on
Church street March 21st,dislocating his
shoulder and fracturing his arm.
Mrs. Martha Foust and two children
died from the effects of a burning accident March 22nd at their home.
Edward Wagner cut the first three
fingers of his right hand while at work
in Leonard & Barrows factory June 29th
S. G. Norton fell at his home in South
Belfast in July and broke and injured
several ribs.
H. C. Buzzell, Esq., sprained his ankle
Sept. 5th and was obliged to use crutches for months.
James Edward Bakeman, aged 48
years, died Dec. 16th from injuries received by a falling derrick while at work
on
the Hiram Burgess stable, Cross
street.

|

Hutchins Bros,

snow

storm.

The
first warm rain of the
July
6th and 7th. The weather generally
was cooler than for many seasons. Frosts
were reported August 26th and 27th.
Sept. 7th there was all kinds of weather,
fair, thunder, lightning, rain, hail and
high wind. The farm of W. F. Whitcomb of North Belfast was struck and
burned. Sept. 17th was one of the hottest days of the season, the thermometer

registering

86

snow fell.
season fell

degrees.

.
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THIRD~ANNUAL
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Belfast Food Fair

I

Z

|
i

E*

Belfast

Opera House,

■

January 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 ft

Z

Xi/v

for other purposes.
The clothing business continues to be
an important factor in the prosperity of
the city and county and shows a steady
increase from year to year. The Thompson Mfg Co. does a large business at their
factory on Chuich street. The PierceBillmgs Co. of Boston leased the building opposite the railway station, before
occupied by the Estabrooks’ Shirt Mfg.
Co., and began manufacturing here in
July, 1913, and have since continued, employing a large number of hands. Miles
S. Jellison, who has been occupying a
store in the Coliseum, built a factory on
Bridge street specially adapted to his reand that will enable him to
increase

severe

The weather all tbe fall was beautiful,
but rain was much needed. The first
E. P. Frost built a summer home on
snow fall was Oct. 27th. Nov 11th a sethe Cottrell shore in East Belfast.
vere thunder shower and heavy wind did
Nov. 13th the
B. 0. Norton built a garage and storesome minor damage.
house adjoining his place of business on
heaviest rain of the fall came but was
Front street and extensively repaired
not sufficient to relieve the long continhis house on Spring street.
ued drouth. A snow storm Nov. 19th
Mathews Bros, began work on a wharf
gave us the first sleighing of the season
70 feet wide and 150 feet long on their
and the remainder of the month a modA much
erate temperature prevailed.
property, the site of the marine railway.
M. S. Jellison built a clothing factory,
needed rain Dec. 14th did a great deal of
Auburn, Maine.
30x90 feet, on the Primary school lot.
good. A cold wave arrived Dec. 16th.
Robert F. Russ began building a teneThe weather for December up to the
a grass fire near John Sanborn’s cottage
ment house on Union street.
24th was unusually warm and pleasant.
Mrs. Belle Cates enlarged and improv- in East Belfast.
Dilring a cold wave, 24th and 28th, the
A still alarm May 5th called firemen to thermometer registered 20 degrees beed her clothing factory on Field street.
a
mill
for
small
Bros,
fire.
the
Mathews
low zero in some sections of the city.
George M. Gray built a small cottage
for rent near the foot of Harbor street.
May 2d there was a still alarm for a
PERSONAL.
in
The
Journal
office.
burning chimney
THE SCHOOLS
Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher ob18th there was a small fire in the
May
The first semi-annual promotion in the
Frank B. Myrick house on River avenue. served their golden wedding at their
home on Church street Jan. 23d.
city schools took place Feb. 9th and has
May 23d there was a still alarm for a
Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock
proved a success.
fire in the R. E. Young house
chimney
The B. H. S. Seniors gave a successspent the winter in Nassau, N. P.
on Congress street,and May 24th another
ful benefit supper in Memorial Hall Feb.
Dr. Harry L. Kilgore of Thorndike
for a grass fire on the Elijah Knowlton
6th.
succeeded Dr. Eugene L. Stevens on the
farm.
Debating was added to the High school
The barn of L. A. Whitcomb of North Waldo County Pension Examining Board
work early in the year and its success
and in January and later opened an office for
Belfast was struck

trade to this port.

largely

a

April 16th five inches of

BOARD

The

OF

TRADE.

Belfast Board

of

Trade

had

Meetings were held
very busy year.
in the rooms on High street. Morris L.
was
the
Slugg
president. In July, Elon
B. Gilchrest resigned as secretary and
Orrin J. Dickey was elected to fill the
A petition was circulated and
vacancy.
very largely signed asking the Eastern
Steamship Corpora' ion to make this their
port of exchange for Bar Harbor. A
system of “Boosting Belfast” by bill
posting was inaugurated. The second
annual Food Fair under the auspices of
the Board was held in February and was
A contract was made
a great success.
with Capt. Benjamin R. Arey to run the
steamer Anna Belle over the Belfast,
Islesboro and Casitine landings for a term
of five months, making three landings at
Islesboro each way, daily. The delegates
to the State Board of trade meeting were
Dr. W. L. West, O. E. Frost, S. A. Parker, A. A. Blair, E. B. Gilchrest.

a

A. R. AND ALLIED BODIES.

THE G

The joint installation of A. E. Clark
Camp, S. of V.,and their Auxiliary, took
place Jan. 5th, and the installation of

Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle Jan.
6th. Emma White Baiker Tent, D. of
V.. had their installation Jan. 21st.

Memorial Day

was

more

generally

ob-

served than usual and the exercises were
largely attended. The parade was the
largest for some years. The address was
by Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the

Baptist Church.

One of the red letter days in the history of A. E. Clark, S. of V., was the

inspection

of the camp and their

original

work by State officers Nov. 2nd, when
the visitors said the Camp's work was
second to

none

in Maine.

practice in Belfast.
Among those who spent

the winter, or
part of ir, in warmer climates were Miss
Louisa H. Ferguson in Bermuda, Mr.and Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
A. Gilchrest, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Shu
man, Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ, WnT
A. Clark. Mr. Charles W, and Mrs. J.
W. Frederick, Misses K. 1. Newell,
Mary Owen and Minnie French in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mrs. Emily
Hyams, Misses Maude M. Milliken, Melina V. Parker and Mabel Craig were
abroad when the European war broke out
and had some interesting experiences.
The Belfast people to receive the State
retired teachers’ pensions were Mrs. Abbie Stevens Daniels, Miss Juliet A. Wiggin, Miss Lucy Abbie McDowell and

Mrs. Rachael Pratt Roix.
THE

HOSPITALS.

The John
rooms

at

W. McGilvery memorial
the Waldo County Hospital

were opened Jan. 8th and public receptions held that the public might inspect
The hospital
the up-to-date equipment.
had a busy year. MissHelen Sanderson is
the superintendent.
The Tapley hospital on High street
also had many patients.
Misses Georgia
Blake and Christine Hall are the nurses
and Mrs. Lulu Carter Hills and Miss
Inez L. Barker are called on special
cases.
MUSICAL.

The Gilbert and Sullivan opera, Pawas successfully
presented by
Belfast amateurs in the Colonial Theater Jan, 26th and 27th.
The cast was an

tience,

“all-star” one.
The singing school of Prof. W. S.
Wight was closed Feb. 18th with an
evening of song at the Baptist church.
The program included some of Belfast’s
best talent.
The Belfast Band’s Cabaret Minstrel
show in the Colonial Theater May 18th
and 19th was a new, novel and attractive
entertainment and was well attended.
June 26th the Belfast band gave the
first of eight public concerts on the
school common.
All the musical societies in Belfast
were federated Dec. 4th as the Belfast

Philharmonic Society.
IN

tho anfinipps nf

th^ ritv

churches.
water was carried from the North-

is Grand

Army Day.
Wednesday is Old Folks Day.
Thursday is Grange Day.
Friday the Baby Show.
Saturday, Dolls Congress and Parade,

]
|
|
|

■

1

1,000 gifts presented each day to patrons of the fair. First I
fifty ladies receive gifts twice the value of admission each opening K

•
•

2

B
B

Doors open 10 a. m. to 5.30 p. m., and 6.30 p. m. to 12 m
Free distribution of gifts, 10 a. m., 4 p. m., 6.30 and 8
p
Orchestral Concerts and dancing each day and

{
2

evening. ■

Keyes’ Orchestra.

0

B

I

DICKEY, Secretary.
|3————————————
ORRIN J.

************ •♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦•»»♦♦<»

Cniiaren Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR

I A

and
When baby suffers with croup, apply
Safe for
give Dr. Thomas Eclectic Oil at once.
25c and
children. A little goes a long way.
50c. At all drug stores.
B. & A. Cuts Dividends.

four

The B. & A. annual dividend of
the officers of
per cent has been cut by
than rethat road to two per cent rather
duce the train

service.__

THIS IS CERTAIN
The

Rroof That Belfast Readers Cannot
Deny.

of the
What could furnish stronger evidence
the test of time.
any remedy than
s KidThousands of people testify that Doan
Pills have brought lasting results.

efficiency of

ney

Home endorsement should prove undoubted-

ly the merits of this remedy. Years ago your
relief
friends and neighbors testified to the

.,

| FORTY

»

PIGS!

FROM THE

|

|

J

FERGUSON FARM!

I

Nothing

♦

Five will be cut for retail each week

♦

Steaks, Roasts, Chops and Sausage.

IX HAMS.
*

Home-Cured,

Sweet Fid'
and Smoked.

FOGG’S

I
♦

j

Better Raised.

§

MARKET.

;

of Doan s Kidthey had derived from the use
testimonials.
their
confirm
now
Pills.
They
ney
test.

They say time has completed the
a long
“I had been annoyed at intervals for
time by pains through my back and kidneys,
of 6 Waldo
says B. Robinson, retired blacksmith
or a cold that
avenue, Belfast. “Any exertion
settled in my kidneys caused me much pain
s Kidney
and discomfort. After I used Doan
could work
Pills, my strength returned and I
with

ease.

I

never

let

an

opportunity

pass

I hear anyone complaining of backache to say a good word for Doan s Kidney
Pills.”
STILL USES DOAN’S.
I still
At a later date Mr. Robinson said:
I think that
use Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever
and they fix me
my kidneys are not just right
them
up in a very short time. We always keep
in the house. I confirm all I said in their praise
s Kidney
in years past. I still consider Doan
Pills the best kidney medicine to be had.
one of many Belfast
Mr. Robinson is
whenever

City
WOMAN’S CLUB.
port avenue main to the Battery
The Arts and Crafts Club was merged cottages, in July.
only
in the Woman’s Club in May and Mrs.
The annual lawn party was held at the
Doan s
Amos Clement elected to succeed Mrs. Girls Home July 21st, and that at the people who have gratefully endorsed
E. R. Pierce, who had been president of Home for Aged Women Aug. 5th. Both Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if your
ask for a kidthe Arts and Crafts from its beginning. were well patronized.
kidneys bother you, don’t simply
The Woman's Club has Reading, Arts
The Belfast fair, held Aug. 18th. 19th ney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN S
and Crafts, Mothers, Entertainment, and 20th, under the management of OrKIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mr. Robinson
Domestic Science and Benevolent de- rin J. Dickey and W. J. Clifford, was a
had—the remedy backed by home testimony.
The
greatly
membership
success in every way.
partments.
60c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
increased during the year. The Reading
Typhoid fever was prevalent all sumLame—
when
has
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your Bade is
several
deaths.
monthly
meetings,
were
there
and
mer
department
sales
are held
Food
read.
Remember
the
Name.”
and
are
was
Club
A
Masonic
organized
papers
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. opened rooms in Masonic Temple in AuLate in the year the Club members be- gust.
gan meeting Friday afternoons to work
Sept. 1st the Waldo Telephone Co. was
for the Red Cross society.
reorganized as the New England TeleTHE HOMES.
phone Co., with no change at.the central
Factory
office.
The Girls’ Home had 25 members at
Belfast Farmers Union was orThe
Locations
and
had
the
of
placed
the close
year
Mr. and ganized in August and later opened a
others in permanent homes.
for
street
Water
on
storehouse
carrying
Mrs. McNeil continue in charge and give
Mill Sites, Farms,Sites
on business.
excellent satisfaction.
in
W.
held
trust
C.
by
Block,
Hayford
Th'e Home for Aged Women has four Frederick since the death of his wife,
for Summer Hotels
life members and lost one by death in Lena Peirce Frederick, was sold in June
The public very generously to a
October.
and Camps
syndicate consisting of I. L. Perry,
responded to the call of the Home for J. C. Durham, W. A. Mason and C. N.
assistance and raised about $400 in a few Black.
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
weeks. Mrs. Laura J. Pease is matron.
Record catches of herring were taken
Point
THE GRANGES.
shore
late
in a weir off Patterson
The two granges, Seaside and Equity, in September and early in October.
have increased their membership and are
A course of six entertainments was
to
in good financial condition. Both have opened in the Baptist church, Oct. 28th
give opportunity to those desiring
start
given dances, whist parties and dramas by the Maurer Sisters, followed by Prof.
a change in location for a new
make
Elijah Wood and daughter on Electricity and
for the benefit of the orders.
in life.
Ritchie represented Seaside and Mr. and Rogers & Grilley, harpist and reader.
the The remainder of the course will be in
at
MrB. J. H. Elms Equity Grange
State meeting in Lewiston.
1915.
Undeveloped Water Powers
The various secret orders all had a
THE WEATHER.
of
inthem
some
largely
Unlimited Raw Material
The first blizzard of 1914 arrived Jan. successful year,
their membership. The usual
12th and continued three dayB, with in- creasing
held.
were
AND
termittent snow squalls and low tempera- observances
Belfast's first municipal Christmas
ture. Another Bevere storm Jan. 21st,
the
of
the
Land
under
auspices
Good
Farming
tree, given
the mercury running low until Jan.24th,
A Board of Trade with the efficient assistwhen we had the first January thaw.
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
a large committee and the citisecond thaw came early in February, ance of
was a great success
with a dense fog spell, followed by cold zens in general,
'Communications regarding locations
Feb. 12th
[CONTINUED ON PAGE THREE.]
weather for a week or more.
are invited and will receive attentions
30
below
around
was
the thermometer
when addressed to any agent of the
zero and it was said to be the coldest
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
weather Belfast ever experienced. March
3rd there was a severe southeast gale
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
accompanied by a heavy rain. There
will relieve your indigestion. Many
was continuous sleighing from Christmas
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
people in this town have used them
until March 18th. On that day it rained,
and we have yet to hear of a case where
snowed, thundered and lightened. There
PORTLAND, MAINE.
they have failed. We know the forwas also a cold wave about that time.
mula. Sold only by us—25c a box.
April 12th, was the coldest day for that
month in 39 years. A heavy wind was
City Drug Store.
THE

|

THE BIGGEST OF BIG EVENTS

GENERAL.

The Alfred W. Johnson estate, which
had been in the hands of trustees, was
distributed among the heirs in January
by decree of Judge Warren C. Philbrook, following a friendly suit inequity.
Typhoid pneumonia appeared in January, and the fever was present at different times nearly all the year.
Mumps were epidemic all winter, taking young and old.
The Belfast Food Fair was bigger,
The
busier and better than in 1913.
weather was the most severe of the seaattended.
crowds
son, but large
At the city election in March, Robert
F. Dunton, Democrat, was elected mayor,
having 615 votes. Edgar F. Hanson,
Citizen, had 603. James H. Post, Democrat, was elected street commissioner.
He had 682 votes, and Leslie F. Simpson, the Citizen’s candidate, 531.
Wheeler Brothers’ Circus was in Belfast June 11th, La l’ena’s Wild West
Animal Show June 18th, and Howes’
Great London Circus July 11th.
June 29th the Maine Transportation
Company began auto service between
Belfast and Rockland and had a very
satisfactory business.
“July 4th was the quietest in the history
of Belfast.
July 5th Booker T. Washington addressed a large audience in the Colonial
nnHur

|! Tuesday

THE BIG MID-WINTER CARNIVAL

Quarries,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

-:c

‘BBtfn’"

rfr

—

.Ak,A,.*.-LuiodJu...

W- A. HALL

Plumbing and Hea
CONTRACTOR

Clarion

Range

67 Church

Street,

Belfast, Maine.

W OOD

E. H. BOYING
Eye-Sight S|

FOR SALE.

OF

Thirty-five
for sale.

cords of hard wood

Apply

to

BOYINUTON 01'lit

OFFICE

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 8,547. issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
WILMER J. DORMAN,
new books.
Treasurer,
December
17, 1914.—5w32
Belfast,

GEO. t JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST. MAINE.
Probate practice

2tf

specialty.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

DAYS,

j

MONDAY

NOT

Belfast Savings Bank.

Courts.

1

v

44 South Main Street, V

W. W. BLAZO.

Practice in alt

THE

Guaranteeo

work

nq and Shampooing. Aleo
Full line of all kinds ol H

parlors

32|)

over

upon'*’

In Ch'n

^
1

Shiro’s Store
MISS EVIf H1

-*1*,

Belfast Savings M
Notice is hereby given tha
Book No. 15,799, issued by tlu>
lost and application has been n'<
cate book according to laws r» *.
new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN.

f.

j

v

1914.
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The tree was brilliant[,a,r> of confectionery,
,thc
by Santa Claus to
if"!-.'..hutch
'1'
iff
uiieittiance; there was
0 ,!5‘.„i chorus and by the
rW'*,
music by the Belfast
r
tr
in Mayor Robert F.
,j

c°|

,.tiers to Santa Claus
dinners, etc., pro,r
The spirit was con■;!,:> was more gener-
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usual.
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Ansel W B Decrow,

ft'

a

‘‘‘

id,

Raymond R Sherman,

vir-

,Ji"

jj, Mr

tor

Jacobs,

vVm L
*ri J

,.s

r

a son.

Grotton,

Better

daugh-

a

To V
fr.PKI ARY.

eland VV Robbins,

a

Charles H Waterman,

a

I

M

p

\

v

<[c ^
Hi

Fred

r-

W

Harford,

Light and More of It
light is best

J^EROSENE

of Belfast aged 74 years.
April 21 In Portland, Mary E Kimball of
Belfast, aged 73 years.
July 13. In Auburn, Florence A Sheldon of
Waldo, aged 42 years, 1 month and 13 days.
July 3. In Moiitville, Climena Trundy of
Knox, aged 72 years, 2 montns and 18 days.
Sept. 12. In Portland, Howard F Mason,
aged 65 years.

for young

and old eyes alike.
lamps
at
its
kerosene
best a
give you
light
steady, generous glow that reaches every
corner of the room.

a

—

Richard W Crooker,

v•

v

j

a

Read, a son.
;i ur E Small, a son.
,j 1 Andrews, a daugh-

.iiia

\

M’

ter*11

VV Butler, a son.
Martin A Wilcox, twin

Jackson,

h C

ki

|

Canning,

i

a son.

Principal

daugh-

a

|
|

|

PITTSFIELD

In Use For Over

Mrs. M. T. Dodge and son Arnold are
moving to Pittsfield from their home in
Troy, and will occupy the Mansur rent on
Peltoma avenue. Both Mrs. Dodge and
son are

SWIFT’S

well known in Pittsfield and have

friends, who are glad to know they
coming to Pittsfield to live.—Pitts-

many
are

field Advertiser.

THE CAMDEN BOARD OF TRADE-
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Dean, a son.
\\ Patterson, a son.
(ries C Westover, a

i

|
j

Winfield V. Colby and Alice M. Grin-

16.

fter-

H Piper,

,.nd

■"

Burgin,

;gar Leon

jo

L St

-e

I

roy.
16

a

daugh-

a

Russell Ward,

a

Dunbar,

j

L Hamilton,

.erett

31,

Ernest W

wood

strom.

a

2.
Ruth Elizabeth Stevens, aged 2 years, 2
months and 10 days.
7
Pauline A Small, aged 60 years, 7 months
and 15 days.
9.
Raymond Arthur Staples, aged 1 year, 11
months and 9 days.
11.
Abbie E Young, aged 66 years, 10
months and 7 days.
13.
Mina E Lymburner, aged 30 years.
14.
Franklin F Garey, aged 2 years, 2
months and 9 days.
15. Sarah R Crawford, aged 89 years and 10

|

and Mabelle A Eng-

JUNE.

Wight,

ce

■

daugh-

a

k 0 Whiting, a son.
K Decrow, a daugh-

as

.D.s D Kenney, a son.
Euen F Littlefield,

I

George W Walker,

a

Adelbert W Miles,

a

Frame, a
-A (ole,

inn

T,

Harry

A

30. James Taylor
and Gladys Pitcher.

daugh-

a

Cottrell,
son.

IE

utrick J McDonald,

Ii.

Waldo.
12. In Dover, Clarence W
Mary I Pembroke.
29. Carl L. Hubbard and Alice

daugha

od Titcomb, a son,
William A Ryan, a

i -. rbert L
nry A

Stevens,

Marr,

K Merchant, a son.
dter P Fish, a daugh-

I o.

1: OBER.

H Hahn,
Russell

M'

S

W interport.
20. In, Bennington, N H,

a son.

Thomas,

a

Bowen, a son.
Everett L Flanders,

and Alice A Mason.
23. Roland G Lamson

-iter

Smith,

w<-;i P

a

and

gett.
26.

a

2.
Jas W Wood, aged 78 years and 3 months
5
Geo S Dobson, aged 25 years, 11 months
and 13 days.
7. J G Paul, aged 63 years, 1 month and 13

days.

9.
Margaret C Harrison, aged 36 years, 11
months and 8 days.
Elsie E Banks, aged 70 years.
22.
28. Viola J Patterson, aged 61 years, 9

I)

rrwvntHc

30.

1

Abbie A Dag-

I

;o A Wheeler,
•k.- D Irving of

Kr.

■

••

Robbins,

Searsport.

!

months and 24 days.
17.
Rhoda A Page, aged 63 years, 7 months
and 16 days.
Everett E Mank, aged 42 years, 11
19.
months and 19 days.
21. Omer Dewey Pomroy, aged 12 years, 9
months and 4 days.
24. Ira Pomroy, aged 18 years, 8 months
and 1 day.
25.
Edgar C McAul'ffe, aged 11 months and
6 dajs.
26. Ralph Elmer Patterson, aged 4 months
and 15 days.
27.
Charlotte L Harford, aged 6 months
and 11 days.

a son.

Frank-

Gross,

a

daugh

Braley,

a

daugh-

Rton B

■>--

In Newport, Ralph Hayford and Marjorie L Chase.
17.
Joseph Widdecomb and Lena Walker,
21.
Stanley Jackson of Waldo and Caro A

tin H

:

Eng6trom.

Fowles.a daugh-

E

er

6.

a

24
1-rank L Emmons and Phoebe Penney.
24.
In Camden, Charles W Hall of Camden
and Eva T Allen.
28. Arthur W Leonard and Grace E Wing,
both of Thorndike.
28.
Harry E Walker and Agnes M Nickerson.

28. George Adelbert Andrews of Rockport
and Grace Eva Nutter of Brooklin.
28 Ernest E Bowen of Morrill and Flora B
Knowlton of Liberty,
29. Arthur W Rumney and Ida M Patter-

Paitersen, a son.
F Floyd, a daugh-

■-a
r■-

d

;.rles F Young,

a son.

Wyman, a son.
Simmons,

Paries H

t'h J Buzzell,
P

<-st

carles

Heal,

F Knox,

Mrorge A

29.
Charles Hilton Young and Mildred
Smith of Waldo.
31. James Kelley and Sylvia Murcb.

a son.

a

daughson

Sargent,

rank

iiarry

alvin F Pilley,

■

^

y^rf

a

daugh-

a

daugh-

21. Cleveland M Tower and Helen M Fogg,
both of Belmont.
26.
Harold H Smith and Lydia E Hender-

a

daugha

Wheelock, North

dleton of Monroe.
Jennie A Whit-

■

and
-r*d

Alice G Hayford.
1
Clement and Jessie

Knight

Bar re, Vt

y,

rn&8

Alta E Jackson of Belfast,
29.
Charles A Bryant and Stella
31. Frederick M Irgersoll and
Webber.
31.
In Lincolnville, Jemcs
R
Grace E Littlefield.

E Bowker and

brop.

Lnct

Ri
1

*ryi

«ns

and

Mabel Wy-

Elvira G Wade.
Ola F' Colby.
Thorndike and Lucy

^nd
t

DIED

’d

^CSIar*

t*

Hi.j.' ^fcniuel
^Id0

y

Mabel Stover,
ond Sylvia K Mar

Ke,i a^d Mildred E
Clary

WlJrv

UUrney

of

Waldo and Elber

1. John M Simmons, aged
and 22 days
9.
Abigail F Hazeltine,
months and 26 days.

April.
ice of Hculton and
Orphe
*ilJphlin of Caribou.
on Coombs of Whitman
t Ryder of Islesboro.
Boynton, Jr, and Addie

26.

aRd C Berdena Ho

v

**«einoot.

Dix
an

r,c^iton and Amelia Eluret.

aged

years,

}

STEADY

$
*
'■

I

John W Nash, aged 73 years and 4 days

1. Myra L Read, aged 34 years, 9 month
and 18 days.
2. Arthur Emery Small, aged 11-2 days.
3. Sarah E Curtis, aged 81 years, 8 month
and 1 day.
3. James Applin, aged 72 years and 4 month ,
1L Carl Wilcox, aged 1-2 day.
11. Elizabeth M Jackman, aged 80 years, 1 l
months and 23 daya.
12. Charles Wilcox, aged 1 day.

1

SUBSCRIBER.

(The following lines were left at the office i
| of the Boothbay Register by a steady subscrib! er, who again paid his subscription in ad-

aged

24 years,

^

er,

Who pays in advance at the birth of each

$

|

1

i

Searsport and Swanville

All Dealers, 25c.
Send four cents in stamps for
TRIAL BOTTLE

||
a

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Dept. B.
Philadelphia, Pa.

B

1

I

With competent assistant, ar.d

jf
B

SLUM'S
UMIMEMT
J*J

AT YOUR REQUEST. My services as Undertaker
will be subject to your call at'any hour. Bv the use
of telephone and automobile, I can assure you the
same prompt and considerate attention that has
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two jeais,
and at no extra charge.
at your service, day

laige stock,

I

am

34tf

night.

or

CHAS. R. COOMBS, Belfast, Me.

;

---

Kills
Pain

BUY

Watches,

XX

YOUR

Clocks and

Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done by

\J*\<

year;

W. M. THAYER,

Jeweler,

Phoenix Row.

—

gladly,
And casts

round the office

a

halo of cheer.

Who never says, “Stop it; I cannot afford it,
I'm getting more papers now than I can
read."
But always says, “Send it; our people all like

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

it—

In fact

we

all think it

a

help and

a

Washington street just off >iain street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

Is situated on

need."

How welcome his check when it reaches our
sanctum,
How it makes our pul3e throb; how it makes
our hearts d-ince.
We outwardly thank him; we inwardly bless
him—

The steady subscriber who pays in advance.

Prompt Action

Stop

Will

first catch

Your

Cough

Cold (often indicated
by a sneeze or cough), break it up at once.
The idea that “It does not matter” often leads
to serious complications. The remedy which
immediately and easily penetrates the lining of
the throat is the kind demanded. Dr.
King’s
New Discovery soothes the irritation, loosens
the phlegm.
You feel better at once. “It
seemed to reach the very spot of my Cough”
is one of many honest testimonials. 60c at
When

your

you

a

Druggist.

President Opposed To Woman Suffrage.

Washington, Jan. €.
declined today for

President Wil-

son

the sixth time
since he entered the White House to sup-

port

a

federal constitution amendment

for woman suffrage. When a delegation
of Democratic women,who declared they
had helped to elect him, presented the
formal petition, the President repeated
his previous declaration that he considered suffrage a State issue.
“THREE CROW BRAND Guaranteed Absolutely Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
at ten cents for a 1-4 Lb. package."

a

Cough

If during the winter you had the grip and are
still suffering from the after effects, now is the
time to get rid of it. Peruna is your

A Very Bad Cough.
Mrs. S. J. K,ountz, 1015 Scovel St.,
Nashville, Tenn, writes:
“1 have
had a very bad cough nearly all my
life. I have taken almost every kind
of cough medicine, but none did me
I would have spells of
much good.
coughing that I thought I would
I took Pecough myself to death.
runa, and last winter and this winter
I have had no cough and I know that
Peruna cured me.
“I was always thin and delicate,
very easy to catch cold, but I am well
now and enjoying good health,
t
feel that I owe it all to Peruna."

j

Who lays down the money and does it right

Grip Left Me With

80 years, 2 month
86

days,

29. Howard R lay lor,
months and 2 days.

MARCH

may.

A Palmer of
of Belfast.
of Lincolnville

months and 4

FEBRUARY

B

Georce

j

month
9.
Evie M Hall, aged 21 years and 6 days
12.
Addle S Ladd, aged 47 years
14.
William H Burns, aged 87 years,
months and 13 days
17.
James G Anderson, aged 84 years,
months and 24 days

B Cohen and Don

NOVEMBER

«

4.
Minnie Wing, aged 18 years, 3 month
and 11 days
6.
Mary A White, 8ged 70 years and
months
9. Fred M Waruwell, aged 21 years and

march,
d

years, 1C

M Cobb.
4.
Mrs Maria L Groves, aged 89 years, 1< 1
Louise 6 I months and 24 days.
13.
Mrs Carrie M Carter, aged 47 years, l:
j
Heal am I months and 5 days.
i 19 Mary Elizabeth Brackett, aged 74 yeari
; 4 months and 3 days.
19, Mrs Mabel Knox, aged 35 years, i

JANUARY

Adelle Robbins.
Buckley Ames and
of Belfast.
and Edith S Aldus.

■

89

Daniel H. Dutton and Mildred E GurI 3. Lucy A Haney, aged 52 years, 9 month*
ney, both of Waldo.
and 2 days.
28. In Camden, John A Patterson of Belfasl 1I 7. Joseph C Townsend, aged 73 years, 11
and Emily E Flagg of Lincolnville.
months and 4 days.
11. Clarice May Grotton, aged 1 year and £
DECEMBER.
2.
Harry I Murray and Marjorie Marshall months,
11
Harriet F Blake, aged 72 years, 5 month*
9. In Bangor, Nathan Houston Small oi
and 6 days
Belfast and Edna J Dyer of Bangor.
19.
Mary E Kelley, aged 72 years, 1 montl
9.
Thomas Garside and Abbie J Aldrich
and 13 days
both of East Nortbport.
23.
John
G Damor, aged 82 years, 2 monthi
14
James H Blood and Hattie L Leavitt
and 25 days.
both of Waldo.
28.
Isaac
Mason, aged 78 years, 8 monthi
25. In Friendship, Tolman H Fernald anc
and 28 days.
Abbie K Simmons of Waldoboro.
31. Ann M Smart, aged 73 years,
26. Oliver L
of Lincolnville an< I

•January.
1

Brock, aged

C

OCTOBER

son.

married.
Of

Margaret

25.

Walter R Varney,

>1

11.

months and 10 days.
20. Mary Jane Harvey, aged 85 years, 2
mor ths and 16 days.
29. David L Herrick, aged 82 years, 1 month
and 16 days.
* 30.
Verd Robbins, aged 18 years, 7 month*
and 16 days.

Lang.

a son.

Smith,

J

j
I

Bert H Stevens and Elvira B Bartlett.
Edwin S Perkins and Minnie Burnett.
17. Henry Hawkins of Knox and Mildred B

EMBER.

day8.

2. Ellen P Frothingham, aged 86 years and
j days.
3, Nellie A McAuliffe, ag:d 23 years, 11
|
months and 11 days.
2

2.
3-

a

Jennie V White, aged 58 years, 2 months

and 11

J

NOVEMBER.
a

Herberts,

Alfred Trundy,

SEPTEMBER.

1,

son.

a

THE

FOGG’S MARKET.

Here’s Proof

j

used.

ORDER NOW AT

Charles Johnson, P. O. Box 105, Lawton's Station,
N.. Y., writes: “I sprained
my ankle and dislocated my left hip by
falling out of a third story window six
months ago. I went on crutches for four
months, then I started to use some of
your Liniment, according to your directions, and I must say that it is helping
me wonderfully.
I threw my crutches
away.
Only used two bottles of your
Liniment and now I am walking quite
well with one.cane. I never will be without Sloan’s Liniment.”

AUGUST,
! vance, with the request that the verses be
8. Edward Johnson, Jr, aged 37 years, 8 printed. We may add that checks or cash
months and 4 days.
! from those in arrears are also very accep12, Frank W Eastman, aged 8 years, 3
months and 17 days.
table.)
17.
Lavinia G Clark, aged 82 ’years, 10 How dear to our heart is the steady subscrib-

|

UUTUBEK.

kawrence A

days,

Katherine M Grant, aged 33 years, 1
month and 10 days.

Fred L Alitchell

and

ham, county of Norfolk, England, May 14,1609
and came to this country and settled in Hingham, Mass., in 1637. John Tower and his sons
fought in the King Philip War and many of
their descendants fought in the war of the
Revolution. Mr. Tower is a member of the
John Tower Ter-Centenary Society.

18 flavo

WmH Wight, aged 42 years, 2 months

and 15
30.

Archie McLaughlin of Stockton Springs

and Eliza Harriman of

daugh-

6

JULY.

I Jackson.

Coombs.
Ernest S Merchant and Bertha Monroe.
12.
16.
In Lhirham, Wm H Hall of Belfast and
Edna Mason Bedell of Durham.
19
Thomas N Whitcomb and Rachel P
Flanders, both of Waldo.
19
E A Flagg and Justina Lowe, both of

daugh-

a

Llethen

1.
Everett L Blanchard of Knox and Nellie E Clement of Montville,
6, Maurice H French and Martha S

a

years,

Sloan’s Liniment will save
hours of suffering. For bruise
or sprain it gives instant relief.
It arrests inflammation and thus
prevents more serious troubles
developing. No need to rub it
in~it acts at once, instantly
relieving the pain, however
severe it may be.

followed the occupation of farming until advancing years compelled him to retire from active labor, when he
He now
gave up the farm to his son, Francis.
lives with his daughter, Mrs, Julia Churchill,
in Canaan. Mr. Tower comes from a distinguished family. He was one of 11 children
and is the last to survive. Five of them were
older and five of them younger. His ancestor,
John Tower, was born in the parish of Hing-

3.
Fred I Andrews, aged 25 years, 6 months
and 7 days.
28. James Watson Pendleton, aged 76 years
8 months and 2 days.

SEPTEMBER.

vs

aged 21

SAUf AGE--°ncetried’
V3IU
always

Stiff Muscles

lived for many years. He

73 years, 2 months

—_

Sprains,Bruises

grandfather to four children. Mr. Tower was
born in Plymouth, Mass., and when he was 11
years old his family went to Belmont, where he

JUNE.

AUGUST.

ITEM BEE.

l.u’Conner,

months and 23 days.
27.
Elvira D Blair, aged
and 1 day.
Frank H Mathews,
28.
months and 2 days.

3, Milton T Healey and Katherine E
Steeves.
10. Estin H Braley and Ruby B Sprague of

daughter.
a

16.
Lizzie M Thorndike, aged 42 years, 11
months and 1 day.
20. Charles H Chamberlain, aged 63 years.
23.
Alden Merrithew, aged 70 years.
25. Ella A Small, aged 63 years, 9 months
and 4 days.
27.
Hattie M E Thomas, aged 53 years, 11

G St Clair.
30.
In Rockland, Gurth S Robinson and Alfreda B Clark.

:

11

month and 23 days.

JULY,

a

Hannah J Bowen, aged 68 years.
Charles W Thomas, aged 42 years. 1

■

“

Within a short time
citizen 100 years

4.

county
He is Peter Tower of Canaan, Me. This
town already h»s one man. Ben Priest, who
will be 103 in May. This gives the town and
county the two oldest citizens in Maine. Mr.
Tower, though in his 100th year, is able to saw
wood enough each day with a buck-saw to
keep two fires going in the house. He still
retains his intellect, his eyesight, and his hearing. Mr. Tower is a great-great-grandfather
and is great-grandfatner to 13 children and

MAY

Beloit, Mich,

of

Jan.

is to have another

old.

days.

12.
14.

Clyde B Holmes and Evelyn P Alorison.
11.
Benjamin J Berry of Ashland and Lophemia B Robbins.
24. In Bangor, Arthur H Welch and Jessie

B Darling, a son.
nest S Webber, a son.
’-home McConathy of

I

Sleeper

Skowhegan,
this

16
Eugene C Jackson, aged 1 month.
25.
Sarah S Freeman, aged 84 years, 5
months and 23 days.
28
Frank Davis, aged 75 years, 8 months
and 9

■

PETER TOWER.

months.

8.

a son.

Dow, a

Moses A

Willie Phillips and Nellie Gray.
George G Harvey and Jennie Kelley.
6. James H James and Florence Curtis.
8.
In Bangor, Call H Hopkins of Camden
and Stella Al Durgin.
13
Lloyd R Brown and Mabel E Young.
13.
r-arl P Cochran and Neita L Mendall.
20.
Kenneth A Linton and Lelia Wainiog.
24. George M
Hibbard and Nina Reed
Shute.
24.
S
Cross
of Freedom and Avis E
Perley
Myrick of Montville.
Allen M Innis of Roslindale, Mass, and
28
Alfretta M Ingraham.
29. In Fitchburg, Mass, Ren worth R Rog-„
ers of Belfast and Margaret S Fielden.

son.

Jackson,

E

van

a

a

Elmer Small, M D, and Kittie F Wil-

EGGS AT )!S CENTS PER DOZES.
CREAMERY BITTER.

and Nino Anastase.
It was voted to
hold the annual banquet the latter part
of February or early in March, and the
president and entertainment committee
were authorized to make all the
arrangerments.

APRIL

JUNE.
i i 11 am Phillips, a son. I
1.
M Wood, a son.
liams.
w ard W Salisbury, a i
1.
1.

t

Board
of managers,
B. *,E.
Packard, R. L. Bean, Guy Ware, E. L.
Mathews, Mark Ingraham, F. J. Wiley

man.

days.

and 19

ing.

daugh-

a

Anna B Foust, aged 4 years, 1 month

day,

Martha B Foust, aged 24 years, 10
months and 23 days,
25. Hollis M Payson.aged 70years, 1 month

Stella McLaughlin of Camden.
29. Franklin A Warren and Goldie M Whit-

may.
0

22.
and 1
23.

BROOKFIELD GOODS

The annual meeting of the Camden
Board of Trade was held Monday evening, Jan. 4th, and the following officers
were elected:
President, J. H. Ogier;
i vice president, J. K. Hooper; secretary,
: John Mathews; treasurer, J.Hale
Hodge-

Daniel W Groves, aged 89 years and 3

days.

Earl Emerton and Annethe May Pom-

In Pittsfield, James G Anderson and
! Ethel 1
Blood, both of Belfast.
20. In Searsport, Harold S Ale Keen and
Eva L Havener of Searsport.
23.
Warren A Maker and Georgia F Young.
26, Fred Atwood Heal ot Lincolnville and

.pies, a daugh-

Haskins,
John

del.
17.

daugh-

a

30 Years.

day night.

ALBANY
BOSTON

BUFFALO

PERSONALS.

Morrill Burse visited last week in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Stevens in
Burnham.
Lamont Appleby, who has spent several weeks in Isle Au Haut, returned a
few days ago to his home here.
Frank Haseltine, who has been spending the Christmas recess in his home
here, returned to Bowdcin College Mon-

Stations

NEW YORK

Tease, a son.
v ey N
Foust, a son.
1, I rull, a daughter.
ivv E Littlefield, a son.
\ F Smith, a daughl

The Kind You Have Always Bought

"THREE CROW BRAND Guaranteed Abso-

:

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

_and Children.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms ami allays Feverishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind
Colic, all
Teething Troubles and Diarrluea. It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving
and
natural
healthy
sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

lutely Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
at ten cents for a 1-4 lb,
package.”

The RAYO does not smoke or smell. It is made of
solid, brass, nickel-plated. It is easy to light, easy to
clean, easy to rewick. At dealers everywhere.

tj.eon

'j Jd

The Cutter-Thomas Co., of New York
City have contributed some of their cassia flavored toothpicks to be given as

prizes.
The C. M. Conant Co., of Bangor has
contributed one of their Planet Junior
Cultivators to be offered as a .prize. The
Planet cultivator is one of the most useful farm tools and is a gift worthy of attention and contest. This company has
months.
many patrons in Waldo County and is one
44
years
29
Mrs William M R.ndall, aged
of the best supporters of the Food Fair.
and 5 months.
The Hecker Cereal Company of New
30 Elijah Phillips, aged 60 years and 6
York City have given a liberal donation
months.
of their cereal products and samples.
The following died out of the city and were
The Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co. of this
brought here for interihent:
liberal donations to the
city are
Jan 12. In Union, Elijah Linscott of Dam- fair and making
those not previously mentioned
ariscotta, aged 91 years, 5 months and 4 days. are five
bags of meat scraps, four bags
Feb. 19. In Augusta, Mary Walker of Auof pig meal, and five
*
bags of calf meal,
gusta, aged 74 years.
March 14. In Montreal, P Q, Roberts El- which will be offered as prizes in the
well, aged 33 years.
agricultural exhibit.
March 17. In Northport, Melissa A Herrick

nil Christmas spirit

t.

f,*"1

FOOD FAIR FACTS.

DECEMBER

1 Melvin Parker, aged 73 years, 8 month!
end 18 dnye.
2
Robert Sk iy, agtd 79 years, 8 months and
and 25 days.
11. Roae Newell Sylvester, aged 63 years,
8 months and 12 days.
16, J Edward Bakeman, aged 48 years and
10 months.
18. Herbert L Mayo, aged 53 years, 2
months nd 23 days.
21.
Susan F Whitmore, agtd 94 years, 6
months and 23 days.
m
"
23 Joseph Stevens, aged
year and 5

nto* page tw0]
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remedy._j

A Severe Case of Grip.
Mr. W. S. Brown, R. F. D. 4, Bo*
82, Rogers vllle,
Tenn., writes: "I
recommend Peruna to all sufferers of
catarrh or cough.
In the year of
1909 I took a severe case of the la
I then took a bad cough.
grippe.
Everybody thought I had consumption. I had taken all kinds of cough
remedies, but got no relief.
“I then
decided to try Peruna.
After taking five bottles my cough
stopped and my catarrh was cured.
Any one suffering with catarrh in any
form I will advise them to take Peruna."

Why is it. that some people keep well
all winter while others, less exposed to
cold and damp, suffer with colds, grip,
pleurisy, pneumonia and all the ills of
the season?
Thin blood and debility are the causes
of much sickness in winter. When the
blood is thin and there is oxygen starvation in the tissues of the body, poisons
are retained that should be eliminated
and there is a lowered resistance to disease.

Rheumatism disappears when the blood
is built up and does not return if tiie
blood is kepJt rich.
The after-effects of grip are never cured
until the blood is built up.
Dr. Williams’ Pink 1 ilia enrich the
blood and enable it to car ry mo re oxygen,
to nourish the starved tissues in debility,
to soothe the inflamed membranes in
rheumatism, to quiet the nerves in neuralgia and sciatica and to expel the lingering germs after tiie fever and influenza
of grip have passed. All winter Ur. Williams’ Pink Pills shou'd be in every
house, ready for use. You can get them
now at the nearest drug store.
The third edition of the popular little
book “Building Up the Blood” has just
been published. Write today to t :e I*r.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., for a free copy.

Annual IV

eeting
Stockton Springs Water
Company.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Water Company will be
held at the office of the Secretary at Stockton
Springs, on Tuesday, the 19th day of January,
A. D. 1916, at 12 30 p. m., to hear the reports
of the officers and act upon the same, to elect
a board of seven directors for the ensuing year
and to transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Per order,
ALBERT M- AMES, Secretary.

Stockton, Springs, Me., January 7,1915.

Pis*

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
They will

V
/
<

|jHE

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Trust Company will be
held at the office of the Secretary at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, Tuesday, January 19th, A. D.
1915, to elect a board of directors and to perform any other legal business that may come
before said meeting.
ALBERT M. AMES. Clerk,
Stockton Springs, Maine, January 7,1916.

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW

<

YORKj

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
S 7EA IMPRESSING

Washington Hose Ho.

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO

ORDER;

Tel. 216-12

At 52hit,h Strut.

WILL HAVE THEIR ANNUAL.1?
BALL IN THE

FRANK A.

OPERA HOUSE

January 22.
LOST
Deposit Book No. 4,777, issued by Waldo
Finder will please
Trust Company, Belfast.
return

same

NYE,

Ur.dertakerard Licensed)
Embalmer.
CCRCKER

EOF. WALDO

COUNTY.

F EARSPORT and 6C MAIN ST.. BELFAST
at both places.
3 3ti
promptly.

Tleephcne corrections
All

ci

lls answered

to

WILSON ELLIS, Treasurer.

2w63

Ortim yiriltd
fitted stove weed, building sand and
gravel, andj a small quantity of hard wood

For

lumber.

Annual Meeting.

(

Manufactured
use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.

tell you to

in the

,

Tel 137-2

GILES G. ABBOTT,
lincolnville Avenue
26tf

TO LET
Two good, small rents, very reason
able, to small families. It quire ot
If. C. BLZZELL

For Sale

Olivet Sulky Plows
at

the:special;frice

of

$39.00
-AT-

JACKSON & HALL’S

THE VETERANS’ MEETING.

Republican Journal

The

The January meeting of the Waldo
county Veterans’ association was held in
Granite Grange hall, North Searsport,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
briday, Jan. 8th, having been postponed
from
Thursday, on account of the storm.
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
The following towns were represented:
Belfa t, Waldo, Brooks, Jackson, MonCHARLES A. PIUSBURY, f
roe, Wihterport, Frankfort, Searsport,
Swanville, and Newburg in Penob3COt
BELFAST, THURSDAY. JANUARY 14,1916

county. President Crockett called the
forenoon meeting to order and the records of the last meeting were read and
accepted and Comrades Clark, Trask and
months.
Stinson were appointed a committee on
the time and place of the next meeting.
Daniel Webster was a prize winner at Then followed remarks
by Comrades unthe recent Bangor poultry show, but it til the dinner call
sounded, when the
was not the D. W. you have read about.
members of Granite Grange served a
He’s dead.
fine repast to nearly one hundred people.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for orte week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance. $2.00 a
year, $1.00 for six months; 60 cents for three

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE

I

Hood’s Sarsaparilla surely and efremoves scrofula, boils and

fectively

other blood diseases because it drives
out of the blood all the humors that
cause these diseases.
They cannot be
successfully treated in any other way.
External applications for their removal have proven almost useless,
because they cannot drive out the
impurities that are in the blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
rich blood, perfects the digestion, and
builds up the whole system. The skin
becomes smooth, clean and healthy.'
This great blood remedy has stood the
test of forty years. Insist on having
Hood’s, for nothing else acts like it.
There is no real substitute. Get it
today. Sold by all druggists.

The appealed case of State vs Eliaa and
Winona E. Suitor was opened to the jury Saturday afternoon, with Fred A, Tasker appointed foreman, but was withdrawn from the jury
by Judge .Spear and a verdict of not guilty ordered. The case was entered by Jefferson F.
Davis of Liberty, against the defendants, his
grandchildren, aged 11 and 13, respectively,
of his team, which they took
for the
larceny
to visit their father, Sylvanus Suitor of Randolph. The girl remained with her father and
the little boy started with the team to return
it, but not daring to meet his grandfather left
the horse to find its way home alone. The
case was heard before Judge Wayland Knowlton of the Municipal court when the children
were defended by H. C. Buzzell, who also defended them in the Supreme court. It is the
opinion of all conversant with the case that
it should never have been tried, and the children had the sympathy of every one. J
In the appealed case of State vs William
McKinnon for assault the bond was defaulted.
The appealed case of Arlo C Twitchell for assault and battery was continued.
The appealed case of State vs John Sanborn
for illegal fishing was nol prossed.

After the usual smoke talk the followHon. Carter B. Keene, director of the
was carried out without a
Postal Savings System of the Post- ing program
The Supreme Judicial Court,
or break: Singing America by the
office Department, was in Belfast last slip
with Miss Hattie May Nicker- Associate
audience,
Justice Albert M. Spear of GarThursday and had conferences with the
DISPOSITION OF CASES.
son at the piano; prayer by Comrade Andiner, Presiding.
Democratic leaders, supposedly with reThe following entries were made in cases
drews of Searsport; address of welcome
The case of F. W. Winter of Auburn vs. j. not tried:
gard to the contest for the postmasterA. Spaulding, aged nine
Dismissed without costs:
R, Bradstreet of Palermo, opened before the
ship. He left Friday morning for Wash- by Evelyn
little
granddaughter of Alfred jury Wednesday morning, occupied all that
John E Barnum et al vs A W Fletcher et al
ington and an appointment is looked for years,
H J Frost & Co. vs same.
at an early day. Mr. Carleton, the pres- Stinson, who spoke without notes as fol- day and Thursday morning, and was given to
the jury after the opening of court Thursday
lows:
Beacon Fails Rubber Shoe Company vs same
ent postmaster, was appointed in JanMr. President, Comrades, Ladies and afternoon, and at 3.30 they returned a verdict Five cases.
uary, 1911. hut did not take the office
Gentlemen: Today it is my duty to offer for the defendant. The plaintiff claimed that
Standard Oil Co. vs same.
until some weeks later.
S B Thing et als vs same.
you a few words of welcome, You sure- in December, 1912, the defendent cut about
ly cannot expect much of one so young, $50 worth of white pine on his property, which
Frankfort Supply Co. vs William Knight.
The Senate has rejected four of Presi- but 1
will do the best I can.
he bought of John M. Brawn Oct. 12,1912. The
dent Wilson’s nominations in the past
And in behalf of the people of this
The following cases were entered, neither
defendant claimed the tract in question and
f ew weeks, the last one, that of Ewing place, and the members of Granite
been in his family for 117 party:
1 extend to you a cordial wel- proved that it had
Grange
C. Bland of Kansas City to be United
We are glad to have you with us years. Judge Spear in charging the jury said
come.
Bucksport National Bank vs W P and Mary
States marshal tor the western district today, for we well know
your kind words that if the defendant had been in uninterrupt- Cole.
of Missouri, by a unanimous vote. The your smiling faces, with the fraternal ed possession of the land for 20 years he could
Experience Dodge vs Amos F Bowen.
1 egislaiive branch of the government, grasp of the hand which only those who maintain his legal rights. Robert F. Dunton
Mary R Coggins vs Milton B Hills.
have faced the dangers and hardships of for
Jos H Darby vs N F Houston.
which since the inauguration of Presiplaintiff; John E. Nelson of Augusta for
a soldier’s life can
give. We welcome defendant. A motion for a new trial has been
Milton B Hills vs Chas F Coggins,
dent Wilson had been dominated by the
because
when
our
was
in
you
country
filed.
T A Ritchie vs H R Whitcomb.
left
is
itself.
fathers
danger you
executive,
your homes, your
asserting
Walter C. Mahoney of Northport vs. Anna
Same vs C F Mudgett.
and mothers, all that was dear to you, to
Roosevelt’s contributions to The Out- fight for your country and to uphold this T. Bragg of Bangor, opened Thursday afterCatherine French vs Geo B Staples.
Fred G Gray vs Jennie O and Leon E Moody.
look were far below the literary stand- old Flag which has never had erased noon, was a suit to recover for services as a
from its folds one star or one stripe.
carpenter on the defendant’s two cottages at
uari h Scribner vs T v Leaman.
ard of that scholarly journal.
Many
We children have come here today to Bayside, he claiming that a balance of $139
writers furnish the
anonymous

space
newspapers and magazines with
logical and better phrased matter.
naa
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ceptacle for
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his bombast and fustian in

yellowist of yellow
magazine that floated

of the

one

more

magafor a

time on the topmost wave of sensationalism, to be stranded later in the mud.
The committee appointed by the Home
and School association to “consider the
echoolhouse situation and suggest ways
and means for adjusting present condi-

tions, financing

listen to you and help entertain you,
though little it may be.
We do not know how many of our boys

will

hp

fn

llimn

firrlit

fni>

fKair

or to fill some high office in life.
We all sometime have got to fill the
places of the older ones. What others
have done we can do also.
Lives of great men all remind us.
We can make our lives sublime,
And departing leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time.

country

And now;in closing, may thisNewYear
be a pleasant and happy one to you all;
ard as the months roll round may you be
sure of such a welcome as we give
you here today.
The address was enthusiastically ap-

new
obtaining
building,” have made a very full and in- plauded and President Crockett in his reteresting report. Unable to publish it sponse said that for so young a child the
in extenso this week we thought to pre- address was the best ever given. A flag
sent a summary, but found that would drill by the school children followed;
not do it justice and so must defer the then remarks by Comrade A. E. Nickerreport to our next issue. It is, of course, son; song by the school children; remerely suggestive, and it is hoped to marks by Comrade J. H. Stinson: song
arouse enough public interest to ensure
by Blanche Clark; piano solo by Harriet
the erection of the much-needed new M. Nickerson, who always makes a hit
and pleases the veterans; remarks by
building in the near future.
Win. J. Mathews; song by Miss Evelyn
A faction of the Democratic party is
Spaulding, with violin accompaniment by
already at work to eliminate Wilson from Lyman Blethen, and
encore; remarks by
the presidential possibilities of 1916, and
James Knowlton, J. W. Nickerson and
who
is
to
leave
the
cabBryan,
expected
J. G. Trask; song by Mrs. E. W. Stininet at an early day, is already in the
son; remarks .by Elias Moore, Presifield and has declared for national pro- dent
Crockett, R. G. Seeley and M. Anhibition and woman suffrage. The presidrews; recitation by Mrs. Fletcher.
dent last week in a public address clearly
One comrade was reported as having
made a bid for a second term and

and

a

in de-

answered the last

roll call

since

the

administration hinted at
meeting of the association in December,
Democratic disaffection and appealed to
Capt. AbnerW. Fletcher of Burnham, of
the independent vote.
Of course, the :
Co. A, 26th Maine Volunteers, who enfact that the platform on which Presilisted at the aged of 28 years from the
dent Wilson was elected called for one
town of Troy. He was mustered into the
term for the president has no weight,
United Slates service Oct. 11, 1862, at

fending

any

his

more

than the free

tolls,

which Mr.

Wilson advocated
in
his campaign
speeches but opposed and defeated after
he

wras

elected.

Bangor.

his company at
Irish Bend April 14, 1863, and was mustered out Aug. 19, 1863, at Bangor. He
was

There were many Republicans here
Wednesday who didn’t hesitate to say
they thought former Gov. Cobb the

strongest man who could be named as
United States senator. They frankly ad-

mitted that his creation of the unpopular Sturgis commission had hurt, him politically, but they believed, they said,
that even those who had been opposed to
his policy ot endeavoring to enforce the
prohibitory law up to the handle, respected him for his sincerity and the undoubted highmindedness of the course
he followed when in the chief executive’s
chair.

a

He

.gallant

was

with

soldier and leader and his

death removes another of the brave old
veterans

the

passing
The

up their lives on
their country. They are

who offered

altar

of

by one.
committee reported
on,

one

as

follows on

the time and place of the next meeting:
Time, Feb. 4th; place, K. of P. hall, EI-

lingwood’s Corner, Winterport.
Secretary Stinson, who was fined tor
not attending the last meeting, paid his
fine with a treat of candy.
A vote of thanks

was

extended to the

of North Searsport for the fine
This from the special Augusta corre- people
entertainment, and then the meeting
spondence of the Bangor Commercial closed with
singing “God be with you till
fairly states the case with one exception. we
meet again.”
Gov. Cobb did not “create the Sturgis

Commission.” In his address as a candidate he stated in the plainest possible
terms that if nominated and elected he
should enforce the prohibitory law to
the best of his

ability

and did not ask

the support of any one not in favor of
that policy. After his election he found
chat as Governor he

was

practically

pow-

erless to carry out the policy he had pro-

claimed, and

that was also

pledged

in the

party platform, and asked for legislation
that would enable him to do so. It is well
known to all who were conversant with
the matter at the time that the
bill

could

Miss Margaret W. Peirce has returned to
Poughkeepsie to continue her studies at Vassar college, after spending the Christmas re-

with her Darents. Hon. and Mrs. Albert
Peirce....G. Albert Peirce
and Hayward
Peirce, 2nd, have returned from a short trip to
Boston... .John C. Carr has returned to Wil*
braham, Mass., to resume his duties as instructor in Wilbraham academy, after spending the
holidays at home.... Hayward Peirce has left
for Altadena, Calif,, where he will spend the
cess

wilh his sister, Mrs. William A, Scripps
Miss Alice M. Hurley has returned to
B owdoinham to resume her position as teacher
in the John C. Coombs high school, after spendwinter

....

satisfactory to him, not
ing the holidays with her parents, Mr, and
he wanted, but was the best he
| Mrs. James F. Huriey... .Miss Katherine
so
was
and
get
accepted.
Peirce and Robert W. Peirce have returned to

was

what

Sturgis

FRANKFORT.

not

SWANV1LLE CENTER

continue their studies at
Miss Wheeler’s school and the Moses Brown
school.... Miss Ellen Carr has returned to Mil-

Providence, R. I.,

to

Hazel Marris visiting Hattie Doliber in Mon...Mr. and Mrs. E A. Robertson were
linocket to resume her work teaching, after
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer in spending a two weeks' vacation at her home
Monroe.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant of
....Miss Sarah L. Carr has returned to the
Frankfort visited at Flora Littlefield’s Sunday.
Gorham Normal school, after passing a ten
H.
Mr. and Mrs.
P. White were Sunday
days’ vacation at home.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small in Monroe.
....Miss Edna Bent returned to her home in |
SANDYPOINT.
Canada Saturday.... Fred Littlefield shipped a
Capt. Ralph Curtis of tug John J. Morrison,
car of potatoes last week, paying 30 cents for
Rockland,has been spending the past week here
them_The friends of Joseph Littlefield in
•..Mrs. Willis Young and Master Alvah Young
town are very sorry to hear of his serious acci- have returned from a six weeks visit in Massadent and extend sympathy... .Mr. and Mrs. chusetts.Mrs. Edna Cousins came last
A rthur Doliber were guests Sunday of his par- week from Searsport and is stopping at her
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Doliber, in Monroe. home here for a few weeks.... Eugene Perkins
David Wingate of Monroe is soon to move was in Belfast several days last week, serving
his family into the modern house he is build- on the grand
jury-Messrs. George and Aring. .R. N. Erown lost one of his horses last thur Smith went to Bangor last week with
Saturday.
their incubators and brooders to exhibit at the
OAK HILL (Swanville.)
Poultry Show....The rummage sale held'in

roe

....

....

..

and Mrs. Ezra Knowlton of Belfast were
Tecent guests of Mr, and Mrs. James Webster.... Mrs. W. R. Peavey is in very poor
health... .tylrs. F, J. Webb is ill with a bad
cold... .Mrs. John Cheney, who has been very
ill with pneumonia, is a little better at this
writing.... F. J. Webb recently placed a monument on the Fredrick Parker lot in the Haley
cemetery, Monroe....Mr. and Mrs. James
Mr

Webster and Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Holmes were
in Poors Mills Jan. 10th, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Thompson.

Griffins Hall Tuesday evening was not as
largelyattended as usual but a goodly sum was
taken for the society.

When People Ask Us
what is goodfcn nerves and lost weight,
we always recommend

due him.

Dunton,
the plaintiff, introduced an itemized account
for labor at $2 50 per day and the plaintiff was
placed on the stand to substantiate the claim.
H. C. Buzzell appeared for the defendant. C.
O. Dickey of Northport represented Mrs.
Bragg, who was unable to be present. Five
was

John

phpr'kfl. pminrspH

counsel for

R.

Mr Mnhnnpv.

hv

Cole.
Charles F Drake vs W P Cole.
Joel P Wood, Pet vs Lillian Standish
Fred R Lear.
W L Blake & Co vs A J Tobey.

remittances, were submitted by the defence. The plaintiff flatly denied writing the
letters and also denied writing the endorseap-

not

case was

that in the criminal suit last fall and most
of the same witnesses were called. There was
much interest in the cases and the court

packed to the doors during the
Mrs. Fogg, the plaintiff, who is 84 years
old, was called to the stand and proved a rewas

trial.

markably

bright witness, particularly in
keen answers when cross examined.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Fogg, the defendants, also took the stand and their teswas

substantially

the

same as

in

Sep-

opened for the defence,
the plaintiff. The charge
of Judge Spear, which occupied just one half
hour, gave a complete summary of the case
and held the close attention of the crowded
The

case

went to the

jury

a

food tonic and tissue builder.
City Drug Stor*.

and

vs
Samuel S
desertion and
failure to support; custody of their minor
children, Helen and Inez, given to the mother.
Anna B Wood, Freedom, vs Frank J Wood of

case

THE

F Erskine

Georgia

vs

Wm Phair

was

The

to

of Wameset

nav

juries
Saturday and

referred

the

J Ward; motion of

MEETING

National Bank

vs

OF

discharged
court finally adjourned

about 3 30 pm

WALDO

ON

COUNTY

GRANGE.
Waldo County Pomona Grange held its annual meeting with Honesty Grange, Morrill,
Jan. 5th. The meeting was opened in due
time with Worthy Master C. M. Howes in the
chair anti all the officers were present except
While the candidates were bethe treasurer.
ing enrolled remarks were made by B. F. Foster. A class of ten was instructed in the fifth
degree. Noon recess was then taken and the
patrons were well cared for by the host

De-

reconvened
was

a

given by

J, G. Harding and was pleaaan tly responded to
by M. I, Stevens. The secretary read a communication from the State Lecturer in regard
to the lecturers’ conference in Bangor, Feb.
16th and 17th, and it was voted to send the
lecturer of the Grange and pay his expenses.
The election of officers for 1915 then took
place and officers were elected as follows:
Master, C. H. Woods; overseer, J. C. Carey
lecturer, Annie Aborn; steward, B. L. Aborn;
asst, steward, J. H. Cilley; chaplain, H. A, Elms
treasurer, Frank Clement; secretary, C. A.
Levanseller; pomona, Grace Woods; ceres, Mrs.
J, C. Carey; flora, Mrs. H. A. Elms; lady assist
steward, Alma Cilley; gate keeper, C. W
The officers were installed by E.
Achorn.
Brewster, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Wilwork was very nicely done. The
the
son, and
next meeting will be with Silver Harvest

ASSIGNED CASES.

F J Eames vs Lester Eaton; referred to
Walter S Cowan
Fred A Johnson vs Addie Page; defaulted.

People’s Loan Company vs Perley F GorGrange, Waldo, February 2d. The places of
don; dismissed without prejudice.
meeting for the coming year will be reported
Belfast Candy Company vs D R White; bank- later,
ruptcy of defendant suggested.
PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST.
The two cases of Way land Knowlton vs

nuisance.

Me^rsOverlock and Towers were defaulted.
A J Rokes vs Frank Smith; continued.
Nellie Townsend vs Ernest Townsend; defaulted for $25.
George Townsend vs Nellie Townsend;
neither party.
Andrew J Rokes vs Frank H Smith was con-

DOCKET.

Walter C.Mahoney of Ni rthport was brought
into court Saturday forenoon by order of Judge
Spear on a charge of perjury and placed under $500 bonds for his appearance before the
Grand Jury at the April term of the S. J.
court with H. C. Hopkins of Belfast and Lewis
Benner of Northport as sureties.
The case of Moses Jewell of Monroe, indicted for keeping a drinking house and tippling shop, was heard Saturday afternoon and a
verdict of not guilty returned.
The case of Edward C. Marden of Swanville, indicted for keeping a drinking house
and tippling shop, was continued, as Marden is
reported to have left the State. Marden appeared Monday and was placed under $500 to
appear at the April term of court with Fred
Webb of Swanville and William H, Hall of
Belfast aureties.
Thomas I. Parkinson of Belfast, indicted for
liquor nuisance, was heard Saturday afternoon,
with a verdict of guilty. Judge Spear sentenced him to a line of $100 and cost and 30
days in jail, but ordered the'sentence erased
from the docket pending Parkinson’s good
behavior and he was allowed to go on his own

tinued.
Donald K Drake vs Bangor & Aroostook R
R Co was continued.
Annie E Treat vs E B Page was continued.
C H Bellows vs E F Littlefield.
E A Holmes vs J A McKeen app.
DIVORCES DECREED.

The following divorces were decreed:
Florence R. Jellison of Belfast vs Edw. Jellison of Lowell, Mass., for desertion for three
consecutive years; care and custody of their
minor children given to the mother.
Helen S. Averill, Frankfort, vs Claude A,
Averill of parts unknown, for cruel and abusive treatment. Name oftlibellant changed to

I

Helen S. Connington.
Florence A. Moore, Belfast, vs Samuel C.
Moore, Jackson, for cruel and abusive treatment; care and custody of their minor child
given to the mother until further order of the
court. The libelle paid $25 for the libellant
to bring suit. The [case was contested and
was heard at a special session Friday evening.
J. H. Montgomery of Camden; John R. Dunton

for defendant.

Maine

Pupils

Are Invited To

Try

For At-

tractive Cash Prizes.
;

tori

dozer, I

a

5 cents, 6 for 25 I
cents, three, large I
for 22 cents.
■

A. A. HOWES & CO

I

Groceries, Drugs and Medicine-

1

BASKET BALL.

Edith M.

Irving, Waldo, for adultery; care and custody
of their minor children, Clifford A. and Christopher H„ given to the father.

$2h hv middle of vacation for benefit of

ENTRIES

Moses Jewell of Monroe for keeping drinking house and tipling shop.
State vs, Edward C. Marden of Swanville for
keeping a drinking house and tippling shop.
State vs. Davenport R. White of Stockton,
for having liquor in his possession for illegal
sale.
State vs. Thomas I, Parkinson of Belfast, for
vs.

The indictment and appealed cases of liquor
nuisance against Davenport R. White of Stockton Springs were continued to the April term
1 of court,

Garland, Bath, for utter desertion.
James D. Irving, Frankfort, vs.

were

35 cents

to the

about 5,30.

Leslie

|I

best, and cheapest
juicy fruit, IS
)

mother, the father
to pay 51.50 per week for his support.
Earl M. Garland, Islesboro, vs.
Mary B.

Burleigh F., given

at their

to

clerk of court $8 per month for her support
Annie R. Meservie, Troy, vs. Burleigh Me*
servie, Thorndike, for cruel and abusive treatment; care and custody of their minor child

libt.
Harriet E Riggs, Admr vs F E Hatch et als,
trustee to disclose next term as of the first.
Alfreds L Page, Libt, vs Fred L Page, order for publication filed.
Mittie L Gowtn, et al, petition for partition
vs Minnie Brock, et al; defaulted and final decree filed.
Carrie E Wellman, Libt, vs Roy Wellman
order of publication filed.

pertinent questions.

neglects

the

by agreement.

cases

refuses and

Ripley and Rose Marriner were non-suited without prejudices.
Bucks^ort Candy Co vs D R White, bankruptcy of defendant suggested.
Myrtie A Bowker vs Richard H Ryder, referred to H E Bangs.
Grange. When the Grange was
Hattie E Crie, Libt, vs Bert H Crie. Libele 1
very cordial address of welcome

INDICTMENTS.

CRIMINAL

vs

cruelly

and

are now

Pendleton, do, for grossly, wantonly and cruelly refusing to provide maintainance for her;
care and custody of their minor child, Edwina
P, given to the mother; the father to pay to

liah

The following indictments by the grand jury
made public Saturday morning;

liquor

I

Grape Fruit 1

that of Isabel B Stevens.
A Edminster, Bolfast, vs Winfield S.
Edminster, San Francisco, Calif., for cruel and
abusive treatment, and although of sufficient
ability to labor and provide for her, grossly,
to

Cushman.

Lute

were

State

utter

Small, Troy, vs Jay G Small, Newport, for utter desertion, and it was further
ordered that the libellant's name be changed

order of

M. Patterson estate settlement motion to
dismiss was filed and later withdrawn.
The following new cases were on the trial
list but were unassigned: W. L. Staples vs
Eastern Maine Power Co.; C. H. Mitchell vs
same; Victor Le San vs Mt. Waldo Granite Co.;
Charles R, Hill vs Charles Danielson.
Martin Ekquist, a native of Finland, who has
been in Belfast the past 8 years, was given a
hearing Wednesday afternoon for naturalization and was granted naturalization papers.
Mr. Ekquist applied to Judge Bird at the September term and was given more time to inform himself as to the constitution of the
United States, as he had failed to satisfactorily

Montville.

Isabel B

The

faulted

number of

bargain},

ment.

of

Josenh A. MoKppn.

answer a

|

Our9c,Sale,
Will have better
than ever

parts unknown, for cruel and abusive treat-

support.

to Frank A

Frank

Jordan,

wantonly

L Rogers
service granted.
Frank J Wood, Libt, vs Anna B Wood was
dismissed.
The cases of Van Orden Corset Co, and Burton Price Co vs Evelyn A Mudgett were de-

nf thp

H

Ethel

’Jordan, Hallowell, for

Haines

about an hour’s deliberation they
rendered a verdict for the plaintiff as follows:
Sarah J. Fogg vs Charles L. Fogg, damages,
$400; Sarah J. Fogg vs Eliza M. Fogg, damages
$250. Motion for new trial and exceptions
filed and allowed.
In the case in equity of Eben F. Holmes vs
mitenmp

|

future'

ORANG!

mother.

provide suitable maintainance.
Lizzie Knight, Belfast, vs Herbert E Knight,
Lincolnville, for gross and confirmed habits of
intoxication and cruel and abusive treatment.
Hazel E Pendleton, Islesboro, vs Ellery E

Hiram

recognizance.

Emulsion
iJSSmmmSmmm
containing UypophotphiUc

Myra Kelley of Belfast vs Ansel S. Kelley
treatment
Augusta, for cruel and abusive
and failure to support; care and custody of
their minor child, Stillman Vernon, given to

A

for

at 10 40

and after

an

for the

now

of

Bank, trustee, judgment for $10:..49, entry satisfied.
Lewis A Barker vs Walter 3 Gould. Motion granted that he deposit $50 for costs, etc.
John H Jenness, Libt v& Emma Jenness.
Libellant to pay for the libelee’s defence and

Mr. Buzzell

room.

Extraordinary Values

V___

Lura M Dunton vs Grover C
Dunton, divorce was denied.
B O Norton vs J W Hobbs and City National

and Mr. Gardner for

court

Now

money—buy

save

Dr

In the

tember. The testimony was all taken before
the court adjourned Friday, and Saturday

morning

Always Good Values.

Offer

Underwear

James H. Howes

her

timony

Muslin

If you want to

E Trundy & Son vs W H Glover Co.
E D Tapley vs E Lurvey.
H E Robbins & Son vs Geo W Stickney.
S M Grant vs W D McGeorge.
Jennie M Monroe, Libt, vs Benj II Monroe.
Bertha J Parker, Libt, vs Percy L Parker.
Phoebe Fraser vs Chester B Patterson.
T H Ward vs Grover Dyer.
Melvin R Barker vs E W Kneeland.
Sultzburger & Sons Co vs P R Porter.
Inhabitants of Brooks vs Inhabitants of
Orono.
Fred W Brown vs A P Sleeper.

with

room

i|

& Co vs Leonard Fields.
McLean Black Co vs Inez M Goodwin.
Lewis K Fowler vs Sam Rubenstein.
Fred R Stewart vs George W Bridges.
Dutch Bros vs Dan Hill et al.
Wm H Arnold V9 A Leon Cayford.
Fred W Brown vs Ephraim O Shaw.
Same vs Eben Holmes.
Victor Lesan vs Mt Waldo Granite Works.
John Boyd vs L E Sprague.
William W Clark vs L E Sprague.
Albert W Blanchard vs W B Tryon.
Charles R Hill vs Chas Danielson.
Mrs C A Stickney vs Sewell Perkins.

Massey

given credit on his books. The
given to the jury Friday at 2 p. m.
and at 4 20 they returned a verdict for the defendant The plaintiff’s denial of the letters
and cheeks led to his arrest later on a charge
of perjury.
The civil suits of Mrs. Sarah J. Fogg, against
Charles L. Fogg and his wife, Eliza M. Fogg,
for $1,000 damages each, wTere taken up Friday
afternoon. At the September term of court
Fogg and hjs wife were convicted on a charge
of assault on the aged mother of Mr. Fogg
who made her home with them, and Charles L.
Fogg has served three months in the county
jail and his wife paid a fine of $150. Both
cases, that against Fogg and that against his
wife, were tried together as the testimony is
practically the same in each, and identical
parently

Our

Hureta vs Evelyn A Mudgett.
Chas F Drake vs L W Frederick and W P

rpnrpspnt*

were

The Best Values we have ever been able to
at this time ot the year.

|

T

for

of the checks which

1

$15.

various amounts paid on account, and a
number of letters written to Mrs, Bragg explaining the progress of the work and asking

on some

MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR

These cases were entered as defaulted:
E A Holmes vs J A McKeen.
E W Wallace vs John W Small, 2d, and continued for judgment in addition to default of

ing

ment

January White Sal

A prize of $5 is offered for the best essay
written by a student in any High school, Seminary or Academy in Maine. The State Prize
Essay will be ehtered in a National Contest in
which the prize is $50 in gold, Subjects and
rules for essays:
General Subject: “The Value of Total Abstinence to a Life.”
Special Themes: Alcohol and the Laborer;
Alcohol and Crime; Alcohol and Tobacco; The
National Government and the Trade in Intoxicants; Decisions of the Courts with Reference
to Intoxicants; Alcohol and Insanity; Alcohol

and Heredity.

Markings: Essays shall be graded, threefourths on subject matter and one-fourth on
style and grammatical excellence.
Number of Words: *The maximum number
of words shall be fifteen hundred and the
minimum one thousand.
All essays should be neatly written on one
side of the paper, folded, and sent on or before
May 1,1915, to Mrs. Beulah S. Oxton, Rockland,
Me.
YOUR COLD IS DANGEROUS.
BREAK IT UP-NOW.
A run-down
A Cold is readily catching.
system is susceptible to Germs. You owe it to
yourself and to others of your household to
fight the Germs at once, Dr. Bell’s Pine-TarHoney is fine for Colds and Coughs. It loosens
the Mucous, stops the Cough and soothes the
Lungs. It’s guaranteed. Only 25c at your
Druggist.

CAPT.

Capt.

Brooks Boys and Girls Winners.
In

a

snappy

and

well

contested

game

in

Union hall. Brooks, Thursday night, Jan. 7th,
the Brooks High school team defeated a team
from the Belfast Hierh school by a score of 8
to 3.

A special to the Daily News says: “The
Belfast boys were much too heavy for the B.
H. S., but the star playing of Brown of the
home team kept the score low. Shute was
star for the visiting team.” The line up:

Brooks H. S. (8)
B. Y. M. C. A. (3)
Ellis rf 2.lb Vaughan
Bowden If (1).rb Shute 1 (1)

Staples

c

Jones

1

(I).e Noyes

If.rf Jipson
Brown rf.If Godfrey
Time, 20 minutes halves. Referee, Norwood,
Timer, Ellis; scorer, Ellis.
Friday evening, Jan, 8th, there was a game
in the Coburn gymnasium,
Waterville, between the Coburn 2nd, composed of girls, and

BE \ >

j

1

William I.»

city this week, imp; >
The “new toy’' m th

*

Islesboro, which is
dolled up for its r,.i

31

Bucksport line, i:■
next week. The hull
Co., and the niach:
Portland Company.
their work so thor.
wonder Capt. Bonn."
1
bouquets at ’em.
go away

)

satisfied,’

f

they surely succeed.

j

much impressed will
by the various work'
p. compound engine
with a boiler that w.
On her trial trip ai
handily, and Capt. Ik
tl
can do much better
ed with the courtesy
H. Curtis of Key V.
the government tei

j
f,

j

)

j

boarded thelslesb.ro

I

]

adjusted the compas.a girls'team from Brooks High school.
The appreciated by Capt.
which the Islesborteams were about evenly matched in strength
week was establisheo
and the score was 7 to 6 in favor of the girls
present supplied by
from Brooks.

The line up

was as

follows:

Brooks.

Coburn.
Chase, rf.lff Dow
McTaggart, If.rf, Choate

j

v.

j

f

M.. and M. The d.
boat led Capt. Bennett-t
boro, with which the
lighted.—Rockland C<>u
the

j
!

|

Reynolds, jc.jc, Fletcher
Roberts, jc. ......sc, Hodgkins
How’s
Edwards, rg. lg, Carnegie
We offer One Hun
lg, Vigue
Johnson, lg. .rg, Hat h for
any case of Catani
The star player of the Brooks team was the
captain, Lizzie McTaggart, who made three cured by Hall's Cata
■

F. J. CHEN l
baskets.
We, the undersign
Goals from field, McTaggart 3, Dow. From
for the last 15
j
fouls, Choate 3, Edwards, Dow. Referee, Miss j Cheney honorable in a
St. Clair; linesmen. Hildegarde Drummond, j perfectly
and financially able to
Helen Springfield; umpire, Lillian Dyer; timetions made bv his firm
Keeper, Carola Bryant.
NATIONAL BA
Tomorrow, Friday, night, at Brooks, the !
Hall’s Catarrh Cure I
Brooks High school girls will play the fast
the i
team from Newport High school and hope to ing directly upon
faces of the system.
have a good crowd. The Brooks girls are
Price 75 cents per boti
under the coaching of H. D. Fernald and * will gists.
Take Hall’s Family I
give a great fight for victory.

1915

Wall

Papers

5c. to 50c.
CARLE & JONES,
BELFAST, MAINE.

-j

\

]
\

I
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fhe

returned to 'hie employment

Chute has

^

C. W. Wescott, treasurer of the Association
of the Home for Aged Women, received as a
Christmas gift $35 from Armour Bearer Circle,
by the hand of W. J. Price.

News of Belfast

after being confined to hia
"hoe factory,
illnesB.
time

iltl,e,„r
lope

by

«ome

next regular meeting Wednesday evening
January)20th, when the new ritual will be used.
All members are requested to be prepared
with clippings for the good of the order.

arish (Unitarian) church has been
until I hursday, January 2tst,
^ipon»u
of the sewing circle of
u, ,r meeting
Hospital Aid will be held with
resident, Mrs. H. H. Carter, Bell

Mr. and Mrs. G. Parker Cook entertained the
members of Osceola Sewing Circle at their
Church street home last Thursday. A meeting of the circle was held in the afternoon*
followed by a picnic supper, cards, and a social

,

S ;

r

meeting
|

,,

Saturday
be

,v
■

regular meeting of

a

the

Ladies' Social Union will have a
food sales at the Baptist church
The first one will be
y afternoons.
and will be in charge of Misses
oes and Frances A. Sargent.
meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
held with Mrs. Lewis F. Gan-

|

street, Monday afternoon,
he lesson is from the C. L. S. C,
Hedgerows,” chapters 19 to 23,
v of the Week” from the Inde11th. Roll-call, select quota-

|

-ress

Belfast Board of

|

eeting of

|

Friday, evening
n High street to consider sevalters and make the final artne banquet to Prof. Ralph P.
University of Maine, which
he near future in the CongreProf. Mitchell will
n parlors.

the

Id to-morrow,

!

|

Mrs. Leroy A.Webber was hostess^6^ Thursday afternoon of a four table auction party, a
benefit for the Universalist Social Aid. The
ladies in charge of the tables were Mrs. Webber, Mrs. A. J. Morrison, Mrs. Frank H. Mayo
and Miss Edith M. Southworth. Confectionery and fruit were served.
United States pensions were recently grant,
ed to the following under special acts of Congress: David L. Cross of Lincolnville, $40 per
month; Thomas C. W'ood of Belfast, $36 per
month: John A. Patterson of Belfast, $40 per
month; Elisha W. Ellis of Belfast, $36 per
month; George WT. Harding of Searsport, $30
per month; Ella V. Jones of Augusta, $12 per
month; Levi L. Walker of Belfast, $30 per
The above claims were filed by Franklin A. Greer, U. S. pension attorney, of this

Orrin J. Dickey is to speak before the senior
class of the Rockland High school Tuesday

following

The

F.TTERS.

letters

tiled for in the Belfast post
week ending Jan. 12th. Ladies—
lerson, Miss Bettie Brown, HatHelen R. Hills, Mrs. Geo. F.
mo. 0. Scott, Mrs. Annie York.
1 red Curtis, R. P. Hazard Pres,
F. A. Manchester, Charles B.

\

|

Ravnord.

•id

Lord, who recently
tenement in the S. G. Swift house,
•eet. have decided not to take it,
move in May to the I. L. Wiln
Northport avenue. Mr. and
Knight will move into the Swift

'rs. Samuel H.

!

!
|

of February, and Mr. and Mrs«
and John Sanborn will move

d house from Main street.
Poor

\

entertained at her home

afternoon, Jan. 6th, in honor of
B. Ames. The afternoon was
v.ing and cards and Mrs. Ames
-,.i,gs. Supper was served be-

j
;

S

other guests
fireplace.
-bert I.. Seeking, Mrs. Clarence
Herbert A. Drinkwater, Mrs,
Mrs. Clarence W. Proctor and

r,

Stoddard.

F

v

made in New Hampshire by
f Belfast was sent by a BelChristmas gift to a friend in

j
j

was so

the

(f

••nt a

her

appreciated by
sample home to

recipifamily

seemed worth an
by the Misses
ibeth Jones, daughters of Mr.
s W. Jones, now of Concord, N.

That

j
;

really

ly

■a’

I

“Washington
Advantages.” There are some
33 members of the class who plan to make the
trip from Rockland this spring, which will be
made under the

j
i

s. Senior

Supper.

tans,

of

j

|
>

|

Sunday there were 27 tramps in the
county jail, but ten will leave during the week,
and it is hoped that the strenuous work of the

a

I

3

The

Waldo

meeting

of the

law offices in the city agreed to close
Saturdays at noon throughout the year, the
secretary be instructed to give this informa-

as

serv-

all the

tion to the

newspapers, and to have suitable
to be posted upon the doors of
The committee to revise the fee

signs printed
offices.

the

bill, RobertF.Dunton, Arthur Ritchie and Fred
W. Brown, asked for further time and the
meeting adjourned to Monday evening. Following this meeting the meeting of the trustees of
the Waldo County Law Library was held.
Judge George E. Johnson, the oldest member
of the Bar, was re-elected president; Carleton
Doak was elected clerk, John R. Dunton treasurer,and Reuel W\ Rogers librarian. The reg-

Chapman.

Question

reports were read, accepted and placed on
file. A large number of books have been added to the Library and there is a satisfactory

ular

At the adjourned
balance in the treasury.
meeting of the Waldo County Bar association
Jan. 11th a fee bill was adopted to take effect
Feb. 1, 1915. We have been furnished a copy
of the bill, but are unable to print it this week.

Dffia
a

box.

5][o||cr:.3iio)

I

j

running exjust closed,

County Bar.
The annual
Waldo County Bar Association
was held Wednesday evening, Jan. 6th, in the
lawT library at the Courthouse and the following officers were elected: President, George E.
Johnson; treasurer, John R. Dunton; secretary,
Carleton Doak, It was voted that inasmuch

assisted in

after each meal. 20c
City Drug Store.

The

but a trifle
the board bill of the special jury for the
Burgess murder trial at the September term.

iigestion and the distressed
always goes with it can
relieved by taking a

|

unusual condition.

over

Margaret Innes, Helen KitClifford, Bernice Holt, Susie
wles, Lee Noyes, Harley Godmbs, Walter Bowen, Willard

Is No

very

penses of the court at the term
for jurors, etc., were very small,

r,

5

tz)|R

iocrfi51

CARLE & JONES’

I

9 Cent Sale

j

I Jc„

19c., 29c.,

j

39c., 79c., 99c. Sale

NOW GOING ON AT

I

CARLE & JONES’

j

7rZ30irzZZ>|[cZI01Z23l[0l|cz=I01~Z^!|CZ=I0Er3|

;

same

dies free,

and go the nearest box to sound an alarm.
All are not familiar with the location of the
boxes; in some cases it would be necessary to
the
go quite a long distance, and meanwhile
fire would be gaining headway. Notify Mr.
Shute by telephone and the alarm will be instantly given and the fire department may be
depended upon to make its usual prompt reof the
sponse. Then if you give the location
no time is lost in reaching it, while an
alarm from a box may be given for a fire some
distance away and the firemen be delayed in

fire

consequence.
The Alliance Musicale. The postponed
meeting of the Woman’s Alliance of the First
Parish (Unitarian) was held Thursday afternoon, Jan. 7th, with Mrs. J. H. Howes. At the
business meeting the report of the secretary.
Miss Caroline E. White, was read, and brie!
remarks made by the president. Miss Char-

W. Colburn, who also read notes on curmusical events selected by Mrs. Ralph H
Howes. The following musical program, prepared by Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Mrs
dement W. Wescott and Mrs. Edward A
lotte

rent

Wadsworth,

Edison Diamond Point

Phonographs
Real Music

j'feNo

Needles to

|
Bother Withal

Let US Show YOU.
Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES.

^****ki,|ti>i• mini

j

|
t

j

was

then

given:

W'altz in E flat,
Chopir
Mrs. Louise Dennett Beckwith.
Tookei
Quartet, The Crimsor Twilight,
Miss Quimby, Miss Hatch, Mrs. Wescott
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
Bartletl
Tenor solo, A Dream,
Piano

solo,

D’Harelot

Because,
Ariuur-iJuuiiBuii.

The Rosary,
Nevir
Wescott.
Miss Quimby
Piano duet, Feathered Songsters, D’Haehens
Mrs. Wescott and Miss Helen Wescott.
It was the first appearance of Mrs. Wescott’s little daughter in an affair of this kinc
Each
and she acquitted herself admirably,
number was enthusiastically received and

Soprano and

contralto

duet,

and Mrs.

there

were

many

encores.

Daughters of Veterans. The annual meeting of umma White Darker Tent, Daughters
of Veterans,was held in G. A. R. hall, Wednesday evening, Jan. 6th, with 22 members, six
Veterans and six Sons of Veterans present.
One new member, Miss Inez Thomas, was
initiated and three Sons of Veterans were
obligated. The following officers were instal-

as

an

The following committees

The officers of Seaside Grange were installFriday evening by State Deputy Edward
Evans of Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, assisted by County Deputy Manley O. and Mrs.
Wilson of Victor Grange, Searsmont. The offi-

“THREE CRUW BRAND Guannteed Ab
solutely Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
at ten cents for a 1-4 Lb.

package.^

■»

-■--

■>-—

Monroe, where he

Dralro

nrnmiainor

Roy Sholes; Flora, Mrs. E. B. Lunt.
treasurer, A. B. Smalley, was unavoidably
absent and will be installed at the next regu-

:

FAIR

$3.50 value for $2.38.

School Days.

The production of “School
Days," which c-mes to the Colonial Theater
on Wednesday, Jan. 20th, will be to the majority of the audience like the reading of a well
read poet for the first time. In the poetical
work one finds odd phrases which one has
often heard but never knew the origin of. In
“School Days" ycu hear the music you have
heard whistled on the street, played at parties,
moving picture shows and Coney Island, but

Fleeced Lined Underwear

0

_

Outing Flannel

[fj

$1.00 value for 79 cents

Ginghams
15c. value for

O

l-2c. | 12 l-2c. value for 10c. | 10c.
value for 8c.

11

g

Cotton Dress Goods
Suitings

U

for School Girls’

or Ladies’ Dresses-25c.
value for 19c.; Ratines25c. value for 19c.. 75c value for 49c.

Myopia Tennis Flannel,
Wooltex Flannel, 20c.

j

12 l-2c, value for 10c.
value for 15c.

As it is impossible for us to obtain
any more of the noted CROWN UNDERare offering what we have on hand
at greatly reduced prices.
Call and see our
bargains before purchasing elsewhere.

large

!

j

GO ARjWe

Also’ we taka
Hamburgs, selling

I2

Curtain Materials in Scrim and Marquisette in
many pleasing patterns,
TERMS CASH.

J

H. M. BLACK, 107 Main Street.

c—

donated l,u00 samples of their
“Sterro” cubes.
Everard Bakeman has been engaged as
“I Could Love a Little Girl Like You," “Mishouse carpenter for the week of the fair and
sissippi Cabaret," “There Ain’t No*Man in the Dr.
L. W. Hammons, will be the door mar.
Moon," “The Rustic School House Dance" and
Goodhue & Co., will have spaces 22 and 23,
the latest
novelty “Carolina and You,"
where they will demonstrate the Ar;o Wand
“School Days" contains all the elements imj Vacuum cleaners and Blaugas, in addition to j
in
the
words
musical
plied
comedy—pretty their
regular lines of plumbing and heating, j
“'-->
1 The first baby entered for the baby show, is 1
turesque scenery, brilliant and dazzling elecMaster George Bradley Swett, ton of Mr. and
trical effects, in fact, one might almost imagMrs. John W, Swett of Brooks.
ine we we were going back to the days of ‘‘La
The SchlotterbecK & Foes Co., of Portland
Poupee;” the similarity being manifest in the
extract makers, have donated forty packages
of
innocence
the
angelic
twenty-two juvenile
of their goods, which will be among the prizes
artists that make this play such a wonderful
success.
There is never a dull minute from offered.
Enoch Morgan’s Sons Co„ large soapmanua- !
curtain rise to curtain fall, but one continual
facturers, have donated ten boxes of Sapolio |
spasm of fun, laughter and jollification. Seats
i samples for prizes.
on sale at box office next Monday.
The color scheme of the interior decorations
1915 wall papers, 5 ! of the main hall will be red and white, with
New Advertisements
floral decorations and Japanese effects.
to 50 cents per roll, at Carle & Jones.... Edi-

lhls opportunity to call your attention to
rur fine line of
at prices to suit you, and our new
Mercerized White Waist-

ings, 25c. per yard.

zioi—

—T3|fo

lerjorzblfr^’

[

iqF"

5

has

DO NOT FAIL

famous

TO SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT

—THE FOOD FAIR.

~

Diamond Point phonographs. No needles
to bother with. Let Carle & Jones show you.
....Mark down sale for the next ten days by
H. M. Black, 107 Main street.
Bargains galore. Terms cash....Read what Goodhue &
Co. say about the Crawford all cast iron furnace... .Goodhue & Co. will have a demon
stration of Arco Wand Vacuum Cleaners and

Robes

$1.50 value for 98 cents.

have space number 2
their excellent line of pro-

manufacturers, will

York,

$3.25 value for $2 13 | $2.98 value for $2.00

Muslin Underwear

and demonstrate
ducts.
Joe Mitchell Chappie of the National Magazine has donated a year’s subscription, which
will be offered as a prize,
The American Kitchen Products Co. of New

who3e parentage was a mystery until you hear
they are “It Takes a Cop to Cop a.Girl," “Rag
Picker;” “When School Days Comes to Town,"

|

50 and 59 cent values for 38 and 40
cents
25 and 29 cent values for 19 and 21 cents

FACTS.

toss game with canary birds as prizes.
Lever Brothers of Cambridge, Mass.,
soap

*[
:

J

Only one booth remains at the Belfast Food j
Fair, which will be taken this week, Mrs. |
Grace B. Corning of Boston, Mass., filigree j
worker, will have the same space as last year, O
m
number 3, and will have a first class line of
goods for exhibit. She will also have charge
of Booth number 26, where there will be a ring

only two selections by the chorus, a recitation by Mrs. Nellie Grotton and remarks by
the visiting members.

—>1

Bath Robes

“THREE CROW BRAND Gunranteed AbPure CREAM TARTAR is now.selling
•‘.ten cents for a 1-4 Lb. package.”
FOOD

_

For the next ten days we are
offering bargains in Bath Robes, Winter
Underwear, Outing Flannel Robes, Muslin Underwear, Ginghams and
Cotton Dress Goods.
We quote the following prices in these lines:

J

lar

-»-—

< i-ii—11—

MARK DOWN SALE

to

it at 3 30.

solutely

meeting. Seventy-six were present, including the invited guests of Equity Grange.
A bountiful harvest feast was served and
greatly enjoyed. The program was abbreviated on account of the late hour and included

Coats

-’i"-iJt~£JlS——

—

L.

The

ALL

and

■

1

A.

na, Mrs.

In addition to

our

regular lines of

PLUMBING AND HEATING,
we

shall have

a

demonstration of

Arco Wand Vacuum Cleaners
and

Blaugas.

son

Science proves that the germs only
thrive when the system is weakened from
colds or sickness, overwork, confining
duties or when general weakness exists.
The best physicians ''pmrrt out that
during changing seasons the blood should
be made rich and pure and active by taking Scott's Emulsion after meals. The cod
liver oil in Scott’s Emulsion warms the
body by enriching the blood; it peculiarly
strengthens the iungs and throat, while it
upbuilds the resistive forces of the body
to avoid colds and prevent consumption.
If you work indoors, tire easily, feel
languid or nervous, Scott’s Emulsion is the
most strengtheningfood-medicine known.
It is totally free from alcohol or any
stupefying drug. Avoid substitutes.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.
14-42

...

THIS IS THE

1

Crawford
All Cast lii Furnace
are 2 Crawford FurnpHERE
aces, manufactured by Walkx

I

j \|

}\

& Pratt Mfg. Co., the origi- f
as the '‘Crawford,"
is an all Cast Iron Furnace, j
heavily built, a powerful heater, and will give more than j
er

nal, known

|

—-

known

uouuie tne

service,

ine

ouier

the No. 100 Series Crawford, is a smaller furnace, much lighter, part of radiator is sheet iron, and repairs
will be required at this point much sooner than the All Cast
Iron Furnace. Either will give value received.

!is
1

as

Careful inquiry should be made which Furnace

for your money,

|

1^44

we

you receive

sell BOTH.

LET US EXPLAIN TO YOU IN PERSON MORE
FULLY THE QUALITIES OF THESE FURNACES

GOODHUE & CO.,
Main

Street,

lilaugas is a Bottled Liquefied Gas. Will not asphyxiate nor freeze and is the safest illuminant known.
If you

Over 350 people succumb to consumption everyday in the United States.

Blaugus, a ^bottled liquified gas for lighting
home, store or factory, at the Food Fair.
....See statements of The City National bank
of Belfast and the Searsport National bank of
Searsport-Mrs. Goldie I. Curtis, Miss Ruth
Curtis and Miss Edna Curtis publish a card of
thanks.Mrs. Elijah Phillips, Miss Elizabeth Phillips and
Earl Phillips publish a
card of thanks ...See cut prices at
Perry’s
Cash market on meats, fish, groceries, fruit,
etc.
Send for complete price list... .Carle
& Jones 19, 29, 39. 79 and 99 cent sale is
still going on and there are bargains for
every one... .Oranges and grape fruit, fresh
and juicy, at A. A. Howes & Co’s
A high
class Vose square piano for sale. Address D
E. J., Journal office.... Annual
meeting of the
Belfast Building Co. at 4 p. m., Jan. 19th.

»

If you are interested in one of the most sanitary conveniences of the Modern Home be sure to ask us to show
you this feature of our exhibit.

i CONSUMPTION TAKES!
! 350 PEOPLE DAILY

your

ap
J, W

officers and committees include every membei
(35) of the Tent. The non-residents are or
the lookout committee and can find abundant
opportunity for their work wherever located
During the social hour home-made candy
grapes and bananas were served. The Ten’
sent out Christmas greetings to the memberi
of the Post and if any failed to receive one it
is earnestly requested they report to the Presi
dent of the Tent.

to

—

bountiful supper was served after which the
assistant steward, Lee Noyes; lady assistant
Grange was again called to order and a good
steward. Miss Myrtle Sholes; gate keeper,
program given. There were 24 visitors.
Irving Wade; Ceres, Mrs. A. D. Hayes; Pomo- I

—

I'vTfV

JAMES H. HOWES

j

Field; L., Virgie Beckwith; S., Avon Blood;
S., Herbert Stevens; Chaplain, Nellie Carter; Treasurer. Jamieson Wentworth; Sec’y,
Annie Monroe; G. K., John Brown; C., Ella
cers are: Master, Miss Lucy A. Cochran; averBrown; P., Mary Field; F., Mary Daggett; L.
seer, Elijah Ritchie; lecturer, Mrs. Dora J.
A. S., Mary Stevens. A recess was then declarA.
D.
secretary,
Hayes;
Bridges; chaplain,
ed and all went to the dining room where a
Mrs. Lura H. Ritchie; steward, Carl Noyes;

were

pointed by the president: advisory, Capt.
Ferguson, Thomas Gannon and Wm. B. Wood
bury; floral committee, Mrs. Beryl T. Ludwick
Mrs. Isa C. Howes, Miss Inez Thomas; visitiiq
committee, the chaplain, exofficio, Mrs. Lizzu
Clary, Mrs. Lida Blood, Misses Maude Saverj
and Alberta Wadsworth; relief committee
the president exofficio, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges
Mrs. Mary Achorn, Mrs. Lu T. Hall, Mrs
Mabel B, Wilkins; lookout committee, th<
senior vice president exofficio, Miss Ruth Kim
ball, Mrs. Mary Coombs, Miss Harriet Brad
ley, Mrs. Louise W. Ingersoll, Miss Annetti
Robinson, Mrs. Alice Mason Mitcheil. Th<

Suits

At the regular meeting of Riverside Grange
Belfast, Thursday evening, Jan. 7th, the following officers were installed in a pleasing
manner by Bro. Brewster of Mystic Grange,
Belmont, assisted by Worthy Deputy M. O.
Wilson and Sister Wilson of Victor Grange,
Searsmont: M Horace Wentworth; O., Frank

ed

!

*u~rr

ON

He then got his father-inlaw, Frank Nado, to drive him to Brooks and
return the team to Drake. Nichols came to
Belfast Monday and was arrested here. Judge I
Knowlton found him guilty on both charges
He appealed but was unable to furnish $200
bonds and was committed.
return

Hnzpl Kradstreet.

led by Mrs. Etta Piper Savery, Past President
of the Tent, in a most able manner: President, Mrs. Annie M. Frost; senior vice president, Miss Ai.nella Guptill; junior vice president, Miss Florence Kimball; chaplain, Mrs
Emma Brown; treasurer, Miss Louisa H. Ferguson; patriotic instructor, Mrs. Belle Nickerson; council, Mrs. E. P. Savery, Mrs. A ini<
Jellison and Mrs. Winnifred K. Holmes; secre'
tary, Mrs. Nettie Merrithew; guide, Mrs. Net
tie Dutch; guard, Mrs. Etta Whitehead; assist
ant guard, Miss Alberta Nickerson; musician
Miss Alice E Simmons: color bearer, No. 1
Mrs. Ethel Whiting; No. 2, Mrs. Nina D. Cook
No. 3, Mrs. Phemie H. King; No. 4, Mrs. Myn
Dutch.

j

Gentlemen’s tickets 35 cents; la-

music.

pocketbook and walked
hired a team of Frank

and

Townsend’s orchestra furnished exellent muThere will be another dance Tuesday
sic.
evening, Jan. 19th, in Memorial hall with the

Case of Fire. It should be generally
places. Not one of these tramps was brought known that the chief of the fire department,
to the jail by a deputy sheriff; they were comMr. Stephen S. L. Shute, when notified by
mitted by trial justices and the municipal
telephone at his home, can ring in an alarm.
court,as vagrants, etc. There were no prison- | Much time may thus be saved and time is
ers in the jail held for the grand jury or for
everything in case of a fire. A delay of even
trial in the Supreme court, and no one was
a few minutes may develop an incipient blaze
sent up to serve a sentence from the criminal
into a disastrous fire. Suppose a fire breaks
docket of the S. J. court at the January term, out in your home in the night. You must dress

Holt, Marguerite Owen,
ude Field, Hazel Sheldon, LilLeota Patterson, Elizabeth
Hayes, Marguerite Coombs,
Martha Knowlton, Margaret
Redman, Hazel Coombs,

rence

;

\T

Mrs, Robert P. Coombs, has returned home
Lorn an operation for tonsils and adenoids....
John Robbins returned home Saturday from a
very successful operation for appendicitis, and
Ralph Guthrie left the hospital Sunday after a
like operation and is doing remarkably well.

In

tte
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Universalist church will conduct the

Last

The public

charge of the tables and
<

the

ctnnoc

All interested in the formation of an Associated Charities for Belfast are requested to meet
in the city building this, Thursday, afternoon
at half past three. A
constitution will be
adopted, officers elected and the organization

completed.

services.

■

Jennys

management of Mr. Dickey.
the trip was given by the

fr rroll

Agents for Pearless Flour and Barrington
Hall Coffee.

directly from the hospital to the Waldo Achorn.
County jail and held services there for the 27 J There were 25 couples at the social dance in
inmates. Next Sunday Rev. Arthur A. Blair
Memorial hail last Tuesday evening, when

escaloped clams, salads,

i Mrs. Eva

1

Club.

appendicitis patient and is doing very
well_Clarence E. Frost, recently injured at
the Mathews Brothers mill was operated on
Sunday.Isabel, the little daughter of Mr.

is

went

hot rolls, cake, fancy pies and
Melvina V. Parker, Leonia J.
an Hazeltine, the teachers of
Mrs. William Holt, Mrs. Geo.

|
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PRICE SALE

John Paul Nichols of Winterport was before
Judge Knowlton of the Municipal court Tuesday on two charges, one brought by Frank
Kenney for the larceny of $35 and the other
by Donald Drake for keeping a stable team.
Nichols was living in the Kenney family, Winterport, and Sunday in the absence of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenney took $35 from Mr. Kenney’s

The Tapley Hospital. Mrs. Ellen Jones
Hall of Jersey City, N. J., a truest at the home
of Nathaniel Delano, was recently operated

Chemical company. No. 1, at the Head of the
Tide, held a house warming at the hope house
Wednesday evening, Jan. 6th. A new floor
has been laid in the building upstairs and
Sunday Services at Jail and Hospital. it is now in good condition for dancing. Cards
The pastors of the city churches have estab* were played from 8 until 10 o’clock, and dancj
lished a precedent of holding Sunday services 1 ing was enjoyed from 10 until midnight.
at public institutions and began last Sunday
The members of the North Church Guild
with services at the Waldo County hospital will be entertained in the vestry next Monday
with Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of the North night at a chicken pie supper by the second
Congregational church officiating, assisted by j supper committee, of which Mrs. William
his choir, Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, Miss Jessie Weshe is chairmar. The hostesses are Mrs. H.
Hart, Harry Coombs and John Parker. They | S. Pearl, Mrs. C. W. Proctor and Miss Leona J.

hall last Friday evening,
the senior class trip to Washwas well attended and the proan
ut $60. The menu included

tj

of the

of the school committee, with the requirement that at least two-thirds of the class
should make the trip.

rial

|
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floor director. This ball is what contributes
the real revenue to the Hose Company, and if
you cannot come to the supper or dance buy a
ticket and assist those who are always ready
to assist you.
Tickets may be obtained from
any member of the company.

before the Woman’s Club at their room on
Church street. Prof. Ham is a gifted speaker
and is well versed in his timely subject, “Germany and the German People,” as he is professor of German at Bowdoin. He has given
the lecture in Bangor and other cities. The
public is cordially invited to attend. A small
admission will be charged those not members

members

a

New

the

Those who attend the levee and ball to be

given by Washington Hose Co. No. l,in the
Opera House, Friday evening, Jan. 22nd, are
assured a good time. After supper, moving
pictures, showing the'burning of the Chicago
stock yards, followed by dancing with music by
Keyes' orchestra and Chief Engineer Shute as

19th, Prof. Roscoe J.
Tuesday evening,
Ham of Bowdoin College faculty will speak

Permission to make

large candy business
Hampshire from Belfast,

uilt up

c

made

was

on

cursion and its

The

r.

|

afternoon, Jan. 19th,

treasurer.

W.

Jan.

PERRY’S.

city.

Wescott,

There will be an auction bridge party at the
Woman’s club room to-morrow, Friday, afterMrs.
noon as a benefit to the club treasury.
Amos Clement, Mrs. Ben. Hazeltine, Mrs
George I. Keating. Mrs. Charles Bradbury,
Mrs. S. A. Parker. Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs.
Wilmer J. Dorman and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, who are to have charge of the tables, are
requested to be at the room at 2.30 o’clock.

president and Clement

lute sstisfaciion to every customer.
Yours for business,

month.

ys’ Clubs.”
:

Price Price
Sirloin Steak.30c joc
Corned Beef, “Heavy”.14c ioic lb
Lamb Chop “Native”.26c 19c lb
Short Leg of Lamb.24c 18c lb
Salt Pork, Medium Backs.15c 13c lb
Pure Lard “Squires”.16c 13c lb
Fii nan Haddies, Home Cured.14c 11c lb
New Smoked Bloaters, large. 4c
3c each
Sugar Cured Bacon.26c 19c lb
Fancy White Halibuty“Trimmed”..20c 13c lb
Halibut Fins and Napes.15c 11c lb
Lenox Soap, per bar. 6c
3c
4c
Sunny Monday Soap, per bar. 6c
Babbitts Washing Powder. 5c
4c
Flash.10c
4c
Catchup, “Blue Label”.26c 19c
Quaker Oats, “Large Size”.26c 19c
National Oats,
.26c 18c
Kelloggs Corn Flakes.10c 8c
Common Crackers “Jones”. 7c
6*c lb
Sweet Crackers.....10c
6£c lb
Pure Cream Tartar..40c 34c lb
10c
8c
Cocoa, “Bakers”.
Cocoa, Bulk.30c 22c lb
Peanut Butter.20c 13c Jb
3c
Magic Yeast.. 5c
Seeded Raisins, New Crop.12c
9c Pkg
Fancy Oranges, Sweet, Juicy.25c 11c doz
4c each
Fancy Grape fruit “Heavy”. 8c
Send for our complete price list. We pay
the freight on all orders of $10.00 or over.
Our terms are cash.
Please remember we
sell only goods of merit, and guarantee abso-

to

r
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Regular Our

Miss Irene Marks went to Augusta Friday
assume
her duties as stenographer to
Gov. O £). Curtis. Miss Ida S. Carleton has
succeeded her in the City National Bank, and
Miss Velma Mitchell is temporarily employed
in the bank.

Bel-

committee this, Thursday, eveno’clock with Secretary Dickey to
final arrangements for the pro-

^

or

j

The prices here given, show how
the publh
profits by having a CUT PRICE STORE. Th<
the
in
first
prices
column show the regulai
market prices, while the next column
givei
you the CUT PRICES now being given
AT PERRY’S CASH MARKET.

evening.

m.

air

|
o

at 2 p.

IfiTlcTroi

The Daughters of Veterans will hold their

aiiiea Auxiliary of A. E. Clark Camp,
will have 8 wh'st party and dance
ha!i next Monday evening.
of the Women’s Alliance of

l

"

The city clock went|on a strike last week—
Miss Club were guests Wednesday evening of Mrs. Bernes O. Norton at her j and stopped striking.
of Cedar and Spring
new home, corner
Waldo County Hospital Notes.
Frank
streets. A delicious supper was served at 6 ! Hoyle, a medical patient from South
Liberty,
o’clock and auction bridge was played until i left last Monday to visit his sister in Auburn*
a late
Mrs. Louise C. Shales and dale, Mass....Percy Knowlton of Monroe is a
hour.
Mrs Louise B. Brooks were substitutes.
medical patient..'..Miss Mina Valentine of
The annual meeting of The City National Unity, a nurse student, was operated on Jan.
Bank of Belfast was held Jan, 12th and the 7th for appendicitis....Mrs. W.J. Fletcher of
following directors were elected: William B. Islesboro returned home Saturday after a surSwan, Charles H. Walden, Asa A. Howes, gical operation....Miss Minnie Colcord, a surSelwyn Thompson, V. A. Simmons, Elmer A. gical patient, returned home to Searsport last
Sherman, Thos. W, Pitcher, Charles P. Hazel- Saturday.... A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
tine, Ira M. Cobe. Mr. Swan was elected Amos A. Colcord Tuesday morning.
The Bit

Belfast,

J

|
$

$
j

|

\

Maine.Jj

contemplate lighting your home, store or factory, it will be
worth the price of admission to the Fair to examine this
installation.
2w2

GOODHUE &
..

CO., 44 Main St.,

1

Belfast, Me.

—

PROHIBITION DAY.

WILSON’S

The

program for January 14th, National
Constitutional Prohibition Day, is just at hand.
Every Union in the country has received the
same, and the president of the Waldo County
W. C. T. U.. expects each Union in her county to doits duty, and follow as nearly as may
be, the plans of the National W.C. T. U.
as set forth in this program.
If you cannot
have two sessions on Jan. 14th, have one. If
you cannot get ready for the 14th, have it iater. If you cannot have a public meeting, ask
your pastor to preach on the topic, giving him
the material received, and sent for, Members of local Unions can surely get together
and pray, If there are but one or two of you,
ask some friends in, and have the services just
as if there were more.
Ask other organizations to join in y< ur public service,
Emily F, Miller,
President of Waldo County W, C, T, U.

White Pine and Tar
With Honey, Horehound and Tolu, for
that cough. Ask your neighbor who uses
it. Nuif sed.
25e bottle.

CITY

STORE

A FEW

MONROE.

The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will install
their officers Jan. 15tl>_Mrs. Charles Hart-

DRUG

READ & HILLS, Proprietors.
P. O. Square, Belfast, Me.

!

Special Bargains

In city or farm property. Also shore lots
and cottages. Now is the time to buy

cheap.

ley, who has been very sick, is a little better Call and
get prices and list your property.
and is able to ride out_Mrs Rutus Nealley,
I am agent for Fidelity Mutual Life
Also,
of
died
formerly
Monroe,
recently^ at her'home I
in Winterport-Miss Addie Littlefield has ! Ins. Co. of Philadelphia, which writes some
been poorly lately.
She has nervous trouble. ! of the best policies written for men and
....The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs have been women, an investment and an insurance
taking in

new

members at each

meeting lately

combined.

Call and look them over.
Rents made and collected on commission.

VALUE OF HYOMEI
It’s

the

Safe Catarrh Remedy.

Nothing

Better for Head Colds.
Don’t endanger your health by taking strong
drugs in the hope of curing coughs, asthma,
head colds or dangerous catarrh that frequently destroys the hearing. Use Hyomei, a simple
;
combination
of healing oils that you breathe
through* a small inhaler. Its curative and
health giving medication clears
stuffed-up
head like magic.
Hyomei quickly goes to all the sore and inflamed tissues lining the nose and throat—its
antiseptic healing begins at once and dull

headaches, that distressing choking, constant
snifflings, and unclean discharges surely cease.
Hyomei is not only a pleasant treatment but
very inexpensive. Be sure to get the complete
outfit that contains inhaler and bottle of liquid.

A A Howes & C osell it on the “No cure-nopay” plan. Surely try Hyomei today—you have
nothing to lose on this generous offer.

M. R.
Up

One

Flight,

KNOWLTON,
Howes’ Bloik, Main Street.
4wl

Constipation
Causes 50 per cent of all ailments that flesh ia
heir to.
Ask your physician if you doubt it.

WILSON’S LAXATIVE TABLETS
will keep you from being constipated.
100 in Box. 25 cents by mail.

CITY DRUG

STORE,

READ & HILLS, Proprietors.
P. 0. Square, Belfast, Maine.

BDSTWORK FOR
COMMON GOOD
Maine Legislators Urged to
Exercise Extreme Caution

! people, composed of various factions
: with a confusion
of
ideas,
many
! agreeing on the same subjects and enIt is
tirely at variance on others.
1
perfectly proper for all citizens to
bring their ideas into prominence before this high court, but they must
wait with patience for the opportunity
to have them considered in new laws
or in the repeal of old ones.
You have your right of legislation
in which it is not my intention to in-

|

CURTIS’ INAUGURAL ADDRESS
Promises Hearty

In All

Co-operation

Needful and Proper Legislation For
Welfare
More
>

State—Recommends

of

Comprehensive and

Detailed

Auditor’s Report—People Entitled to
Know

Condition—Good

Financial

Reason For

an

Equalization Fund—

Chance For Improvement In Question of Good Roads—Taxation and
Other Matters Receive Attention
Gentlemen of the Legislature:
Upon taking and subscribing the
oaths required by the constitution to
qualify him to enter upon the dis-

charge of his official duties, the governor's first serious consideration is
to conform to the mandate of the con•titution which reads thus: “He shall,
from time to time, give the legislature information of the condition of
the state, and recommend to their
consideration such necessary meashe may judge expedient.”

ures as

done immediately upon taking the ofthrough the medium of an inThe precedent is
augural address.
of venerable age, and has perhaps its
not
does
but
sentimental
value,
necessarily prove its wisdom. A fun
and comprehensive report would constitute a large contract.
fice,

Our form of

governmental procedure

periodically brings forth

new

execu-

tives with more or less experience,
but it is patent that even the greatest proficiency, on such comparatively short notice, may not enable one to
formulate into speech anything more
than a cursory view or superficial survey of hut a few of the most prominent features of the actual conditions
which may occur to him.
The aspect also has a changed appearance when viewed by the greater
light of actual experience in office, by
reason of easier access to more elabinformation
and
authentic
orate
through avenues otherwise not easily

approachable.
The organization of the state is of
some considerable proportions, and is
more or less unwieldy to afford perfect and precise administration; consequently, any administration is always open to adverse criticism by
those seeking to tear down and annihilate for ulterior motives.
A sound, healthy condition is attained when the public take a good,
wholesome view of administration activities, giving credit when it is due
and condemning upon good and sufficient grounds.
Laws Should

Be

Enduring

Experimentation is essential to material progress, for without it we cannot know the extent of ingenuity; but
1n legislation by new laws it is often
dangerous, because they may be of
but temporary relief and lack qualities
of an enduring character suitable for
all time under ever-changing condiFor instance, the new primary
tions.
law is more or less experimental,
and. even at this early date, much
dissatisfaction with it is expressed.
These remarks simply indicate that
we should be as free in repealing useless and obsolete laws now in the
statutes as in filling them with new
ones of more or less doubtful value.
There are laws now in the statutes
which were passed through the legislature for private reasons to remedy
Isolated cases of little or no public
Importance, which have caused statewide confusion and great expense.
There are other cases where laws
have been enacted through the influence of party politicians, affecting
adversely the interests of municipalibecome
ties. and have
mandatory
without the consent of the citizens or
even
the municipal officers.
Care
should be taken that such mandatory
laws shall not become effective until
accepted by the municipal officers at
least, thus supporting the principles
of home rule when practicable.
Private and special bills should, therefore, be scrutinized carefully, and
general laws affecting the whole state
should not lie easily enacted.
These are suggestions only, as the
governor has no authority to instruct
the legislature.
The fact that its
members are duly elected and have
given their oaths is evidence of the
people’s confidence in their ability,
honesty and integrity,
and
should
guarantee safe and sane legislation.
In all questions of needful and proper
legislation for the welfare of the
state, it will be my aim
to
most

heartily co-operate with
Work Must Be

you.

Thorough

We cannot expect to rectify all the
social evils of the state at one sitting,
but should endeavor to
select
the
more salient and important
subjects,
and as many of them as we can conveniently handle systematically and

Conservatively without their conflicting with each other, thus leaving
something for future administrations
to unravel, for they will continue to
be inaugurated long after we have
completed

deliberations.
It does not seem possible that evil
our

will obtain faster than legislation can
for it.
If it does, the argument
Is fair that sentiment is getting mixed
with facts, or theories confused with
con<*tions, and the solution must be
distant.
It is evident that it is preferable to
care

accomplish something rather than
nothing, even at the risk of sacrificing advancements in other directions, although of equal need and
significance.
It seems apparent that many of the
laws in the statutes are a hindrance,
and practically useless, and could well
be revised or repealed, but even these
are often supported, while many just
laws are none too well upheld.
There are In the state of Maine,
according to the 1910 census, 742,371

|

cable, and demands the submission of ^widows may Be obliged
to
the would appear to be at
the prohibitory amendment

to make payments on the state debt
when necessary.

Doubt as to 8urplus
A surplus may have been In the
treasury many times, but how many
know what it was, or when, and, if
so, what disposal was made of it? An
equalization fund should show whence
it comes, and where it goes.
The auditor’s report shows that the
1915 administration will have a cash
difference in its favor amounting apterfere: the duties devolving upon me ; proximately to $257,083, which is aralso may need no interference from rived at by adding the so-called deyou; but. as far as is possible, it is
ficit of Jan. 1, 1913, of $48,438 and
at least hopdd that we shall all work the so-called "surplus amount of state
tax available to pay other bills for
harmoniously for the common good.
Every individual member of the leg- 1915” of $208,650.
islature will he judged by his fruits,
It is to be hoped this legislature will
and those who intend to accomplish not get the idea that this is a real
too murh for their own locality, at surplus, because by adding the railthe expense of others, are cautioned road tax to the state tax, it would be
that sometime their ambition may made so much, more, or, otherwise,
lead them tnto broader'fields of opera- less, to suit convenience.
tions and their preferment will be
The cash on hand in the treasury
based upon their records for broad- means nothing but the ability to pay
It
as
as long
gauged consideration of all matters bills which are due,
coming before them on the principles lasts, and then, if there are still un- !
appertaining to the interests of “hu- paid bills, there should also be unman

|

welfare.”

or
collected assets to meet
them,
there is a deficiency.
The actual revenue assets, whether
they be cash or tax bills, are the key
to any benefit which this administration may receive.
If there is sufficient to pay the bills and more, there
will be a surplus which will be very
if
not
agreeable and convenient;
enough, the boot will be on the other

Financial Matter*

or decrease in appropriations
for one year and another.
Investigation will ascertain whether an increase
or decrease is of an extraordinary nature, as of specific emergency; otherwise, new appropriations for the vari-

departments may inadvertently be
too small or excessive in total.
The last state auditor’s report is
for the year 1913. and it is noticed
that many departments
made
expedstures largely in excess of those
for the previous years of 1911 and
1912.
It is for you to
determine
what
amounts will be necessary to he appropriated for the years 1915 and
1916, and whether it will he necessary
to appropriate so large amounts in
some cases, or more in others.
If any of
the
extraordinary increases were made for the reason ot
ous

efficiency, you are to judge
whether the efficiency has been attained, and. also, whether it is of a
value to the taxpayers proportionate
to the increase, and, again, whether
we can consistently continue appropropriatirns of such proportions.
more

The Auditor’s Report
An attempt to analyze or compare
receipts and expenditures from the
different auditors' reports will clearly
show the need of more detailed classification.
The state prints various reseveral
ports of the
departments,
some of which are of large proportions; but to my mind there is nothing more important than a comprehensive, detailed
auditor’s
report,
and this report has been one of the
smallest.
It is recommended that an act be

passed making it mandatory that the
auditor shall give a detailed report
each year, and that a plan or system
he provided whereby it shall be uniform, having all receipts and expenditures of all departments classified in detail, and also alphabetically
arranged under the same corresponding items so that they can be easily
jcoi

duu

cu

ct
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it can he determined whether any deparmtent or any
regular
charges
thereof are being increased or not.
The question of illegitimate expenditures is not referred to, but,
even if it is,
the people
are
entitled to know, when, and by whom
the expenditure is authorized, whether it be right or wrong.
The amount of cash on hand Jan. 1
has no especial significance, unless,
together with other quick assets, it
Is in excess of the current liabilities
aside from the regular debt.
There
appears to be a confusion of ideas as
to money on hand and appropriations
unpaid for.
The whole principle of our financial
proposition is that we raise money
each year by taxes and income, and
may appropriate an equal amount
gnd expend a like amount, providing it is all collected, in which case
there would be nothing to start on the
next year except the money for the
bills which have not been paid.
When it happens that there is no
money left over in any year, by reason of all bills having been paid, or
by reason of slow collections, a temporary loan is made necessary; otherwise, there would be no money tc
pay current bills at the beginning ot
the year, when the expense is heavy
and the income light.
we

New Account Needed
It is recommended that an account
be created which may he called a de-

ficiency,

or

an

equalization account,

other name would do as well.
If you will refer to the appropriation bills of 1913 and 1914, a difference in the wording will be noticed,
which appears to be an attempt to
obviate some of the difficulties of deficiencies which, or late, have caused
more or less comment.
if the unexpended balances had
been transferred into an equalization
fund, the outstanding bills could be
paid from it after the books were
closed.
Therefore, there is the reason for
an equalization fund, to
which
all
actual surplus of money and income
assets may be credited after all appropriation accounts are closed, except the so-called
accontinuing
counts.
It would avoid all controversy regarding amount of deficiencies
for any year, as it would all be on
record in this account.
The account could be used to correct errors; to appropriate for necessary expenditures not anticipated by
the legislature, etc., and, of course,

or some

1

lots through the recounting process,
and oftentimes this may cause the defeat of a candidate who was legally
elected.
remedy is recomSome
mended whereby the ballots shall not

4 percent bonds, which is
case, rather than 6 percent
cent, for reasons of greater
the income on the bonds

be disturbed unless under the supervision of a non-partisan hoard duly
authorized to take evidence in writing
to be produced under oath before the
proper authority when needed.
Legislation is suggested to compel
publicity of promotions for charitable,
and

other

philanthropic
subscription,

purposes,
by public
when advanced or initiated hv

a

third

world powers of the old conntry, there are some clouds hovering
over the financial affairs of the coun-

!

producer.
This, of necessity, must appeal to
one faction at least as being a
sane
and natural avenue for legitimate exSome may feel tiiat, as
penditure.
practically all value comes fro a the
ground, facilities for moving the crops
revenue

should be the first consideration.
It alsmost seems at times as though
the spirit of "home rule" is attempted
to lie be promoted in the state road
proposition.
However, in considering good roads as a state-wide proposition by trunk highways, in a purely
sensible and profitable manner, we
must use our best en leavers to promote construction commensurate with
resources
hich will best serve the
interests of the state, taking into
consideration at least four factors—

;

tho

hnrrlchin

Io

imnncaH

si
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relation to any increased expenditures
of the state by necessity, other than
the ordinary cost of administration,

no

article 9, section 8, as amended by
in
amendment adopted
September,
1913. is as follows:
"All taxes upon real and personal
estate, assessed by authority of this
state, shall be apportioned and assessed equally according to the just
valuation thereof: but the legislature
shall have power to levy a tax upon
intangible personal property at such
rate as it deems wise and equitable
without regard to the rate applied to
other classes of property.”
The vote on this amendment was
The
18,060 for, and 8157 against.
tremendous scope and range of this
amendment has no doubt attracted
Do the words of the
your attention.
amendment fully cover the original
intention of it, or has it
promoted
any confusion of ideas?
Superficially, at least, the amendment contemplates the elimination of
a portion of the trouales of the past
in certain directions, hut to attain
fhe desired results, even from this
viewpoint, rare tact and facultative
If anyability must be exe/cised.
thing further than this is designed,
your sense of justice may he called

WhprP

the great hulk of it is paying no tax.
The revenue which would be derived
from this proposition lias no direct

doubt, has had and will
have a tendency to retard many industrial improvements in the state,

the means; then the necessary construction commensurate with the resources and requirements, and then
the maintenance.
The automobile proposition has become and is still growing to be of
such a character that it must lie confrom
a
sidered
commercial
viewpoint, although even the pleasure asa
value
as
pect lias ii ; economic

security;

it does not necessarily mean an
increased revenue, but an equalization of taxation, and an increase on
this portion of property should diminish, to a certain extent, taxation on
other property.
as

|

Unfortunately, it is noticed, that in
states the increased revenue has
lessened other taxation, but has
increase expenditures to fit the increased revenue.
You, of course, recognize the danger which will appear unless the rate
is made equitable and just so that, to
speak plainly, people will be more
I honest in paying taxes, if it doeb not
•cst too much, or
more
his
than
neighbor is paying.
.No doubt you will consider the exemption of corporations which pay
their taxes in other ways, such as
which pay no
those, for instance,
cross on earnings, and similar cases.
Many other possible exceptions will,
of course, be given attention, such as
'national, state and municipal property. securities exempt from taxation
by the United States, religious organizations, educational institutions
and many others of peculiar character.
some
not

|

Matters to Be Considered
The question of penalty on assessors to maintain secrecy, and also the
penalty of failure to disclose, will undoubtedly attract your attention.
The ways and means of collecting
the revenue will, of course, receive
serious thought, as also the expense
of it.
The element of protection will
named, can assurance be given that
it will remain low?
What is a wise
and equitable rate?

Probably you will endeavor to seek
motive, detine the words, con; template conflicting laws, classify the
! property, apply the valuation, estimate the volume, weigh the value,
upon as well as your ability.
I consider the equality, state the exThe “Intang ble” Tax
ceptions. name the rate, make the
The definition of the word intangi!
As to Trunk Highways
penalties, and comprehend the imTrunk highways are not intended as ble seems to he “that can not or may
fact that it touches the fundanot be
touched."
B special tavor to any specific locality,
Presumably the portant
nor should the personal convenience
word, as here used, is applied to the mental principles so closely allied to
the financial system of the state.
of the ahuttors be considered to an
; erty not easily accesible for taxThen, if all this is embodied in the
ion purposes, as,
for instance, paextreme extent.
They are constructsecurities which are not entirely law, it will go to the assesors or tax
ed only for general public convencommissioners, as the case may be,
1 public record and, consequently,
ience, to facilitate traffic of all dewho must operate the law and expose
ay be hidden from view, perhaps,
scription, and to reduce costs. The
for

better class- of construction in
It is a
locality than another.
waste to build roads unsuited to the
conditions which they will undergo.
What would be good for one locality
may be an entire failure in another.
one

a

.a an extreme extent.
state cannot afford to build them for
No doubt you will attempt to deany other reason.
"ue tiie word “intangible” in its apThe maintenance is, of course, the
most serious proposition.
plication to taxation within the meanThis will
ing implied by the amendment, by
strain the resources to the utmost,
and far more than expected.
oper
classification
and
detailed
l. ts which will preclude any misinIt does not appear good business to
issue long time bonds to build roads
terpretation of the word.
which will endure for only five or ten
Should this not be accomplished,
confusion
years, and this, to some extent at
would
seem
inevitable.
least, is the situation which con- W ithout doubt it occurs to you that
fronts us at the present time.
I all property which
hidden
may be
In localities of Ilgnter traffic and would not
necessarily come under the
long distances, no doubt roads of dif- lerm of intangible personal
j
property;
ferent character and
more
easily therefore, the need of detailed classimaintained will be of more lasting
fication
value.
No doubt the experiences of other
With the 25,000 miles of roads in states will aid
you in considering this
the state, it is questionable whether problem.
Unquestionably, in conit can construct anything more than
sidering the operation in other states,
well-drained, gravel roads, and even you will investigate our general laws
these only on the principal highways.
to ascertain whether they will interIt will be well to consider where fere in
securing the same proportionthe state is to get its millions to conate results with equal satisfaction to
struct, as well' as to maintain, for the people of this state.
it will require many millions to build
Power of the Amendment
even ordinary highways, and a large
The amendment gives the legislaamount to keep them In serviceable
ture the power to levy a tax upon
condition.
such property at any rate it may deem
Party Pledges
wise and equitable, regardless of the
It is perhaps proper to refer
to tact
that heretofore the same propsome of the features of the platforms
erty was supposed to be taxed at the
of the different parties prominent in
same rate as all property.
the state campaign recently held, and
No doubt it has been taxed in some
they will speak for themseives.
cases and not in others, being subAll platforms seem to have favored
stantially at the option of the local
the fifty-four-hour
so-called,
bill,
assessors, although not legally so.
the
hours
of
labor
limiting
for women
The difficulty is apparent by reason
and children in mills and factories,
of the lack of opportunity to secure
and, also, the workmen’s compensa- the
evidence of such property.
Contion act.
sequently, it may be that the tax asThe dominant party is pledged to
sessed in the past has been unequal,
legislation for the development of our
causing hardship in many cases by
water powers for the use of Maine;
reason, for instance, of the accessifavors a reformatory for women: fability to probated accounts, particuvors such legislation as will expedite
larly of widows and orphans who
the administration of justice in our
perhaps have been taxed full value,
courts; denounces the sidetracking of whereas
many much larger estates
any bills through improper channels;
have been able to go free
denounces the public utility law as a
astuteness of more experienced admeasure designed to foster monopoly;
ministrators or trustees.
declares in favor of calling a constiAlso, to illustrate, many widows
tutional convention;
condemns
any declare their
intangible property, if
party which does not use every en- it be
such, to the local assessors, in
deavor to fulfill the promise in its
their innocence of the unwritten law
platform without equivocation; affirms of tax
dodging and their honesty of
its belief in the doctrine of home rule;
purpose in paying what they believe
favors an amendment to the constitu- to
be their just
and
proportionate
tion which shall permit towns and tax.
Should the local assessors be
cities to rule in taxation; reiterates its
severe by reason of political
exigency,
belief in temperance, In law and orsometimes termed financial, to raise
der, and in the enforcement of the revenue
by increased valuation at the
law; believes that state-wide prohiexpense of a justifiable tax rate, the
bition in Maine ha* proved impracti-

throughIthe

City Drug Store.

.,,

!

i

beautifully trimmed win
lace, and she carried a bouquet
The bridesmaid looked

the

the property
bo
wherever
It
can
found.
It will require time, ability
and untiring energy to encompass it
all in a bill, hut without doubt you
will reach a satisfactory conclusion.
Much more could be said, and ought
to be said, before the bill, if one is

presented, is finally completed.
There are many other topics which
should be touched upon, but space
forbids.
The
Seventy-fourth
legislature
passed 701 acts and 345 resolves; the
Seventy-fifth, 500 acts and 236 resolves; the Seventy-sixth, 462 acts
and 369 resolves; it is to be hoped
that the Seventy-seventh w'ill do no
worse.

tilled with

the
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Roach Young.

H. A. Roari
L.Youn.
Camdi
Frank
H.
Thomas,
by
Esq V
is well known in Belfast as it

den and Miss Cordelia
moot were married in

the assault about a year ago t
ton W. Mank, who claimed ti
his wife, a statement which si
Mank, who had not been in it
some months, returned arid "■
afternoon entered Miss Young
mentp in Main street and shot

j

■

was

slightly wounded, hut

w

appear against him at the Irt
convicted of assault will
kil and sentenced to Thomas'
years, but is now out on pat"
Young left Belfast soon after
and has been at her home in
where she and her husbanti w
side on the farm owned by I
was

s

its

Morrison Young.

GOULD-MlLES. Miss Una M
Burnham and Owen C,, Gould
were quietly married in Bo t
t

24th. The bride is the youngest
of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew C. V
the groom is the son of Mr.
Isaiah Gould of Pittsfield. 1U
attending business college it [p
has a good position there. Th<
side in Brigh'on, Mass., and !
good wishes of many friends.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

PASTOR | A
A

ot her Di-

BEAUTY

CUM KS I

Between two U ell Known Sea t

vine Saviour; she had a wonderful store
of knowledge and her principles were of
[Tampa, Florida, Tribune, hr.
the highest character.
Her sense of
Capt. Wooster, of the set
honor never lessened, and she never cob M. Haskell, and Cap*
failed to lend a helping hand in cases of of the schooner Margaret "J
need and sickness.
She rests from her known from coast to coast
labors in the little churchyard beside best looking sea captains it
thus- whom she so dearly loved, her Billy Fielder had ’em conn r
father and mother.
She leaves an im- front window ytsterday am;
“skirts” that passed ana wei
press and an influence fresh and fadeless.
to settle the aigument over
May our brother, the sun, who gives the best looking, three
us the day,
and who shows forth the
Haskell’s master and
tip
light of God, so fair, and radiant with Thomas’ chief. Two votes v.
great splendor, and our sister, the moon, out by the judges because tin
and the stars, so clear,
beautiful and prejudiced.
One’s husband v
precious in the heaven above, shine on Jacob and of course she \u u
our
her resting place in the bosom of
for a man who hossed a ship i \
dear mother, the earth, and the waving
The other was a nu
name.
and
and
flowers
dame named Margaret, to
trees,
grass,
blossoming
with the running brooks, be the sweet vote for Capt. Goldwaite. Tl
She ever zealous in behalf of tt
music of which she was so fond.
will sleep peacefully —my mother —al- has agreed to handle a fund
efit of the Belgians which v..
ways my faithful and loving companion.
! by charging Tampa’s judgeMay light perpetual shine upon her.
Frank H. 0. Reynold s.
; line beauty five cents a '.i t
'1
much-mooted question.
tar agrees to donate the coin
A Test for Liver Complaint
gians. The two masters »i.
Mentally Unhappy—Physically,' Dull
afternoon between two ar
The Liver, sluggish and inactive, first shows Fielder & Mitchell’s front wit
itself in a mental state—unhappy and critical. | ly Fielder will act as sub It
The contest ciNever is there joy in living, as when the ; the iund.
Year’s afternoon at 12.01,
Stcmach and Liver are doing their work.
early.”
Keep your Liver active and healthy by using
Dr. King’s New Life Pills; they empty the
Itching deeding, protruding
Bowels freely, tone up the Stomach, cure your have yi.lded to Doan’s Ointmer
stores.
Constipation and purify the Blood. 25c at
1

■

Druggists.

Aroostook Potatoes

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve excellent for Piles.
Voice of the

.,

,,

■■

had no room
and love and

thought

■

blue -harmeuse draped with cl v
carried pink roses.
After the
! the
young couple received then
and a very merry and inform
followed, during which delicious
ments of ice cream
and
j “smokes” were served. A very
musical program was rendered
interest was manifesteu in
where the gifts were display,
consisted of silver, glass, har
ered linen and lace work, |
lovely mirror, and money in gm
etc.
One of the nicest gifts v
library chair, presented by
friends. After signing the go
i the relatives and friends dep,
ing the young couple a long
a
piness. The bride is
gr.
Erskine High school, and is \
in Palermo, where she resit!"
parents. The groom attend
Academy for three years,
past year has been the junk
of the firm of Kitchen & C
young couple will reside in i

Mrs. Margaret J. Reynolds.
In perfect iaith and peace she has entered into the Great Life Eternal.
She
was lovely by nature,
sweet, gentle,
was

.1

silk,

roBes.

MEMOR1AM.

loyal and true, her heart
for anything but kindness

ug

from the center of a lovely gr,
H1
which had been fashioned by the ! ri
|.
friends. The bride’s gown was
.,

presence known in mpny different ways— sometimes try cheery sunshine and glistening snows,
and sometimes by driving v irds and blinding
stf rms. To many people it seems to take a delight in making bad things worse, for rheumatism twists harder, twinges
sharper, catarrh
becomes more annoying, and the many symptoms of scrofula are developed and aggravated
There is not much poetry in this, hut there is
truth, and it is a wonder that more people
don’t get rid of these ailments. The medicine
that cures them— Hood’s Sarsaparilla- is easily
obtained and there is abundant proof that its
cures are radical and permanent.

IN

Lohengrin, played:,

; bott, who performed the ceremoi
single ring service. The
party stood under a large bell su-;.,

true,

The Spirit Of Y\ inter.
Spirit of Winter is with us, making

march from

ri
J. R. B. Dinsmore. The bride an
"
were preceded by the bridesman!
\i
Ida Pinkham and the best man V
Harold Kitchen, brother of th J,.
and were followed by the Rev. V\
[j I'1

I the

A Guide to Others

The

%>%*

Clark Kitchen. Stephen
8
Clark and Miss Flora Kitchen were
| ried Dec. 31st at the home of the brn‘r
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elon S. Kiti}1
| in
Palermo in the presence of tie ,,
j fives and friends. The wedding i,.^1
i marched in to the strains of the •*,

Legislators,

are not these words
and do they not find echo in
your hearts?
So, let us work for these things so
important in this age of unrest and
constant
fluctuation
and
change.
J nen the lights on the sea and shore
of the old Pine Tree State will continue as ever to he the guide to other
states, and that we have been faithful
to our trust and our
laws
will
be
looked on as wise and manly.
A short time here, and we will go
our way to do our work for the state
In other
to
the
some
directions,
cities, some to the farms, and some
to the sea; and now. as the people
say, so do we feel, and we promise
that the strong lend of Maine
and
New England, the birthplace of our
sons who have gone forth to make
strong the west, shall stand clear and
staunch like our rocks
and
cliffs,
strong and stern and true, with our
every purpose to stand for earnest endeavor, material progress and substantial development.
YY'e are one
brotherhood working for the permanent welfare of nation and state.
i wish you al! strength, health and
faith in this opening of the Seventyseventh legislature.

pile3**J

WEDDING BELLS.

just representation.

try.

have
been
which would otherwise
made ere this.
This state of affairs is nc. doubt
temporary, and hut awaits the readjustment of the financial system, afthe
reter which the stability of
will assert itself and consources
servative prosperity will continue as
In the past.
have
In 'the meantime we
every
reason to he thankful that this great
country is at peace with the world
and is affected only by the temporary
stringency in the money market.
Taxation
Probably the most important subject for this legislature to consider is
The constitution of Maine,
taxation.

often the
or 6 per-

many others more able to pay might
be taxed nothing.
This briefly illustrates the scope
and probable intention of the amendment.
Experience has shown that
such property cannot be found under
old conditions, except in a few cases

the

This,

hands
We have never taken
our
from the plow and looked back.
We have worked hard and long, and
we are known everywhere as a clear
and clean thinking people.
We want the conveniences and comforts our conditions will afford.
We want the
brotherindustrial
hood to be in
circumstances,
easy

j

A complete checking up
necessary.
of these items is recommended.

Improvements Temporarily Delayed
By reason of the great war among

Bick headache, biliousness,

bad breath are usually causecl hv
tive bowels.
Get a box of r>'l3':
Orderlies. Thdy act gently and
Sold
lively.
only by us at

would be
$2000, and, if the tax rate of the city free and contented, not only now,
or town was
be
would
she
$20,
but when the tide of old age is fastly
obliged to pay $1250 tax on these ebbing.
bonds, wrhich would leave her but $750
We want happiness, charity and
with which to live; whereas under the
good fellowship to prevail.
new law, if the rate was made, say,
We want all to participate justly
at 5 mills, she would pay only $250,
and fairly in the marvelous prosperity
and have $1750 left.
of this glorious country.
There are cases where tax rates
We want you to look well to the
are as high as $40.
In such cases it comforts and welfare of the unfortuwould consume the entire income, if j
nate, and to safeguard their interests
they paid, and, if the tax was above by all reasonable means.
$40, the more bonds they had, the j
We Insist that liberty and personal
poorer they would be.
rights take their natural course.
In cases of emergency by reason of
We demand equal rights of opporconflagration or other cause (and such tunity, free from interference and opa contingency might arise
in
this pression
state in some locality) many unproWe maintain our right to fair and
tected persons might suffer, whereas

chise tax, it occurs to me that possibly the system is not complete.
The names appear to be acquired
from information furnished the assesssors by the secretary of state,
but apparently they are not checked
up as carefully as would seem to be

improvement.
All phases should he given mature
thought; first, of course, the present
and prospective resources to provide

population, valuation, distance and
facility.
Population must be considered because the more people, the larger and
heavier the traffic, and, consequently, the more severe the test on the
durability of the road, which calls

Ballots

Some dissatisfaction is noted in the
methods used in recounting ballots1.
Stickers are often lost from the bal-

memorial

unjust

Many specific cases could be cited
to illustrate this more fully, but to
generalize, a widow might receive
$50,000 in bonds by bequest; say this
comprises her whole property; by her
honesty, or through the avenue of the
probate court, the fact may become
known to the assesors; they may be

the liquor traffic.
of

an

We have natural facilities and the
location, which must be employed.
We expect you to keep alive to the
activities which will
our
promote
shipping, our fisheries, our farms,
our forests, our factories, our railroads and all our industries.

one.

party, more especially by temporary
organizations on a commission or percentage basis, or by paid solicitors.
In a casual review of the published
| list of corporations for general fran-

Hating examined somewhat into the
financial records of several of the
past administrations for purposes of
comparison, it seems necessary to use
some of the figures, but further than
this no material benefit can accrue in
exhibiting them to notice.
The prospects of the future are
such as seem to warrant the belief leg.
All other figures not referring to the
that they may be anticipated to such
direct financial condition make fine
an extent as to secure the substantial \
but—will the people always
;
improvements necessary to facilitate fiddling,
dance?.
Unfortunately the present
the movement of our products, which
methods of accounting afford the opwould be
by
recompensed
easily
bringing us nearer the markets. Also, portunity.
Good Roads
any other improvements or facilities
A most important feature to be conwhich will afford increased revenue
and population should
he
carefully sidered is, of course, that of good
This prospect appears to he
roads.
considered.
launched with more or less success,
In comparing the financial records,
especial note should be made of any but undoubtedly there is chance for
excess

proportionate tax, if not

people, and advocates its repeal, in
order that the city or town may be
substituted for the state as a basis
of laws designed to control or abolish

Recounting

to pay what
least a dis-

People

are
still coming
The price being paid
a barrel, with but few Cobbl
in. —Fort Fairfield Review.

Potatoes

Legislators:
Listen to the voice of the people.
To me they seem to say:
We have a great and glorious state,
rich in resources and of wonderful

“THREE CKUW BRAND Guarinteed Absolutely Pure CREAM TARTAR is now selling
at ten cents for a 1-4 Lb package.”

slowly.

scenic splendor, in which we believe
and place our hope.
We depend upon you to represent
us intelligently,
honestly and fear-

lessly.
We are anxious, eager and determined to be first in all matters where
your earnest thoughts and facultative
ability can avail and promote.
We wish the stranger within our

gates

for

health, pleasure

or

business,

In all seasons, to see our farms productive, our mills and factories busy,
our towns and cities teeming with life,
energy and activity, and the waters
of our seaports pluughed, by the ships
of commerce.
The markest stand waiting for our
products and also the merchandise attracted by our seaport facilities.
Time was when our clipper ships
we
sailed the oceans of the globe;
were close to the markets
of
the
earth, and the world knew that Maine
is here.
We find no fault with the
past; it speaks for itself; but the future is before us, and we want our
place maintained among the prosperous states of the union.
We have our railroads,
and they
must expand into
our
undeveloped

terltory.
We have our water

powers,

and

they must be developed and harnessed
for use.
We have our farms, which must be
made to yield to the uttermost.
We have idle lend to spare, which
must be cultivate^
•

|b
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Makes Cakes Like This!

if

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether

Be
B1
B
B
B

B

B
B

£

it is just

family

a

or

cake you stirred up for the
splendid big rich one for

a

the birthday party.
Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household econonn
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

William Tell

1

Flouir^^^j

FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS

T

^^Route
tittd5|r0"’

of Pittsfield,
Miss Amy Porter
pinboard on her way to the

Kiel*1 in lndla’
>'*nrt„n
isSi0
Paris off the English
5, City

01 1
n

1

If You Are Losing Weight
and your nerves are in bad condition,

to India.

we

recommend

SgOSSli Emulsion

coast

containing U ypophosphitea
a food and nerve tonic prescription.

Oct. 21, 1914.

Home:

seemed awfully busy
For
across the Atlantic.
thirty or forty minutes
',te a little. But we have
in Liverpool to get set90 far this trip things
\\e are so very comfort,.it this boat. We expected
Our steward is
mi ters.
wardess a Scotchwoman.

ARE

day

these tables are made ready for
meals. The same men do the work in
the cabins and wait on tables.
I know
these men will steal if ever they get a
but
are
chance,
they certainly
very agreeable servants. They are not to blame for
the stealing. It has been in them for
centuries. They cannot speak very much
English. They know the common things,
but when they try to say much more
they stutter over it and we haven’t the
heart to be amused,for we know we shall
be doing the same thing in their language

we

I

10c. and 15c.

City Drug Store.

that I have
a0 many things
uiil 1 couldn’t get them

r

with moire
glossy and lined handsomely
velours, and other durable fabrics.
Beside the regulation Raccoon coats,
there were very attractive garments of
This
Wallaby in brown or gray colorings.
is a species of Australian Kangaroo, with
ereat wearing' qualities, as well as ap-

FOR SALE IN BELFAST BV

CARLE &

JONES,

pearance.

Black calf, with

a

gray velours lining

and wide gray fur collar, made an unusually durable and attractive coat, while

the tawny pelt of wild cat, with its
Who by special arrangement have all the
striking markings, built a youthful and
patterns all the time.
handsome garment for *ear in or out of
a car.
JI^NO WAITING TO SEND.
BOOTS

Style Signals for Spring.

AND

SPATS.

With the prevailing popularity of short
skirts, the dressing of the foot is a most
important item. Tan and gray uppers
are popular.
The laced walking boot is
reckoned smarter than the buttoned

---

RECENT DEATHS.

•

Harland P. Cross died recently at his
home in Knox. He had been in poor
health for the past year, but was not
confined to the house until a few weeks
before his death. He was born in Knox,
Dec. 7, 1863, son of the late Byron a..d
Louisa Cross and had always lived
on the home farm.
He was a man of
strict integrity in all his dealings, kind
and
his

three brothers, Andrew J. Staples and
Chas. Staples of Penobscot and Corydon
S. Staples of North Heaven. The funeral was held ’Friday, Rev. L.D. Evans
of Camden officiating and the remains
were taken to Orland for interment.
Natham S. Wheelden died Jan. 3d at
his home it; Winterport, aged 71 years.
He was much respected by all who knew
him. He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. George W. Cole, who had tendprly
cared for him; by one erandson; by a
brother, Wallace Wheelden of Brewer,
and by several nieces and nephews
The
funeral was held Wednesday at his late
home. Interment at Hampden Highlands.

obliging; gaining the frendship of
neighbors, and was honored and respected by the whole community. During
his sickness he had the loving and devoted care of his sister, Mrs. Julia
Curtis,
and niece, Miss Addie B. Cross. He was
a member of
also
of
Sunlight grange;
Freedom lodge K. of P., which lodge atThe body of Capt. Israel Adams, an
tended the funeral in a body.
He leaves
to mourn their loss, one sister, Mrs. old time resident of Lincolnville Beach,
was
Julia Curtis, who lives on the home
brought from Massachusetts last
place, and two brothers, Charles, who is week and funeral services were held
from
his home Tuesday afternoon, conin
working Fall River, Mass., and Frank,
who lives in California, and three niecet, i ducted by Rev. S. E. Frohock.
He was
1
Addie, Nira and Ethel Cross. The fun- 90 years old and a prominent man in
eral was held at the home Tuesday at Lincolnville in former days.
1 p. m., Rev. David Brackett officiating.
The floral offerings were.many and beau- TRANSFER OF THE REAL ESTATE OF

servants on this boat
busy every minute. You
Fifth Avenue Showings of Hats, Coats,
r\ small lot of passengers
Skirts and Parasols, Furs for Motor
and this one is full, soon.
styles, though it is all a matter of taste.
Lessons are getting on pretty well. I
Wear, Newest Footwear.
up in the music room to
Spats in gray, putty or tan were never
at meals. The children
have just waked up to it at last and
more worn, while those of white cloth
[Correspondence of The Journal J
fore we do each time. am really interested.
I have read more
New York, Jan. 11, 1915. The new or canvas are also modish. Odd shaped
>r forty babies and little
than half through my primer now.
I
are notable in the
has revolutionized the fashionable transparent parasols
A great many Eng- can
j,
year
the
know
the
words and
VERONA CLARKE.
new showings.
pronounce
tiful and consisted of the following:
to
India
to
babies
THE LATE S. J. GUSHEE.
their
of quite a number of them. I silhouette. Most of the new mod:s apSpray from Charles Cross, Julia Curtis,
I don’t blame meaning
season,
can say the Lord’s
in
too.
to
have
been
and
Oriya,
Addie B. Cross; spray from Nira and
pear
Prayer
copied directly from
never felt a much more
THREE
One of the largest transfers of real
I think this has given us quite a start.
Ethel Cross; cut flowers from Mr. and
‘‘Godey’s Lady’s Book,” which set the
that at Liverpool. I Dr.
Mary certainly has done a lot for us
Mrs. Fred Gilchrist, Belfast; also from estate tor many years, if not the largest
v
when
Victoria
was
keep warm in houses new ones.
styles
Queen
young.
James Post,Belfast; 51 white pinks from ever made in the county, acreage and
Two Letters and a Postal Card.
was just by open coal
ON FIFTH AVENUE.
friends and neighbors; casket piece from
Tuesday evening all of our American
I number of lots considered, was recorded
A FABLE BY TOM. H. SIDELINGER.
lightful to sit before missionaries got together in a corner of
The Fifth Avenue shops show advanced
Freedom lodge, K, of P.; spray from
i\ aleh it but the house
in Knox county. Registry of Deeds, Dec.
the dining room and told what we hoped models
were three
Mr.
and
there
Mrs.
Charles
Once
a
time
The
for
Southern
upon
Thompson.
designed
it English
wear, but
scenery is to do.
Some of us didn’t know just
bearera
were H. A. Shibles, B. L. Aborn,
30.
1914, when T. E. Gushee of Lincolnlinked
friends
were
whose lives
together
corner is cultivated,
where we were going, but we had some which are quite as interesting to the
James Post and James W. Dolloff.
ville and R A. Gushee of New York rer than ours and the
the little red
from
unbroken
ties
women
who
by
in
town.
New
and
skirts
and
wife
Mr.
Dowd
stay
I general hopes.
corded the purchase rrom the other heirs
The trees are about
their two little boys go to Calcutta with are full and short, with a decided flare schoolhouse days, and marbles, to the
Mrs. Eliza Bowden, wife of Capt. W. of all the real estate of the late S. J.
Maine, The girls from
to
there
a
few
us,
stop
days
buy provis- at the foot, and these lines are secured seeing Nellie home period and flashy Lewis, died at her home in
Most of
Tne transfer
cm small.
Rock port, Gushee of Appleton, Me.
1 ions, lake the train for a ways and then
covers
Dec. 30th, aged 72 ye •ars, 11m mths, 18
: brick and look so old, I
in many different ways.
nearly one hundred different
Tucks and neckties.
on pony back or in baskets on men's
go
forever. They have
She had been in feeble health for
pieces of real estate located in the towns
After the twentieth milestone was days.
backs fur three days’ journey up into bands —appliqued tuck fashion—are
of Camden, Rockport, Hope. Union, Aosome time.
She was born in Penobscot,
England, Eight or |! the hills. They will be
the road of
there alone,
and
the
met,
newest
passed,
safely
revivals
of
among
1 Me., and was the daughter of David and pleton and Washington in Knox county,
trimmings
rful to them. One three
from the railroad,
days’
journey
different
dithree
ramified
in
that stiffen the skirt from foot to knee, friendship
and Searsmont, Liberty, Montville, Pamg with acabdriver nine miles from a
j Judith (Gray) Staples. She was a charpost office, with no
an said, pointing to j
rections. Jim, who God had blessed ! ter member of Haroor Light Chapter,0. lermo and Lincolnville in Waldo Coun y.
doctor near. They have lived there be- emphasizing its width.
The
E. S. of Rockport, and a member of the
property consists of village prop■■.g, “I don’t suppose fore, and for a
I
year all alone, so they
Pleatings of all descriptions are very with brains, wended his way to the city Methodist
as that in
church of Penobscot.
so large
erty, farms, mills, and a large acreage of
She
be
had
know
what
it
will
like.
the
world
They
much used for skirts.
When of the ac- to use his talents to astonish
leaves two sons, William W., and Alvin i timberland. T. E. Gushee and R. A.
B. answered, ‘‘Oh j
i hoped it would not be necessary again.
cordeon variety they are finished with and his fellow villagers.
C., and one daughter, Mrs. Dr. Carleton | Gushge will continue the real estate
'hidings are so tall
Soon after lunch a
4.15 same day.
have to change their Liiecx went
Jack, upon whom beauty had been Steward. She was a kind mother and a 1 business conducted by their late father
me
heavy satin or velvet cords which secure
snip.
up ctu uvci
and will buy, rent and sell as in the past.
and them.
found a position as an inex- friend to all. She also leaves asister.Mrs. |
rushed up from our cabin to find the the fashionable flare.
lavished,
Rebeca Steel of Brooksville, Me., and | —Camden Herald.
There 1 stopped and cause and heard the word: "The Embin
a
a
floor
walker,
peg
perienced
square
NEW SUITS.
1 don’t remember den has been sunk
j ___
by an Australian
at that moment but
New suits of Gabardine, satin cloth or square hole.
man-of-war.” It was most welcome
id memories of what news.
Joe inherited his uncle’s money and
Our Captain has been just as broadcloth in all the “sand” and “putty”
the next three days, cautious as
At Port Said we shades, in “battleship Gray,” which is went to live at the mansion.
possible.
ish in the highest de- were told that we were
going the test of heralded as the leading color for
ni. the stewardess apspring,
the way in company with forty-three
with bed-breakfast,
Now, as we say in writing a moving
ships and a cruiser, all in a bunch for and in the standard navy and black, have
or
and
tea
cookie
vich,
We haven’t seen them, but it is ! skirts arranged in godet, or flat pleats picture script, a year passes.
safety.
lines children's breakIt seems Jim had found other men in
wholly possible that they were near. with a panel effect front and back, so
it eleven boullion is
We did not follow the usual route either,
the city who also were afflicted with
that
most
of
the
fullness
is
at
the
twelve is children’s but went
side.
nearly fifty miles north of it
and some also with a well deit four tea is passed;
the brains,
all the time.
At Aden we stopped for Jaunty short jackets top these
Iren’s supper; then
veloped "‘pull”; so Jim stayed, just
but not being the Captain nor fronts
orders,
on
Eton
lines
or
designed
pro.ah-, Dinner. 1 got oif the Marconi man I don’t know what they
stayed.
longed in sharp vest points—the backs
u.ln’t 1? I started to
were, only that we kept on our way.
Jack, was at times out of a job, and
.i me from writing for
Just before we reached Aden we got in pleated effects, with or without half
the practical seamy side of life showed
ever hear how peoword front shore that England and belts of the material. Set in sleeves,
cross the
English
Turkey had declared war. We had heard I long ar d close fitting, finish with small positive and plain at times; at other
: iy of Biscay?
Well, at Port Said that
too positive, and altoTurkey and Russia cuffs. The
from
start
did
not
high turn over or military times, altogether
p
were at it.
They said there was a Turktoo plain.
gether
forenoon.
collars
faced
are
with
so
Wednesday
fur, arranged
ish ship in the Red Sea, but we didn’t
Joe, in his new atmosphere, thought
lay night after a long meet it.
that it can be laid aside when too warm,
tickets and passports,
of the old days, and sighed.
We have seen a lot of war though. :
Women from the Atlantic to the
the
cloth
from all sections
collar
in
view.
leaving
.n we moved down the
At Liverpool there were hundreds of InNews travel rapidly in these days,
BETWEEN SEASON HATS.
! down the Irish Sea. :
of
this
no
so
no
so small
the
before
we
dian troops landed
day
and Jack soon learned of the
nutiful day. By night, reached there. At Port Said
Small hats of siik and straw are shown and Jim
a
nearly
but
that
some woman has written words of thanks for
fortune of the playmate of their
p had quite a bit of
dozen transports packed full of soldiers for wear with these and no end of fancy good
health restored
E. Pinkham’s
Comght the old boat rocked I and horses from India and Australia between season creations
and pondered.
that serve ad- youth,
v to side and from end
coaled up right near us and one by one
One day the postman left two letters
No woman who is
from
the
ills
for
wear
and
more
,.! siiort only of turning
dressy
now,
passed up on their way to the war, mirably
Both were written in
at the mansion.
to her sex should rest until she has
this famous
:ig! rattled and crashed 1
cheering as they passed and cheered on practical use when spring comes. Small the familiar hands the master knew so
Today we by our boat. Many of them had bands
a trial.
Is
and derby shapes developed in
it
not
to
believe
reasonable
that
what it did for
military
irious day. The sea on board and
!
they played as they passed white panne velvet or satin, or in the well. Eagerly Joe opened them: exthese
women it will do for
sick
woman
?
m as our lake and the
us.
any
One was a bagpipe orchestra.
he read. Jim’s letter ran like
sand shades, are increasingly pectantly
ition except from the
I wish I could describe for you the pro- various
-'erday we came down cess of coaling up a steamer at Port worn, and larger hats, principally in this:
Wonderful Case of Mrs.
Last Said. No
“Dear old Jobie: I am taking the
'll:; and Portugal.
machinery there. As soon as sailor shapes, are built of gold, silver or time to write
I a
e lights of a city.
you. I have been wondering
comes
out
with
a
boat
ship stops
tug
of
HI.
!
-bon.
Today we have two barges full of coal. One is tied up steel tissue, shirred over wire frames if you were as in the days of yore tne
lest, grandest time. to one side of the ship and the other to trimmed lightly with flowers or feathers. same old dead game sport, etc., as in the
We passed
old school days, etc., (Here
followed
Bushnell, III.—“I think all the trouble I have had since my
favored.
the other side. Doors in the side of the A novel and pretty theatre hat is of black
other good fellow reminders, ad lip.)
the sun was setting.
marriage was caused by exposure when a young girl. My work has
:
are opened, planks are placed and
the soft crown small and quite
ship
tulle,
to say, Jobie, fate has not
been housework of all kinds, and I have done milking in the cold and
“I am
If only 1 could make the circus
begins. Some thirty natives transparent. A band of ribbon, decorat- been as sorry
to me as I hear it has to
kind
m’t. There are some on each
when
I
to
realize
snow
was
too
that
it
would
hurt
me.
I
have
young
barge do the work. A few stay ed at intervals with small
.von't tell. Many peo- J on the coal to
wings made of you, for today the bank where I depositsuffered very much with bearing down pains in my back and such
shovel, the rest start in
ed has closed it’s doors and left me out
the night and never line each with a basket of coal
brilliant
surrounds
the
and
was very nervous and generally run
miserable pains across me,
green spangles,
resting
but I have the promise of
in the
we not only had dayon his neck.
down in health, but since I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
They run up the plank, in crown. There is no brim, but at the back anothercold;
beautiful time in all
.I,,.,1.,. on.l
position, and if you can arrange
Compound my back never hurts me, my nerves are stronger, and I
a high wired bow of the tulle makes for
to let me have a hundred ’till next month
across the Mediterother door, down the other plank, drop
I thank you for the great help I
am gaining in health every day.
I will be in position at that time to pay
uch land at Port Said, their
and becomingness.
another
style
empty baskets, pick up
have received from your medicine, and if my letter will benefit sufthe menu was Paris and so on.
you with interest,
Now that doesn’t interestCLEVER BUYING.
Your old school mate,
a it and it proved to
fering women I will be glad for you to print it.”—Mrs. James Crusen,
ing, bui you aren’t seeing them or hearTo the woman who studies coming
Jim.
hut that is a German
Bushnell, Illinois.
ing them. When you see this motley arand therefore knows what to
Jim, got the hundred.
and watch them tumble down those modes,
We ray,
ich Port Said.
like circus performers and hear avoid, the shops offer great opportuniJack’s letter read as follows; “Dear
planks
A Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.
e
d, so there will be that constant chant—I don’t know what ties these mark-down
Old Jozie: Here’s hoping this finds you
days.
mail these letters else to
Hodgdon, Me.—“I feel it a duty I owe to all suffering women to
call it —it is interesting. They
A short length of expensive material as happy as I am miserab e; that’s some!
forth indispensible seem to
tell what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound did for me. One
be shouting something ail the
house caught fire last night
The
;
boarding
quite warm already, time. It isn’t a song, but it comes reg- that one gets for a fraction of its earlier and I lost everything I have in the world,
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. 1 had pains in both sides
r coats or bonnets,
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times. My
ularly. X don’t know what it is. Think value will often transform a passe gown except the picture I carried in my pocket,
edingly calm, pleas- of tiie tediousness of it. All day long into up-to-date attractiveness.
of Us Fellers at school; do you rememback ached, I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
\
Mediterraneao. We
on
their
baskets
of
coal
took
if
ber
the
it?
necks,
Joe,
carrying
you
day you
Laces of nearly any sort, especially the
then I would be so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.
use
to the African
and down tho3e planks. At
have got fifty that aint working, for
running
up
It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
War
that our grandmothers adored,
■allied no ports.
first they seemed joyful, but when 1 Chantilly
Heavens sake let me have it for a couple
•> ”ry
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operaday, two whole saw them finish up their job on our ship is exceedingly desirable, and will be very of weeks, ‘till 1 get on my feet again,
as in England most
tion. I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and start ashore, brushing themselves much used with organdie
frocks, as ad- and then I’ 11 fix it up with you, etc.
r.plish victories. We and trying to get at least comfortable I
and soon felt like a new woman. I had no pains, slept well, had good
Your old chum,
ihe work of the Emb- coulan’t see the
appetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work for a famJim,”
joy. On that day over
I
■i:s will
be taken.
a dozen big vessels coaled in that way.
the fifty.
ily of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good health to your
Jack,
got
er.
Probably there One transport was still coaling in the
medicine.”—Mrs. Hayward Sowers, Ilodgdon, Maine.
{Space, just empty space, inserted here,
to write tomorrow,
deck
for
sat
on
the
We
upper
evening.
It so happened that a few weeks after
going fine.
a long time that night in the moonlight
For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Joe sent the real money out of town he
with the harbor and city lights all about
Compound has been the standard remedy for feat
be
mailed
to
1914,
us and that strange weird chant ringing
male ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
had occasion to visit the city on a little
out constantly.
does justice to herself if she does not try this fabusiness connected with his estate, and
r the first time we
mous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
The next morning we started down
the
old
shores of India. We the Canal.
of
renewing
friendship
thinking
has restored so many sufferingwomentohealth.
It is eighty-four miles long
the mainland now with and about as wide as the Sebasticook
ties he wired Jack and Jim to expect
: miles to go to reach
BMpfeWrite to LYDIA E.PINKhAM MEDICINE CO.
river in front of Child’s cottage. At
him. The following day he received a
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
a:> ho on
the beautiful first we went
and
ahead
other
straight
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
• ‘collecton delivery” message from Jack:
We shall be within
when
we
intied
but
for
us
got
ships
up
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
the equator.
Can you to a new section we had to
“Sick with small-pox, two nurses-watchstay tied up
uld be like to live for for two hours or more
in the middle
ers, the undertak er is walking by the
right
on a space the size of
of the day.
It was delightfully hot.
house, desperate case,”
I Several
nt any work to do?
transports full of soldiers passed
Jack.
t
to see a stretch of road
us and one British cruiser with sailor
A postal card next from Jim:
■t two miles
long. Every- boys all in white and with great guns
Out of Town.
e-cks when the weather
pointed at us. At some points the Canal
Jim.
m walk a mile by going
widened into lakes.
Moral It is not given that man shall
around the deck. Many
The tropical vegetation which extendhave both friends, and money.
Ki t
quoits, shuffle board, ed quite a ways this side of Port Said on
att bags, but somehow we
the Egyptian side was exceedingly interThe baby furnishes us
esting. Wherever irrigation had come
man anyumig else.
to the desert, those beautiful trees aptwo dances, three musipeared. Twice I saw herds of camels.
contest, consisting of a All along the way English soldiers were
of war, sparring match,
making ready to defend their possessr

,,

FRIENDS,

HUMPHREYS'
Free Medical

Pook—in celebration of sixty years we have
published a revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
the
care
and
treatment
of
the

sick

with

Humphreys’

Remedies.

Nofor
Price
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.C5
2 Worms, Worm Fever.2ft
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants. 2ft
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.2ft
T Couchs, Colds, Bronchitis.2ft
8 Toothache, Faoeache, Neuralgia .25
9 Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
lO Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 gait 111.cum. Eruptions.«5
lft Rheumatism, Lumbago.
oj
16 Fe ver and Ague,
Malaria...25
IT Piles, Dllnd or Bleeding, External, Internal. 25
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.25
20 Whooping Cough.
...2ft
21 Asthma,oppressed,DlOieult Breathing
25
2T Kidney Disease...
25
98 Nervous Debility, Vital
Weakness.1.00

30 Urinary Iiicont!n'»nce, Wetting Fed.!25
34 gor ■‘hroat, Quinsy.
25
77 La Cri.-j«—Crip...25
•old by druggists, or sent on
receipt of price.
humpiit:::ys’ komeo. medicine co„ con»

William.

'uc

sf.»of».New York.

j

■
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Praise

Lydia

E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound

MAGAZINE
For Father and Son
AND ALL THE FAMILY
Two and a half million readers find it of
absorbing interest. Everything in it is
Written So You Can Understand It
We sell 400,000 copies every month without
giving premiums and have no solicitors. Any
newsdealer will show you a copy; or write the
publisher for free sample
a postal will do.
—

$l.SO A YEAR

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
T’-'

Pacific,

city

great country,

large,

Vegetable

suffering

given

j

Crusen,

Bushnell,

*F»st

germicidal

ncrni ni, cleansing and
all antiseptics is

ot

village

by Lydia

pound.

ISc A COPY

Popular Mechanics Magazine
_B__6_Wo. Michigan A««., CHIC4CO p

peculiar
remedy

fXHZlMt&s
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches

in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
The Pax ten
oiiet Co,. Boston, Mass.

Farm for Sale.
The justly celebrated Robbins-Frank Berry

Heagan place; three miles out only, and
among splendid neighbors; 120 acres splen-

1

did soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings
alone worth

over

32tf

$5,000.00. Make offer.
ELKINS.Belfast, Me.

F. E.

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
93 MAIN

STflEET,

BELFAST. MAINE

House for foile
HOUSE
and
Bertha I.

AND LOT at corner of
Miller streets, in Belfast,
Enquire of

Bird.

3m45

Congress

owned by

JOHN R. DUNTON,
Belfast, Maine.

HEALTHY HAIR

SOFT, FLUFFY

■

fine.

If we were still
hut while we are moving
>ul breeze. The nights
arm ever since we left
thr- Red Sea they were
; n sleep on deck. The
v
takes your mattress
Mg roll up on deck,
on
the deck floor,
your part of the deck
f your cabin.
Ladies
h
boat; gentlemen
e
jection is one canid 10.30, when lights are
ere sent in before six to
dme to wash the decks in
Everything on board is
c
an as possible.
Here the
,j
open all day and all night
ry sweet.
When you think
meals that are served every
_must know that it means a lot
*l‘ink of it! Seven times a
■

I

■

ARE STRONG,
MORS AND HEALTHY”
w ,H

jroppe(j out and
'•heappeared from

All Pain and
Callouses and

25 cents did it”
°f ^Z° f°r
^eet*
Quickest
remedy for painful, swollen,
°08^8 but 26 cents at
druggists.
,r
there is a free box of Ezc
],’ 8e
it as directed for three
days.
f
/r 'h
out the Corn—all of it,
e
* °t
Ezo For Corns, 10 cents.

AND RADIANT

ions.

crossed the
Early Monday morning
place in the Red Sea where rhe children
It is
of Israel passed over on dry land.
quite narrow there, but a day’s journey
further brought us into the wider part
where once more we could see no land.
We were four days in the Red Sea.
Five more days and we shall be there.
For days
I find it so hard to make real.
now I
have counted the days till that
time.
Five days ago I promised myself
that the minute I reached Calcutta you
should hive a cablegram if it cost forty
dollars to send it.
Long before this
reaches you the word will have gone.
We are due at Calcutta at 3 p. m. Tuesday, November 17th. So great is the
precision of our going, we have known
the exact minute of our arrival for days.
Amy Porter.
we

!jdck&ge

is so nice to have a handsome set or coat
on

be

hand in readiness for its need, and not
to buy early at top prices.

obliged

MOTOR

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature of

Always Bought

/7,/jyr/yJT
t-Gtic/U&i

^

r(iT
^surest

I

Beautiful hair does not just happen to be so,
but is always a matter of care and proper
nourishment of the hair roots. No matter if
your hair is falling out. stringy, lifeless and
full of dandruff, Parisian S&ge, an inexpensive
tonic, sold by all druggists, is all that is ever
the hair roots and stimneeded.theIt nourisoft-snew
hair. Even dandruff
ulates
growth
one application, and
with
removed
i
entirely
itching scalp and falling hair cease; your hair
will be bright, vigorous, soft and fluffy.
Whether your hair is oily, dry or brittle,
Parisian Sage immediately removes the cause,
McCall Design
and by tonii g up the i-calp quickly restores
the hair to its original brilliancy and vigor.
vanced models proclaim.
Parisian Sage c n always he had frm A. A.
Furs of all good grades are a most de- Howes & Co., and is a delightful and easily apsirable investment, not only for this sea- plied treatment that will never fail to act as a
real and lasting bemfft to your hair and scalp.
son’s use, but for next winter as well. It

“THREE CROW

BRAND Guaranteed Ab

Pure CREAM TARTAR is now
at ten cents for a 1-4 Lb. package.”

solutely

selling

Impure blood runs you down—makes you ai
easy victim for disease. For pure blood and
sound digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters. At al;
drug stores. Price $1 00.

All the world

FURS.

CONSTIPATION OR COMFORT?
There can be neither comfort nor good
Most
health where constipation exists.
people suffer from this cause at intervals,
many are chronic victims.
The old-time remedies for this very

seems to be studying
days, and I was especially
impressed with the opportunities for secommon complaint are nauseating doses
curing really elegant f urs at small prices of some
powerful purgatives that leave
when I looked over styles at C. C. Shayne the condition worse than before.
In the new laxative, Pinklets, is pre& Company’s the other day.
The stock of motor coats, so much sented a dainty, sugar-coated granule,
that is free from unpleasant effects, does
above the average in quality, cut and
not upset the stomach nor gripe but simfor
and
the
hardest
wear,
make,
designed
gives nature the needed assistance.
ince use Pinklets and you will never reseemed to offer exceptional opportunity
for careful buyers. It was surprising turn to salts, oil and harsh purgatives.
Write the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
to find such |a variety in stylo and
Schenectady, N. Y., for a free sample, or
coloiing. Even the cheapest coats of get a full-size 2o-cent bottle of Pinklets
Siberian dog were beautifully black anc from your own druggist.

economy these

Sly

,

_
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Mrs. Rufus Held left Monday to visit friends
in Boston.
H. E. Bangs, Esq,
on bu8iness.

was

Bangor Saturday

in

Councillor B. F. Colcord returned Irom Augusta Monday,
Frank I. Gross of Bangor
on business.

in town Mon-

was

day

Mrs. N, F. Gilkey is spending the winter at
the Searsport House.
John Light went to Belfast Monday, where
he has employment as a cooper.

Perley O. Andrews and J. S. Brooks are
operating the laundry on Goodell street.

now

Ralph Felker and family have moved into
Augustus Larson’s house on Mt.Epbraim road.
Mrs. W. F. Hamilton and son left Monday
for Boston, where they will reside in the future.

Miss Julia B. Sullivan, who spent several
weeks at heme has returned to Waltham,
Mass.

Miss Annie G. Gilkey of Bangor spent the
week-end with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
W. R. Gilkey.
Mrs. Etta M. Garey, who had been visiting
in Massachusetts for several months past, has
returned home.
The Searsport Cash Grocery Store is having
clearance sale, and the goods are being sold
at cost to close.
J.

Montgomery of Bucksport was in
Thursday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.

H.

town

W. Black, Main street.

Barge Btckridge arrived Jan. 11th from
Philadelphia with 1,5C0 tons of coal to the P.
C. & W. Co. at Mack’s Point.
Miss M. Ida W’est, who spent twro weeks
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. W. H. West,
returned to New York last week.

Capt.

and

Mrs.

Gilkey have closed

W. K.

their house on Steamboat avenue and
the Searsport House for the winter.

are

at

Sch. George E. Klinck arrived Jan. 8th from
Baltimore with 890 tons of fertilizer to the
Hubbard Fertilizer Co, at Mack’s Point.
Jan. 7th w7as the warmest day of the month,
the thermometer registering 53 above during
the heavy rain and the strong southwest
breeze.

Rupert P. Colcord, who

is

an

officer

on

the

American-Hawaiian steamer Iowan, is visiting
parents, Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord, on
Bay View Place.
his

Mrs. Susan A. Carr, who has been visiting
in Boston and vicinity for several months, has
returned and is visiting Mrs. J. B. Ames and
Mrs. A. H. Lorrimer.
Littlefield has had the Nickerson spool
mill in Mechanics Hollow wired by the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. and is now ready for the
sawing of staves and headings.
L. D.

Miss

Ethel M. Carr

and friend. Miss Marga-

Ancoin, who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Hervey J. Carr on Mt. Ephraim road, returned last week to Waltham Mass.

ret

N. F. Gilkey returned last week from
Norfolk, Va., where she had been visiting her
husband, Capt. N. F. Gilkey of the ship Timranda, which recently sailed for Rio Janeiro.
Mrs.

meeting, Jan. 6th, of Searsport R. A, Chapter the following officers were
elected: J. E. Wentworth, H. P.; James Duncan, K.; Wr. M. Parse, S.; James P. Nichols,
Sec’y; A. H. Nichols, T.; Clifton Whittum, C.
H.; W. A. Colson, P. S.; Wr. N. West, R. A. C.;
H. C. Holmes, M. T. V.; L. M. Sargent, M. S. V.;
F. K. Sawyer, M, F. V.; G. P Carter, Sen.
At

the annual

Congregational
The
Church Notes.
closing service of the Week of Prayer was held
in the Methodist vestry last Sunday nightDuring the week the three denominations,
Advent, Methodist and Congregationalist held
union services at their three

The meetings

places

of

worship.

attended and very interesting. It is the earnest hope that they
may be productive of much good in the comIn the account of the Parish meetmunity.
ing given last week an error was made in
mentioning the members of the Paris-h Committee.
Folic wing are the members of the
committee as elected: Capt. B. F. Colcord,
Capt. Amos Nichols and Mr. G. L. Merrill....
The offering at the morning service next Sunday morning will be for the Seamens’ Friend
were

SECRET SOCIETIES.
this congenial union, and io her widowhood
baa made her home with her parents, returnAt the regular meeting of Primroee Chaping from Washington. Year after year this
Mr. Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street, was
unflinching follower of Old Neptune battled ter, Order of the Eastern Star, to-morrow,
in Camden and Rockland last week for two
the ocean's tempestuous seas, never succumb- Friday, evening, there will be an entertainday 8, on busine6B.
ing to wind or wave; hiB name a synonym in ment of special interest to men and all memMr, and Mrs. J. O. Whittemore of Bangor maritime Circles for successful passages, just bers of the Masonic Club are invited to be
were in town last Thursday tA attend the fudiscipline and good food for seamen. Compe- irisent.
neral of Capt. Ral ph Morse, returning in the tent officers sailed voyage after voyage with
Past Captain Orrin J. Dickey of A. E. Clark
afternoon.
him, long remembering his urbanity when be- Camp, Sons of Veterans, was recently apMrs. H. Everett Hichborn and litte son Ed- coming associate ca ptains. The following were pointed
by Division Commander Cobb of Gardward left Monday by early train for her home the vessels which he commanded: brig Annie iner,
district superintendent of district numin Cambridge, Mass., having given up the plan D. Torrey, barks Omega, Philena. Tatay and ber lour, which
comprises the camps at BelAnnie Lewis; ship William G. Davis and the five fast, East
of spending the winter in Stockton.
Stonington, Vinalhaven. Walduboro
He visited all and
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish masted schooner R. F. Pettigrew.
Damariecotta.
parts of the commercial world,knowing no failwas entertained Tuesday afternoon by Mrs.
Waldo Lodge, No. 82, K. of P., Burnham,
Elmer E. Thompson, Church street, for the ure and never lost even a spar, East, South or has elected the following officers: C. C., Bert
and from 1864 knowing no freedom
customary fancy work done by these willing West;
Reynolds; V. C., Harry Kinney; prelate, O
from the care of some vessel (although, occaworkers.
Farrington; M. of Fin., Fred Bachelder; M. of
his
to
sionally, putting some other captain into
Ex., Ernest Hunt; K. of R & S„ F. A. McMrs. Carl Flanders and little daughter Virremain at home for a voyage) until at seventy
Allister; M. of W., Albert Drummond; M. at
ginia left Monday to join her husband in their
he resigned and retired to spend what proved
A., Arthur McNally; I. G., Albert McNally;
Brooklyn, N. Y„ home after spending the holto be the last thirteen years of his honorable O.
G., Carl McAllister.
| idays with her parents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs, J.
of
member
beloved
a
life,
highly respected,
A. Flanders, East Main street.
At the annual communication of Timothy
the
town
He
town.
was
in
his
society
adopted
Ciase Lodge, F. & A. M„ Jan. 7th. officers were
The Britto house was entered last Sunday treasurer for
years until the fatal illness elected
as follows:
Willis G. Hazeltine master;
the
between
hours
of
8
and
evening
10, during obliged his putting the care into younger
Henry B. Ladd, senior warden; Lynwood B.
Mrs. Britto’s absence, and papers and other hands. In
religious belief he was a Universalthings abstracted from a desk. The house is ist, never failing to be present at church when Tnompson, junior warden; Charles E. Johnsor,
s ;cretary; George A. Quimby, treasurer; Lunow under close surveillance.
at home from sea. In political affiliations he
ther A. Hammons, senior deacon; J. Earle
Mrs. Emily G. Richardson of Bangor came has been a Republican, espousing the princiBraley, junior deacon; Fred Toothaker, trustee
reto join her sister-in-law, Mrs. Ralph Morse, ples of the Progressive National party
for three years; Alvin Blodgett, tyler.
on the decease of her husband, and is still
Alas! his seemingly strong phycently.
The officers of Canton Molineux P.M., I.O.O.
visiting her and daughter, Mrs. Jennie M. sique—apparently a person of sixty years
F. of Camden were installed Monday Jan. 4th,
Bragg, in their great loneliness.
—had broken beneath the sudden pressure
by Major L. L. Anderson of Camden, assisted
Albert M. Ames, the representative for our of disease, and this exemplary citizen, helpby Major A. R. Murch, Major Orrin J. Dickej,
true
class town in the State Legislature, came home ful, kindly neighbor, loyal friend and
Capt. John Davis and William Estes of BelFriday afternoon to spend Sunday with his man, has paseed to the higher life, to the fast. The
inspection was in charge of Major
wifej and his mother, Mrs. John M. Ames, Borrow of every Stockton resident. One A. R. Murch. A banquet was
enjoyed af er
School street. He returned to Augusta Mon- gentleman—a native of this town-writes: the
work of the evening.
The following are
can
Morse's
in
community
“Capt.
your
place
day.
the officers: Captain, James A. Smith; lieunever be filled.
Others there are wht. are
Mr. Irving H. Merrithew came from Bangor
tenant, J. Crosby Hobbs; clerk, Ralph W. Johnbut he occupied a peculiar niche in the
Friday afternoon to remain over Sunday with worthy,
son; accountant, H. R. Felton.
hearts of all the people.* His whole person
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon B MerriAt the last regular meeting of the N. E. O.
was attractive; his wholesomeness, every
ality
thew
Church street. He returner! Vlnnduv
was contagious and helpful,
A giand, P„ the following officers were installed by E,
way,
morning to his studies at the Commercial ColF. Littlefield, the Deputy Grand Warden: Wargenuine man.” The funeral took place at his
lege.
den, Edwin L, Cole ord; Vice Warden, Henry
lata Vuima Thincda
offarnimn
Tan 7Hi Rov
The Ladies Aid Society of the Universalist
A. A. Blair officiating sympathetically and M. Staples; Secy, Ida A. Mahoney; Fin Sec ’y..
parish meets this, Thursday, afternoon with most acceptably to the stricken wife and Eben Sanborn; Treasurer, Charles K. Coombs;
Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple street. The
daughter in this hour of keenest bereavement. v^uajjiaiu, mary r*. i^urns; ouiae, Lieorgia A.
meeting last week was postponed owing to the The only grandchild, Lester M. Bragg of Jack- DowjSentinel, Amos M.Partridge; Trustee John
decease of our highly respected neighbor,
W. Knight. At the close of the meeting, the
sonville, Florida, was unable to join his sorCapt. Ralph Morse.
rowing mother and grandmother for the burial Ljdge was served with oyster stew at the
City Lunch rooms.
Last week brought us fine, bright weather services. Mrs. Emily G. Richardson, a sisteruntil Thursday opened with a driving, south- in-law, and Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Whittemore,
The following offeers of Hancock Lodge, F
erly rainstorm, changing into fog after noon nephew and niece of Mrs. Morse, were present & A. M., of Castine were installed Jan.7th: W.
and dim sunlight toward evening. Friday was with her and daughter, Mrs. Bragg, during the M., Walter Brown; S. W Hosmar McKcon; J.
clear and Saturday was beautiiully mild and trying oideal. Beautiful floral tributes—more W., W. A. Walker; S. D., Clarence Wheeler; J.
than twenty large pieces—from his Masonic D., Arthur Patterson; secretary, F. S, Perkins;
springlike—no snow in sight.
Mrs. Alfred Brean returned from Cambridge, Lodge in Searsport, Pownal Lodge in Stock- treasurer, R. B. Brown; chaplain, Rev. Mr.
maritime associates, Patterson; marshal, J. Walter Weeks; tyler,
Mass., last Saturday and is housekeeping for ton, his wile, daughter,
George Weeks. Past W. M. Dr. G. A. Wheelei
the winter in the summer home of Dr. Herman relatives and admiring friends, surrounded
G.
Hichbcrn, East Main street, her husband the casket, banked the wall of the room and was the installing officer, assisted by Dr. G. E,
the air with their perfume—a silent tribParsons as marshal. After the work ice cream
being occasionalIy~in town for a Sunday, as he filled
and cake was served.
ute to the character of the trustworthy gentleA large number wae
is connected with the B. & A. railroad.
man
called from a long-continued sphere of present, and all report a fine time
Mrs. Everetti,Staples took
Monday’s train usefulness, after a wedded life of over
fifty
for Quincy, Mass., to join her parents, Mr.
At the regular meeting of Aurora Rebekah
years in Stockton.
Deepest condolence is
and Mrs. J. Frank Frye, because of the critiLodge, I. O. O. F. Tuesday evening a picnic
extended to wifi
and grandson in
daughter
cal state of her father’s health. Mr.
Frye is their irreparable loss. “Over the River” he supper was served in the banquet hall at 6.30,
after which Mrs. Cora Fairbanks, District
suffering from cirrhosis of the liver, having
awaits his dear ones, in love.
been in a serious condition for more than a
Deputy President, assisted by Mrs. Ida Libby
*•
Son
of God, Immortal Love,
Strong
of Unity, very ably installed the
Stockton joins Mrs. Staples in her
year.
Whom we, that have not seen thy face,
following
officers: Ndble Grand, Mrs. Annie B. Patteranxiety.
By faith, and faith alone, embrace,
Believing, when'we cannot 6ee.”
son; vice grand, Mrs. Sarah S. Guthrie; reA cash grocery store is advertised to
open in
our village Jan. 15th, with Mr. Earl
cording secretary, Mrs. Annie K. Adams: finanTrundy as
EAST BELFAST.
cial secretary, Mrs. Effie G. Harrison; treasmanager. Give the new concern a trial. It
urer, Mrs. Abbie F. Cook; chaplain, Mrs.Hazel
promises to furnish high grade goods at prices
is
confined
to
his
home
Cottrell
C.
Y.
Capt.
that will save the customers from 10 to iO
S. Bowker; warden, Mrs. Hazel Ramsdell; conper with rheumatism.
cent on all purchases, but
ductress, Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw; ins;.de
you must pay cash
Mrs. Harry A. Shaw, who has been quite ill
always and nothing will be delivered. Look in
guardian, Mrs. Mabel S. Partridge; outside
is reported better.
at the Mudgett building East Main street.
guardian, Eugene L. Cook; right supporter
Mrs. Manley Harriman is convalescing from to Noble Grand, Miss Grace E. Walton; left
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipan attack of the grippe.
supporter to Noble Grand, Miss Ruth Macomping report was telephoned Monday evening:
Mrs. E. W, Curtis of Camden has been a ber; right supporter to vice grand, Miss ElizJan. 6th, barge R., R. & L. Co. No. 4 arrived
abeth Clement; left supporter to vice grand.
of her brother E. S. Achorn.
with a cargo of fertilizer from
Cartaret, N. J., guest
Miss Mildred Dodge.
Miss Ruth Macomber
and steamer Millinocket arrived with a
Miss Katie Nickerson of Searsport was a
genrendered a piano solo and Mrs Leon Bucklin
eral cargo from New York. Jan.
Richard
of
and
Mrs.
Brown.
Mr.
sch.
guest
Sunday
7th,
and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker a piano duet. Ice
Al ee S. Wentworth arrived, light, to load lumMrs. Eliza Aldus has returned to her home cream and cane were
served at the close of
ber. Jan. 9th, the Norwegian barque Silas
after an operation at the Waldo County Hosthe regular work.
sailed with cargo of deal for Liverpool, Engpital.
land, and steamer Millinocket sailed with
The installation of the newly' elected officers
The local ice men have finished harvesting
cf Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., took place
paper for New York.
Friday
their ice and report the best crop for several
News of the death of Mr. William A.Scripps,
evening, Jan. 8th, witn a good attendance. The
years.
officers were installed by Distnct. Deputy
financier and philanthropist, of Altadena,
John Robbins returned home last Friday Grand Master F.
M. Fairbanks of Unity, asCalifornia, reached friends in town, recently.
from Dr. Tapley’s hospital and is convalescing
sisted by District Deputy Grand Marshal T. O.
He passed away Dec. 31st at his beautiful
Knight of Unity, A. K. Braley as grand scribe,
home. The surviving wife was, previous to her rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Davis and daughter Alice Frank A, Nye as grand treasurer, L. E. Mcmarriage, Miss Katherine Pierce, of Frankfort.
Both have been frequent visitors in Maine, w^re g^iests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mahan as-grand chaplain, Henry Staples as
grand warden and Oiis Ellis as grand sentinel.
Stockton often welcoming their genial person- Biown at Bay View Farm,
Ernest Orchid spent Sunday with his par- The officers: Albert H. Morse, Noble Grand;
alities. Deepest sympathy is extended to the
Arthur H. Murch.Vice Grand; Ralph H. Howes,
bereaved widow,
ents, returning Monday morning to BrooksStockton’s
ac-
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well
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Society.

by

sorrowing

ville, where he has employment

Obituary. Manley Foote, one of the oldObituary. Stockton mourns the death of
time ship carpenters of this town, died in the her everywhere respected
citizen, Capt. Ralph
Waldo County hospital at Belfast Jan. 4th, Morse, on the
morning of Jan. 5th, of necrosis
after an illness of five days of a complication
of the jawbone, after a
rapid illness ot a few
of diseases. He had been in failing health for weeks, the first illness of his 83
well-spent
several years and failed rapidly after enter| years. The deceased was bjrn in Lincolnville,
ing the hospital, He was the son of the late Me,, May 17, 1831, the youngest child of the
Stephen and Nancy (Harris) Foote and was family of four blessing the home of the late
born in West Prospect (now Searsport) Feb 7, Mr. Esdras and Mrs.
Martha (Sylvester)
1837, and ha6 always lived here. When a
Morse. None now survive, Capt. Morse havman
he
went
in
to
work
the
young
shipyards ing been long alone relative to his father’s
„i l.„
i_
household. Of an active, energetic and capawas the kbark
Aberdeen, built for the late ble nature he
early determined to fit himself
-r

Capt.

B. F. Rice of

Sandypoint,

„—
--

—

and he contin-

ued to work in the shipyards of Searsport,
Belfast and Stockton until shipbuilding became a thing of the past in this locality.
His
wife died July 6, 1890. Mr. Foote was a man
of very quiet demeanor and of good habits in
His
every way, and is the last of the family.
oldest sister, Mrs. Huff, died last winter in
Brooks at the advanced age of 95 years. Mr.
Foote brought up two children —Agnes E. Stafford and Frederick E. Stafford, who now live
in Boston, but were unable to attend the
funeral. The funeral services were held at
his late residence on Leach street Jan. 8th,
Rev. O. G. Barnard of the M. E church officiating. Interment was in the family lot in
the village cemetery. The bearers were: J.
W. Sweetser, Michael Ward, C. L. Merithew
and F. H, Cleaves.
MORRILL,
Rev. Nathan Hunt preached here last Sunday, and his wife will occupy the pulpit next
Sunday.... The Morrill Dramatic Club gave
the drama “Me and Otis” in Mystic Grange
Hall, Belmont, last Friday night_The Ladies
Aid will hold their meeting for election of
officers and other business at Mrs. Mabel
Gurney’s Thursday Jan. 14th.Messrs J. F
Sheldon J. F,Vickery and Ernest E Bowen are
doing quite a large business lumbering this
winter. They are cutting stavp stuff, mostly
on lots 84 and 85, Morrill.
For regular action of the bowels; easy, natural movements, reliel of constipation, try Doan’s
Regulets. 25c at all stores.

for

a

shipmaster

and at the age of seventeen

began his life work. Unswerving in integrity,
keenly intelligent and faithful to every duty,
he rapidly rose to an officer’s position on board
ship, and at the

22 took command of a
vessel. The year before he attended High
school in Stockton (then South Prospect)
boarding with his sister and husband, Capt.
and Mrs. Wyman. And in August, 1854, he
was married by Mr. J. W. Thompson to Miss
Sarah A. Gilmore, only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sewall Gilmore, of this village, Thus our
town was enriched by one of its most reliable
public -spirited and beloved residents. That
year the brig Annie D. Torrey was built for
him, and he left his bride with her parents to
age

of

try the qualities of the new vessel, taking her
subsequently on many long foreign voyages.One
daughter, now Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, blessed

“COME HOME TO
DINNER WITH ME ”
"No, thank

you.

Can’t eat with

comfort now.”
“What? Haven’t you heard about
Dys-pep-lets? Sure thing for sour
stomach, distress, heartburn and all
indigestion.’’
“Do you guarantee thorn?”
“I certainly do on my own experience and that of many friends.
Always carry a box in my pocket.”
“All right! I’ll come and enjoy a
good meal once more.”
are
fast
Dys-pep-lets
making
friends of all who try them.

any

<1

COME

IN

AND SEE US ABOUT

ALDER-I-KA
The Great Stomach and Bowel Remedy.
A Sure Cure for Constipation.

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE CO.

T. Price Wilson and daughter Nancy
of Winchester, Mass., returned to their home
Monday, after a week’s visit with Mrs. A. E
Stantial.
Mrs.

Mrs. Florence Patterson returned to her
Bangor Monday afternoon. She had
been caring for her sister, Mrs. John Hill, and
children, who have been ill.
home in

Unity Circle of Trinity church, which was
recently reorganized,met Wednesday, Jan. 6th,
with Mrs. Roscoe Black and there was a good
The officers are: President, Mrs
Black; secretary, Ren worth RogersJ
treasurer, William Vaughan, Jr. The Ladies
Aid met Thursday afternoon, Jan. 7th, with
atten

dance.

Roscoe

airs,

a,

in.

onow

ana

eiecieu

ameers as

louows

President, Mrs. Augusta Fletcher; vice president, Mrs. William Vaughan; treasurer, Mrs;
Elmer Decrow; secretary, Mrs. Charles Hall.
Refreshments were served. The next meeting will be with Mrs. George Orchid.
Mrs. Elmer Decrow gave a party Tuesday
afternoon, Jan. 5th ,to a few friends in honor
of her birthday. The afternoon was spent in
a social chat, after which ice cream, cake and
confectionery were served. The hostess was
presented with two fine birthday cakes, one
by Mrs. Chas. Hall and the other by Mrs. A. N.
A delightful afternoon was passed
Snow.
and all wished their hdstess many happy returns of the day. The guests present were
Mrs. A. N. Snow, Mrs, Chas. Hall, Mrs. Arthur
Stantial and Mrs. Thos. P. Leaman. Other invited guests who were unable to be present,
were Mrs. Effie Bridges of West Penobscot
and Mrs. Herbert Brown.
The Hiramdale Gun Club elected officers for
the ensuing year at the clubhouse Tuesday
evening, Jan. 5th, as follows: President, Wm.
Leary; vice president, Wyatt Carrow; secretary and treasurer, Raphnel A. Leavitt; doorkeeper, Horace Nickerson; arranger of targets, Donald Ellis. The clubhouse has been

undergoing

extensive repairs,

including

a new

will be
A shoot was

hard pine flocr. sheathing, etc.,
mpleted the last of this week.
recently held at the club, the married members against the single members. The defeated side were to give a clam stew to the winners and this pleasant duty devolved upon the
married ones. The supper was given last
week at the clubhouse and consisted of a very
appetizing clam stew, crackers, pickles, doughnuts, cheese and coffee. Mr. Edw Brierly made
the stew, which was highly commended, and
Mr. Ernest Gross waited on the table. After
and it

co

supper Pearl Brook cigars were enjoyed by
the smokers and a general good time followed
SWANV1LLE*
Miss Celia Nickerson, who has been ill with
the grippe, is improving.... Mrs. Isaac McKeen
is sick with a cold....Mrs. Emily Parsons is
very low... .Many of our farmers are harvesting their ice... .Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips returned Friday from Stockton Springs, whete she
was caring for Mrs. Leroy Nickerson.

treasurer; Samuel Adams, secretary; Wilbur S.
Macomber, financial scribe; W'illiam F. Jellerson, chaplain; Gerth S. Robinson, warden;
Herbert O. Drinkwattr, conductor; right and
left scene supporters of Noble Grand, Otis
Ellis and William M. Estes; right and left supporters of Vice Grand, Herbert O. Brier and
Ernest Yates; right and left scene supporters,
Edward Hatch and Marion Sanborn; inside
sentinel, Walter J. Roberts; outside sentinel,
John Parker. The annual reports were presented and placed on file and among them was
the 13th annual report of Ralph H. Howes as
treasurer. Following the installation ceremony speeches were made by visitors and
members of the lodge.
One of the most successful installations of
the winter season was the public installation
of the newly elected officers of Canton Pallas,
r.

m.,

x.

r.,

wnicn iook

piace

at uaa f el-

hall Thursday evening, Jan. 7th, with a
very large attendance of invited guests. Canton Pallas, the uniformed rank of tht Odd Fellows, was instituted in this city on April 8,
1886, and has been one of the most successful
military branches of the State organization in
Maine. During the past two or three years
theCanton has been particularly snccessful and
now ranks among the first in the State,
having
a membership of 44 and
exceptional good interest. The installation was by Past Captain
Edward F. Littlefield of this city, assisted by
Major Arthur R. Murch of the 1st Batallion'
Second Regiment, and Past Captain I. T.
Clough, as aids. The officers are as follows:
Captain, Albert H. Morse; lieutenant, Lucius
A. Walton; ensign, Charles H. Hahn; clerk,
Orrin J. Dickey; accountant, Ralph H. Howes.
Capt. Morse announced the following appointments: Standard Bearer, Gerth S. Robinson;
guard, William M. Estes; sentinel, Herbert O.
Brier; picket, Walter J. Roberts; finance committee, E. F. Littlefield, John T. Davis and
Arthur R. Murch.
Following the installation
a drill was given with Past Captain Leon Shute
in command. Music was furnished by Stimpson’s orchestra for the installation and it took
part in the musical program which followed:
Selection by orchestra; solo, Mis? Caro Hatch;
duet, Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker and Mr. John
lows

Carl Lamson; vocal
Parker; violin solo,
solo, Miss Hazel Sheldon; clarinet solo, Mr.
Lower; selection by orchestra. There were
many encores. A dance followed with music
by the orchestra.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

The City National Bank of Belfast,
the
of

At

Watch Your Children
Often children do not let parents know
they are constipated. They fear something distasteful. They will like Rexall
Orderlies—a mild laxative that tastes
like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
City Drug Store.

LIABILITIES.
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Total.2,039,148
State of Maine, County of Waldo,

Capital stock paid

in.B$®

tyoiSjlJ ^^B
ij^B
|§fl|
1^1
j^^B
i^B
BUI

Undivided profits.$ 7,862 22
Reserved for interest on deposits.. 13,793 80 $21.6,‘6 02
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid
$60,000 00
Circulating notes.
Less amount on hand and in treasury for reor
in
transit.
80000
degnption
Due to banks and bankers (other than above).
Demand deposits:
Individu ll deposits subject to check.$238,070 66
Certificates of deposits due less than 30
days. 54,437 97
Certified checks.
144 69
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
9.624 97
United States deposits
1.000 00
State and municipal deposits.
8 000 20
Deposits with notice of less than 30days. .1,516,297 03
....

09

Oo

il6§g

.flr

_Total..

ss:

in the State of

Searsport,

Maine,

RESOURCES._Dollars
Loans and discounts
Overdrafts secured, $000 00; unsecured, $60 97
U. S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par
secure

bank.$4,600

|

B

i]

_liabilities.

......

00

Less current

50,000 00
3,000 00

expenses, interest

and

.'

taxes

paid.
Circulating notes. 60,000 oil
Less amount on hand and in Treasury for redemption or in transit.
Due to banks and bankers (other than above).

116,940 16

days.

5,750 00

Cashier’s checks outstanding.

4.400 00
2,000 00
4,100 00

Postal savings deposits.
State and municipal deposits.
Deposits with notice of less than 30 days..
Time deposits:
Certificates of deposits due on and after 30

13,814 03
4,265 96

days
Deposits subject

to 30

or more

!

2 50

Dividends unpaid.
Demand deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check. 105,840
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30

00
00

750 00
Less amount unpaid. 3,750
! All other stocks, including premium on same... 5,000 00
and
fixtures,
Banking house, $3,000; furniture
$1,400
Other real estate owned.
Due from Federal Reserve bank.
Due from approved reserve agents in other reserve cities. 13,814 03
Due from banks and bankers (other than above)
Outside checks and other cash items; $846 15;
122 69
fractional currency.
Notes of other national banks.

I

BANK,

close of business December 31. i

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.$13,277 73
Reserved for. $ 13,277

circulation

(book value).

reserve

Cts.

60 97

Other bonds to secure postal savings.. 3.000 00
Bonds, securities, etc on hand (other than
stocks) including premiums on same... .116,940 16
Bonds, securities, etc pledged as collateral for
State or other deposits (U. S. postal savings excluded).
Subscription to stock of Federal Re-

Lawful money

at the

161,945 66

value)..$50,000

Other securities deposited to

38

i
f

■

:

on

282
7 994 4.

I

\

8,732 K

days’notice 118,273

1

968 84
2,390 00

in bank:

9,952
Specie.
Legal-tender notes.. 2,400
U.
S.
Treasurer
fund
with
(not
Redemption
more than 5 per cent on circulation).
Total.
|

<l%
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

N„. ,64,

At

j^B
|^B
j^B
j^B
^B
|^B
f^K

^B
K

I, C. W. Wescott, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. W. WESCOT
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of January, 1916,
RALPH I. MORSE Not!
WM. B. SWAN,
Correct—Attest:
)
v Directors
V. A. SIM MONS,
I
SELWYN THOMPSON.

50
00

12,352 50
2,500 00
384,488 12

Total.

...

Maine, tOcNTi of waldo, ss: J, A. H. Nichols, uashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear tbat the ah
ment is true to the best of ray knowledge and belief.
A. H. NICHOLS, (
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of January, 1915
J. w. BLACK Not
Correct. Attest:
F. I.
Directors.
B, F. COLCORD,
D. C. NICHOLS,
bTATE of

r.

■

I

■

■

PENDLETON.)

S
■

)

by Past Sachem William M. Estes as Great
SHIP NEWS.
Sannap,installed the following officers: Sachem,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Sewall
B.
Charles H. Hahn; senior sagamore,
Charters. Sch Northland, Philadelphia to
Fletcher; junior sagamore, Harold B. Robinson;
HAVE STOOD THE TEST i.
Searsport. coal, p. t. Sch Pendleton Sisters,
prophet, Frank L. Smith; <^hief of records and
Philadelphia to Calais, coal, p. t. Sch Fairfield, Break up that cold before it brt
collector of wampum, Orrin J Dickey; keeper New York to Rio Janeiro, with cement, $5.25
25 cents by mai:
of wampum, Roscoe Arey; first and second san- and loaded, Sch Edward H Cole, Norfolk to
Rio
with
25
Janeiro,
coal,
$5
and
Walter
CITY
H. Juan;
naps, Percy Cunningham
License Suspended. The license of Captain
first, second, third and fourth warriors, Roland Harry P. Herbert of the tug
READ & HILLS. I
!
Irvington, which
P. O. Square, He 1 f.t
Robbins, George Patterson, Harold H. Herrick j was lost on Northeast Pond Ledge in Penobscot
and Lincoln Clark; first, second, third and ! bay on Oct 29. was suspended for three months
the
States
United
by
inspectors Jan. 8th. The
fourth braves, G. Parker Cook, Henry B. WesIrvington ran on the ledge on a clear night.
I
At Bath, Mo., Jan. 6 four |
cott, Frank L. Orser and Willard B. In- ;
Launched,
sch
Carle
F
masted
from
the
Cressy
yards of j
gersoll; guard of forest, Milton T, Healey;
Percy & Small. Her dimensions are: Length,
guard of wigwam, George Lovejoy. Sachem 189.1 feet; breadth, 38 3 feet;
depth. 15 15 |
Hahn appointed these committees: finance, feet; gross tonnage, 898. She will have a car-

Foss’ Grip Tablets
DRUG

j

S. Perkins, Edward Robinson, Percy rying capacity of about 1,500 tons, Norman
Merry, of Boothbay Harbor, will command the
Cunningham; investigating, Harold B. schooner.
Robinson, Sewall B. Fletcher and Frank L.
Smith; relief chiefs, ward one, Frank L. Orser
BORN.
and Harold B. Robinson; ward two, Orrin J.
Bennett. In Orland, January 3, to Mr. and
Dickey and Edwin S. Perkins; ward three,
Walter H. Juan and George Lovejoy; four, Mrs. Ernest L. Bennett, a son.
Boulter
In Knox, January 7, to Mr. and
Edward Robinson and George Patterson; ward Mrs.
George Boulter, a son
Campbell
In Brooksville, December ?0, to
five, Fred A. Robbins and Leroy Robbins, Past
Sacnem PerkjnB, in behalf of the Tribe, pre- Mr. and Mrs, James Campbell, a son.
Cook.
In Rockland, January 3, to Mr. and
sented to Frank L. Smith the retiring Sachem, Mrs.
Leroy Cook, a son.
a Past Sachem’s sash as a gift from the memat the Waldo County
j Colcord. In Belfast,
close
of
the
at
the
was
served
Hosoital, January 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Amos A.
bers. A banquet
j Colcord,
a son.
meeting.
McAulifee. In Rockland, January 1, to Mr.
| and Mrs. Cornelius I. McAuliffe, a son.
WALDO STATION
Page In Belfast, January 6, to Mr and Mrs.
The month of December was unusually fine
Melvin Page, a son.
Staples. In Rockland, December 31, to Mr.
and January so far has been clear and bright.
It seems we are having an open winter- and Mrs. Benjamin Staples, a son.
Tapley. In West Brooksville, January 3, to
Isaac Clary of Livermore Falls is buying apples
Mr. and Mrs. Olden D. Tapley, a daughter.
Way. In Belfast, January 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
in this vicinity and shipping them from this
The apples are to be shipped to Harvey G. Way, a daughter.
station.
Whitney. In Belfast, January 10, to Mr.
England.. F. E. Littlefield loaded a car with and Mrs Frank Whitney,
a son.
500 bushels of potatoes Monday and is loading ?='
Fish
met
week....Mrs.
this
car
another
Roy
MARRIED.
with an accident in Swanville last Sunday.
Brickett Hersky. In Newport, Me., by Rev.
She was thrown from her carriage, but no ;
1
further particulars have been received... .The 1 H, W. Norton, Henry Brickett and Miss Hattie
both of Newport.
Hersey.
friends of Warren Johnson are hoping that his
Calderwood Collins In Union, January
health will improve_E. Cummings is not in ! 1, by Rev. C. A. Piumer, Ralph Arthur CalderCun- | wood and Alberta Alice Collins, daughter of
very good health this winter-Percy
Mr. and Mrs. Albert F. Collins, both of Union.
was at home and 6pent Christmas....

j

\

STORE

1

,t™.
e.

Edwin
L.

—

ningham
P. E. Hussey from Beverly, Mass., and W. P.
II_c_D.lU

U

nnnnf

»

f ailT Aa\ia

U

time, have returned....
Emery Hussey is at home from Beverly, Mass,
to spend the winter... .Among the valuable
Christmas presents left by Santa Claus in this
home

at Christmas

vicinity were a young son at the home of
Sidney Johnson and a baby girl at Leon Fish’s
home.
CENTER MONTV1LLE.
Mr. Thomas S. Erskine has sold his bay team
horse. Diamond, to Mr. Hamlin of Thorndike
_Mrs. Almeda Morse is at Knox Center attending Mrs. George Boulter, who has a you g
son_The selectmen have notified the citizens
ot this town to carefully examine their orchard
and shade trees and destroy all brown tail moth
nests before Feb. 15,1915. It is earnestly hoped
that every one will attend to it before the date
mentioned_There are several cases of
Miss Yuba Berry was
chicken pox in town.
quite sick last Saturday but broke out well the
Most of the
much
better.
next day and is
cases are light.... Mr. Volney Thompson has
begun work on his carriaees and will put up
twenty or more. He has some new style car-

riages, called Old Comfort.

WHY SUFFER ANY
STOMACH DISTRESS
and Effective
a Quick
Remedy.

When Mi-o-na Is

Mrs.

The newly elected officers of Tarratine Trite
No. 13,1. O. R. M., were installed last Monday
evening with a good attendance, including
nine Past Sachems of the Tribe. District D«*»
puty Great Sachem Edwin S. Perkins, assisted

dollars. uts-

RESOURCES.

Maine,

business, December 31, \gj.

close

in the State of Maine, at

Belfast,

Loans and Discounts....»... $1,016,643 08
1.080 80
Overdrafts, secured, $0,000; unsecured, $1,080 80.
U. S. Bonds deposited to secure circulation ( par value)...
60,000 00
U. S Bonds to secure U. S deposits (par value).
1,000 00
Bonds, securities, etc oA hand (other than stocks) includ713,211 08
ing premium on same.
Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve Bank. $7,800
Less amount unpaid
$ 1,300 00
6,600
All other stocks, including premiums on same.
600 00
1,800 00
16,000 00
and
fixtures.
Banking house, furniture
Due from Federal Reserve bank.
19,000 00
Due from approved reserve agents in central
reserve cities.$15,921 17
Due from anproved reserve agents in other reserve cities.
96,256 22 112,177 39
Due from banks and bankers (other than above)
10,941 9o
Outside checks and other cash items, $11,592 77
fractional currency. .'$7,632 00
11,669 09
Checks on banks in the same city or lown as reporting
bank.
8,204 75
Notes of other national banks.
4,200 00
Lawful money reserve in bank:
Specie.$66,176 00
Legal tender notes. 4,046 00
60,220 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (not more than 6
3,000 00
per cent on circulation)....
Due from U. S. Treasurer.
1,000 00

v

quaintances.

-—

so’MM

SPRINGS.

If your stomach is continually kicking up a
disturbance, causing distress after eating,
heartburn, coated tongue, gas. sour taste of
food, and you feel blue, irritable and nervous,
you

are

suffering

from

indigestion

and

dys-

pepsia.)

It’s needless for you to suffer, and now is
the time to quickly stop the distress and regulate your upset stomach.
Simply get from A. A. Howes & Co., or any
drug store, some Mi-o-na tablets—a simple

prescription

that does

more

than

give quick

and lasting relief. Mi-o-na soothes the irritated lining of the stomach and stimulates the
flow of the digestive juices so that what you
eat is quickly converted into healthful nourishment, then you are well and strong, and no
longer worry about trifles or have restless

nights.

Do not allow indigestion to wreck your
health and happiness but get some Mi-o-na
tablets at once—they are cheap and harmless.

Carter-Treworgy. In riluehill, December
24, by Rev. C. G, Harwood, Lawrence Carter
and Mrs. Viola Treworgy, both of Bluehill.
FARNHAM-A

I.RKRTS

In Wntervillp

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the
the BELFAST BUILDING <
the office of Dunton & Morse

Tuesday, January 19th, at 4
for the purpose of electing
suing year and the transact
business as may legally com-’
ing.
WILMERJ. DO1.
January 12,1915—lw2

vation;

of

Foote. In Belfast, January 4, Manley Foote
Searsport, aged 77 years, 10 months and 28

days.

Gilley. In Southwest Harbor, December
29, Rudolph A. Gilley, aged 23 years, 8 months
and 13 days.
Gray. In Orland, December 30, Hudson G.
Gray, aged 69 years, 3 months and 11 days.
Haley In Winterport, January 11, Julia
Powers, wife of Walter Haley, aged 67 years.
l-ORD. In Verona, January 17, Mrs. Loraine
D. Lord, aged 92 years, 10 months and 14 days.
Nralley. In Winterport, January 11, Sarah
B. Neal ley, aged 77 years.
Perkins. In East Bucksport, January 7,
Mrs. Mary J. Perkins, aged 80 years, 4 months
and 15 days.
Ropes. In Bangor, January 5, Prof. Charles
J. H. Ropes, aged 62 years and 1 mjnth.
In Belfast, January 10, George AlA Quimby
bert Quimby, »ged 73 years, 6 months and 2

day 8.

was not

Vose
a

Squan

wonderful

opened for

six

to settle an estate. This i str;
for some young miss.
easy terms if you want them.
3w2
D E. J Ji

prize

j
t

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighi
the Sons of Veterans and Ladi.
their many kindnesses during
at the death of our husband a
for the beautiful flowers sent
RUTH O
MISS EDNA

j

MISS

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the neigh
tine Commandery K. T, for Kim:
at the time of our bereavemflowers 6ent to the funeral.
MRS. ELIJAH IM
MISS ELIZA BE 1
EARL PHILLIP."

died?
In Bucksport, January 10, Leslie,
ft Avery
young son of Albert Avery, aged 10 years. 5
months and 10 days,
In Waltham, Miss Minnie s.
Blaisdell.
Blaisdell, aged 56 years, 6 months and 18 days.
Bowen. In Augusta, January 6, Elroy R.
Bowen, formerly of Belfast, aged 62 years and
9 months.
Burton In Rockland, January 5, Jane Elizabeth, widow of Benjamin Burton, a native of
Warren, aged 77 years, 1 month and 26 days
Cobb. In Bucksport, January 9, Lydia J.,
wife of Capt Herbert Cobb, aged 61 years, 2
months and 1 day. \

i

FOR SALE
A high class
scratch on it—in

.Ismiorv

4, by Rev. Narcisse Chartand. Clair B. Farnbam and Miss Helen Alberts, both of Orland.
Frost-Benner In Camden, December 31,
by Rev. S. E. Frohock, Carrol E. Frost and
Miss Izora Benner, both of Camden.
Magunson-Philbrook In Vinalhav
January 2, by D. H. Glidden, J, P., Gustav Berger
Magunson and Addie Lauretta Philbrook.
Prescott*Mayville In Searsport, December 25, by Rev C. H. McElhiney, John E.
Prescott of Lawrence, Ma^s., and Miss Emcpa
A. Mayville of Stockton Springs.
Roach-Young. In Camden, January 2, by
Frank H. Thomas, Esq., Homer A. Roach of
Camden and Cordelia H. Young of Searsmont.
Snow-Gray. In Bluehili, December 25, by
Rev. Charles Hargrove, Earl Sidney Snow and
Miss Bernice Gray, both of Brooksville.

j

<

BELFAST
Corrected
PRODUCE

PRICE CUB

Weekly

for

Th«
PAII

MARKET.

Apples,per nbl.1.00 2,00 Hay,

j

7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
2 50a2 75| Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Y.
3
50
Lamb Sk
Beans,
E.,
30a32l Mutton.
Butter,
9all Oats, 32 i
Beef, sides,
9' I’otatBeet,forequarters,
60 Rouml h
Barley, bu,
24 Straw.
Cheese,
18 Turkey
Chicken,
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
20 Veal,
Duck,

Eggs,

|

RETAU

V

181 Lime.

Butter Salt, 141b.,
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,

Cranberries,

^

hai
16jWood.
18 Wood, soU.

RETAIL PRICE.

Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lird.

j

Wool, unwas:

32

Fowl,
Geese,

Beef, Corned,

j

Meal,
18a22jOat
860nions,
81

Oil,

keros*

m

81|Pollock,

24; Pork,
180 Plaster.
lOiRye

j

Mm*

8i Shorts.
20a22 Sugar,
7 26n8 25 Salt, T 1
S BOiSweet Potat
16lWheat Me»l.

--

!'
"THREE CROW BRAND Gu..i"
solutely Pure CREAM TARTAR if"-’*
at ten cents for a 1*4 Lb. pscUgm

!

j
,<

j

j

